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On the bubble
Sugar Kings need three in a row to repeat
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The Elmira Sugar
Kings are one loss
away from being
dethroned as a

determined Sarnia Blast squad
defeated the reigning
Sutherland Cup champions 3-2
at the Lair on April 24, taking
a 3-1 lead in the best-of-seven
championship series.

Twice the Blast clawed back
from one-goal deficits before
forward Chandon Hill scored
the third-period winner for the
visitors with 10 minutes re-
maining. The Kings valiantly
tried to mount a comeback but
a crossbar turned away
Elmira’s last opportunity with
three seconds left.

Kings coach Dave Officer said
the tight loss was a tough one
to swallow.

“We went into this competi-

tion tonight fully expecting to
win and had we gotten a few
breaks it would have happened.
We hit a few posts and cross-
bars and that’s the luck of  the
game sometimes. We’re not
hanging our heads though.”

Coming off  a 3-0 road win in

Sarnia two nights previous,
the Kings continued their
solid play in the first and sec-
ond periods before tailing off
in the third - losing the
battles on the boards for puck
possession and almost every
faceoff.
“It almost looked like we were
tired out there,” said Officer.
“But it’s hard to say. They
[Sarnia] did such a good job of
pushing us to the outside we
weren’t getting in close on
them. We’ve got to battle into
the middle of the ice a little bit
stronger in their end.”

Early in the game the Kings
were winning more than
their fair share of  the battles
and were unlucky not to take
an early lead. Just two
minutes into the contest and
with the Kings shorthanded,
Brent Walton stole the puck
in the Sarnia zone and fired
a wrister that beat Blast
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(SEE KINGS PAGE 13)
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Last ditch appeals by
neighbours Apr. 23
failed to sway
Woolwich council as it

gave formal approval to plans for
a Tim Hortons restaurant in St.
Jacobs. The zoning amendment
allows the Oakville-based coffee
and donut chain to build a
standalone restaurant at 1229
King St. N.

Current M1 industrial zoning
of  the property allows a
restaurant only as part of  a four-
unit mall. The new bylaw adds a
site-specific provision allowing
the standalone operation.
Councillors approved the bylaw
3-1, with Mark Bauman the lone
dissenter. His ward includes St.
Jacobs.

Pollution, noise and traffic
concerns caused by a drive-thru
window at the restaurant were
the stumbling block for his
support, said Bauman.

“I would say drive thrus are for
lazy people. Aside from some
people who may have children in
the car or who are physically
challenged, 95 per cent of  us
probably don’t need to use the
drive thru – the walk into the
store would be beneficial.”

“I really challenge Tim
Hortons to consider doing this
without the drive thru,” he said.

“I guess the bottom line is, is
the bottom line more important
than the neighbours? If the
drive thru remains part of  this,
I can’t support it.”

With the approval of  the other
councillors, the bylaw will
stand, pending a 20-day appeal
period.

Neighbour Carl Kavanagh,

Hortons is
on the way
Construction could
begin on St. Jacobs
restaurant as early

as next month

(SEE NEIGHBOURS PAGE 2)
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Smokers at Elmira District
Secondary School have been
told to fend for themselves
after administrators closed

the designated smoking area for two
weeks because students were
making a mess. The action renews
longstanding tensions with
neighbours as smokers are forced
onto adjacent properties to indulge
their habit.

The suspension, which took effect
Apr. 22, is a temporary measure
until students clean up the area and
learn to respect the privilege, said
principal Reid McPhail.

“We have a good neighbour policy
and we feel that the kids weren’t
meeting their responsibilities. This
action will remind them we do have
some control.

“When they ask ‘where can we
smoke?’ we tell them to go for a
walk,” he said, adding the school is
aware this can pose problems for
people who live nearby.

Staff  members are keeping an eye
on how the kids behave in the
neighbourhood. The close proximity
of  houses has made for uneasy
relationships with the school over
such issues as trespassing, noise and
accumulations of  trash.

“Recently, because we’ve been able
to keep the kids off  of  peoples’ yards,
it hasn’t been a problem,” said

Out
on

their
butts

Suspension of
EDSS smoking area
raises longstanding

neighbourhood issue

(SEE SCHOOL PAGE 2)

OFF BALANCE  Brent Walton and his Elmira Sugar King teammates are down 3-1 in their best-of-seven
Sutherland Cup series against the Sarnia Blast.

UPENDED  Kevin Labatte feels
the brunt of the Blast in action at
the Lair on Apr. 24.
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Waterloo North Hydro Inc.
Power Interruption Notice

If you live in the area noted on the map below, you will experience a power supply interruption on Sunday
April 28, 2002 between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. In the event of inclement weather the work
will be rescheduled for Sunday May 5, 2002 during the same time period.

This power interruption is required in order to complete work on a new line construction along Reid Woods
Dr. (Woolwich Township Rd 12). We regret any inconvenience this causes however this work will help
ensure our delivery of a continued reliable supply of electricity. Should you have any questions or concerns,
please call our Control Room at (519) 886-5090, ext 231.

McPhail.
Historically, the smoking

area has been a flashpoint
for problems with the
neighbours, recalled
former EDSS principal
Jim Furlong.

Retired since 1996, Fur-
long said the smoking is-
sue was a concern
throughout his nine years
at the school. His tenure
included the implementa-
tion of  the Tobacco Con-
trol Act, which banned
smoking on school prop-
erty.

“It’s April, and the
results of  the winter show
up, the garbage and
everything else and
everybody gets disturbed.
It’s always a problem at
this time of  the year,
where the sins of  the
winter show up – the snow
melts and there’s garbage
as people start raking up,”
he said. “Any time you
have an area that is for
smoking only, and people
congregate there, you’re
going to have a mess.”

The smoking policy has
always been a tradeoff,
said Furlong. By keeping
the smokers nearby, you
have issues at the school,

but having them off  the
property means conflicts
with nearby residents.

“It’s really one of  those
problems that is not solv-
able. It was a real burr in
the saddle, something
that was always a prob-
lem, probably more so at
EDSS than most of the
other secondary schools
because the houses and
the school property are
virtually integrated. The
actual campus of EDSS is
pitiful in size for the size
of  the school.”

A number of  different
spots on and around the
school property have been
tried. The current smok-
ing area, adjacent the por-
tables near Brubacher
Street, is technically not
on school property – when
the school was expanded,
the portion of  Klinck
Street that was closed
never got turned over to
the school board. It still
belongs to Woolwich
Township.

“Where the current
smoking area is, techni-
cally is not school prop-
erty. It looks like school
property, but it’s not be-
cause it was never sev-
ered,” said Furlong.

“When they built the ad-
dition onto EDSS in the
1960s, the severances
were not completed prop-
erly – the street still goes
through the gym, so tech-
nically, the kids could
smoke in the gym and not
be on school property.”

Dave Gosnay,
Woolwich’s director of
engineering and plan-
ning, said the road allow-
ances still remain on the
books as township prop-
erty. There are no plans to
close the loophole.

“There are some old
road allowances. It’s part
of  the old plans that are
out in that area. It’s not
been a big, burning is-
sue,” he said. “They’re

not open road allowances,
so they don’t involve us
too much.”

The workaround at
EDSS is in keeping with
alternatives at other sec-
ondary schools operated
by the Waterloo Region
District School Board.

“We have 15 high
schools. We probably
have 15 solutions,” said
associate director Colin
Armstrong.

Since the province
banned smoking at
schools, a policy the
board opposed, the
schools have been devis-
ing various strategies to
deal with the legislation.
Although happy to dis-
courage students from

smoking, the ban does
little to help that goal, but
creates safety concerns
as students are often
forced onto the streets to
smoke, said Armstrong.

“Many boards chose to
let the Ministry of Health
know this was not a good
decision because we
didn’t believe it would
impact students in their
smoking, but what it
would do was move them
from an area, in most
cases somewhere to-
wards the back of  the
school away from traffic,
in a supervised environ-
ment and force them out
onto the street. That has,
in fact, been the case.”

The conflict between its

School smoking area puzzling problem to solve
opposition to smoking,
concerns about students
safety and
neighbourhood issues
has left the board in an
awkward position, he ad-
mitted.

“There’s absolutely no
doubt that there’s an in-
consistency. At some
point in the evolution of
this, someone in the Min-
istry of Health decided
that if  you don’t let them
smoke on school prop-
erty, they won’t smoke.
Therefore you will help
solve the problem. If  that
was going to work, that
would be wonderful. But
it’s done is actually made
it more difficult to con-
trol and manage.”

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

who heads the Preserve
St. Jacobs Committee,
said the group is
considering an appeal.

“We’re contemplating
that. We haven’t decided if
we’re going to spend our
time appealing or not. We
may, but by the same token,
we’re asking ‘what’s it
going to do?’” he said Apr.

Neighbours consider appeal
24.

Residents, in fact, appear
somewhat resigned to the
restaurant. Those who
spoke to council, while
calling for the township to
disallow the project,
stressed measures such as
fencing that will help make
the site less intrusive.

“The decision was
nothing too shocking. I

think we were prepared
for the onslaught.”

Although the arrival of
a Tim Hortons on the site
will inconvenience the
immediate neighbours,
the opposition, he said, is
not simply based on the
n o t - i n - m y - b a c k y a r d
(NIMBY) principle.

“This is not a NIMBY
issue. I wouldn’t want this
in anybody’s yard. I don’t
want other places where
they’ve put these beside
somebody’s homes.”

A spokesperson for the
TDL Group, the Tim
Hortons parent company,
said they will work with
neighbours to provide the
best fit for the property,
starting with designing a
unique restaurant for that
site.

“We’re pleased on the
decision that we can move
ahead with the standalone
store, which we feel is
going to be beneficial on

that site, rather than the
industrial mall that was
initially approved. It
allows us to build a
building that is much
more aesthetically
pleasing and fits into the
area. It will allow us to
save more of  the trees and
green space,” said Diane
Slopek-Weber.

The company has no set
policy for dealing with
concerned neighbours,
she added, rather “it’s a on
a one-to-one basis with the
situation.”

Following the appeal
process, construction on
the new restaurant could
begin as early as late May
or early June. TDL’s offer
to purchase the property,
which was listed at
$299,000, was conditional
on the zoning change. That
sale will likely go through
shortly, she said.

No franchisee has yet
been named for the store.

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

After delivering
hundreds of  babies

in Ontario, retired mid-
wife Elsie Cressman was
ordered to pay a handi-
capped boy and his family
$3.5 million dollars in
damages because of  an er-
ror in judgment.

The incident occurred
on May. 25, 1985, when
Christine Carere and her
husband turned to
Cressman, who was
working at a St. Jacobs
clinic, for help in
delivering their seventh
child.

After reviewing the
evidence, Justice Joseph
Henderson found
Cressman made a mistake
when she tried to “turn”
Carere’s baby out of  a
breech position to avoid a
caesarean section. A key
finding in the trial was

Area midwife loses suit following
a tragic mistake 16 years ago

that Cressman failed to
have an ultrasound test
done before she tried to
turn the baby.

Cressman’s action
caused the placenta to pull
away from the uterus
causing heavy bleeding
and premature labour in
the 34th week of  pregnancy.

Paul Joseph Carere, now
16, was diagnosed with
cerebral palsy caused by
blood loss and his
premature birth, when he
was three. He currently
lives with his mother in
Guelph.

Cressman, who is
insured for damages
through a provincial
association of  midwives,
did not learn of  the boy’s
condition until eight years
later. She received notice
of  the lawsuit two months
after she retired in 1998.
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UPFRONT
INSHORT

Pilot library access
program is working

Local charity raises
funds for youth centre

OCWA will continue
to monitor water

Guelph likely next to
approve Hwy. 7 plan

 On fertile ground
By Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik Martenssontenssontenssontenssontensson
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A growing interest--pun
intended--in all things
agricultural is
making life more ex-

citing for those who follow
Canada’s ag. industry, including
Observer regular Owen Roberts
-- he was recently recognized by
the Ontario Community News-
papers Association as one of  the
province’s top columnists for his
Rural Routes offering.

At the OCNA awards earlier
this month, his column finished
third out of  69 entries for Colum-
nist of  the Year.

Not too long ago, this might
have been a little surprising for
someone who writes primarily
about agriculture. But not any-
more.

It’s no longer such a stretch
considering the growth of  pub-
lic interest in matters related to
agriculture, says Roberts.

Observer columnist sees growing trend in desire for information about agriculture
“I think more people are inter-

ested in reading agri-food stories
than ever before. Maybe at one
time the best columnist in the
paper or in Ontario might not
have been writing about agricul-
ture. They might have been writ-
ing about municipal issues that
were not seen as being agricul-
tural issues. But I think now
people see agriculture as being
much more of  a municipal issue
than they ever have before.”

A professor at the University
of  Guelph in Rural Extension
Studies – the study of  how to get
information from a source into
a rural area where people can
use it – and also the Director of
Research Communications,
Roberts has seen a definitive
shift in general interest in those
things agricultural - and the
offshoot that those issues are
getting covered in the media
more often and more in-depth
than in the past.

“I’m fortunate that I had an

interest in agriculture when
nobody else wanted to write
about it, which was about 15 to
20 years ago…But it was also just
at a time when biotechnology
was just coming into its own and
people were getting more
interested in genetics and food
safety and the economics of  food
and everything else.”

Those blossoming changes in
the agriculture industry, and
curiosity about them, have
opened the doors for people to
write about agriculture in ways
that they haven’t before, said
Roberts. Major issues today
include food-safety and the
environment - things that have
far-reaching appeal to readers.

“I think the interest in the
environment just brings with it
an interest in agriculture. I
think an interest in food safety
brings with it an interest in
agriculture. An interest in bio-
technology brings an interest in
agriculture. It seems that so

many of  the hot buttons right
now in the media are based in
agriculture. And with that in
mind, I think agricultural com-
munication and agricultural
writing has probably a rosier
future than ever before – you
couldn’t say that 15 or 20 years
ago because it seemed that
people who were writing about
it only wrote about the produc-
tion side of  things - like ‘how to
be a better farmer’- rather than
trying to communicate to the
public what farming was all
about.”

That public interest has also
changed the way the industry
thinks about communicating to
the masses. Before there wasn’t
a need because people weren’t as
interested in agriculture as they
are now, said Roberts.

“The agri-food industry has a
real will to speak now… for a
long time I don’t think the agri-
food industry really saw a need

(SEE A VOICE PAGE 4)

ERIK MARTENSSON

The committee of the Elmira Wedding
Show and Silent Auction handed over a
cheque for $3,800 to the Woolwich Youth
Drop-In Centre on Apr.17.  The event has
become so successful, that it is slated to
be an annual occurence, said committee
chair Linda Taylor.

Waterloo Regional Council will share 50
per cent of its Library Community Access
Program (CAP) coordinator’s position to
improve the quality of life and promote
economic development in rural
communities.

The CAP is a federal initiative aimed at
enhancing the economic and social
benefits of rural communities available
through the Internet.

Regional staff will report back to the
library committee regarding the merits of
the program and funding opportunities in
June 2002.

The Ontario Clean Water Agency (OCWA)
will continue with its Operations and
Maintenance contract for another 3 years.

Regional Staff examined several
alternatives for the wastewater operation
including: regional operation, a new
selection process and the extension of the
current contract with OCWA. After
reviewing all the options, staff concluded
that the extension of the existing contract,
already in year four of a five-year
agreement, would provide the best overall
benefit for the community.

The City of Guelph planning, works and
environment committee is recommend-
ing its city council approve the Ministry
of Transportation’s Hwy. 7 project, albeit
with some conditions. The conditions
outlined in the planning report include
improvements such as paving and new
turning lanes to the Silvercreek Parkway
and Woodlawn Road intersection, an en-
vironmental assessment for an extension
of the Hanlon Expressway from
Woodlawn Road to the Marden area on
Highway 6 and a study of the future pro-
vincial road network needs in Guelph,
Wellington County and the surrounding
area. The highway, expected to cost $130
million, would run one kilometre north
of the current route, from the Hanlon
Expressway in Guelph to the Conestoga
Parkway in Kitchener. It has already re-
ceived support from Woolwich, Waterloo
Region, Wellington County, Kitchener,
and Guelph-Eramosa.

Two roads will be extended to accom-
modate growth in Heidelberg after
Woolwich council passed the necessary
bylaws Apr. 23. Portions of Rhine Meadow
Road and Alpen Grove are affected by the
decision.

On the road to growth
in Heidelberg

HOT TOPIC  Columnist Owen Roberts notes changes in agriculture have altered the way people view the industry.
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to speak outside its own epi-
center, speak outside its own
industry. But now it does.

“There is commitment now
from seed companies, from
professional associations to
commodity organizations to
change that and to help
Canadians understand better
what the agri-food industry is
all about and why it’s impor-
tant that farmers be able to
keep doing what they’ve been
doing as far as producing food
goes. And how farmers are
changing to reflect their
needs and society’s needs at
the same time.”

With that ability to
clearly communicate agri-
cultural news and research
developments a growth
area, Roberts is part of  an
initiative to start a degree
program in agricultural
communication at the Uni-
versity of  Guelph. The de-
gree program would add to
the agricultural communi-
cation program that he
teaches and the student re-
search writing program he
coordinates. There stu-
dents learn the skills that
will allow them as part of
the industry or media to be
able to decipher what can
be complicated agricul-
tural issues clearly – some-
thing that Roberts finds
fulfilling in his work.

“That magical fourth
paragraph comes in where
the science gets explained
in a ‘here’s how it works’
type paragraph. To me a
good ‘here’s how it works’
paragraph is an extremely
satisfying thing to write.”

And how important is it?
“Well, with everyone’s

interest in science and in
food and in, whether or not
they know it, agriculture,
I think the communication
of  what it’s all about and
how it’s evolving is more
important than ever.”

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
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Woolwich will look
at reopening a
bridge on the

border with Centre
Wellington Township
following a request Apr. 23
from residents of  West
Montrose.

A voice
for ag.

West Montrose group requests reopening of bridge
Closure of alternative route in Centre-Wellington means long detours say residents.

Acting on a letter from
Elverne Martin—it was
signed by 16 others—
council instructed staff  to
look at the possibility of
reopening the Chambers
Bridge, closed to vehicle
traffic in the mid-1990s
because of its poor
condition. The recent
closing of  a nearby bridge

in Centre Wellington has
forced long detours for
farmers and horse-and-
buggy Mennonites living
in that part of  the
township, said Martin.

The bridge, on Twsp. Rd.
60, is open only to foot
traffic because of
“structural inadequacies,
said Rod Kruger, the

township’s manager of
engineering operations,
adding he does not know
how feasible the request is.

“At this point, I really
don’t know, because we’ll
have to have an
assessment done on the
bridge. There was one
done in the early ‘90s, but
we’ll have to get an engi-
neer out there again,” he
said Apr. 24.

“Right now, the bridge
acts as a pedestrian
crossing. Can you run a
buggy across it? It could
certainly withstand
buggies, but the problem
is, how do you
differentiate between a
buggy and a car? That was
the problem at the time, so
we narrowed it down—
there are some control
gates—to allow pedestri-
ans and bicycles across,
but certainly not a buggy,
because a small car could
also get across.”

Local residents had been
using the 8th Line bridge,
Wilson’s Flats, as an
alternative, but that
bridge was closed after an
automobile accident Mar.

29. Already in poor shape,
the collision made the
structure unsafe, said Ken
Elder, director of  works
for Centre Wellington
Township. It is now closed
indefinitely.

“At this point in time,
our structural engineer is
telling us that people
shouldn’t even canoe
underneath it,” he said.

“It was tentatively
budgeted in our five-year
forecast to be replaced in
2004. At this point in time,
we haven’t been able to
make a decision on it.

“If  we rebuilt  the
bridge to today’s safety
standards, we’re in the
range of  over $1 million.
Even repairs, or to take
it down, is in the range
of  over $100,000.”

The township is giving
some thought to remov-
ing the bridge entirely,
he added. An initial re-
port to its operations
committee is expected
May 9.

Traffic is currently be-
ing rerouted to cross the
Grand River on Reg. Rd.
86 or Cnty. Rd. 7 near

Elora, said Elder. The
bridge had been bearing
a great deal of  use.

“This bridge takes a lot
of  traffic. Probably 90
per cent of  it is from out-
side our township. It’s a
nice road from Drayton,
Moorefield, Mt. Forest,
Arthur coming over to
Kitchener,  Cambridge
and the 401.”

Residents petitioning
for reopening the Cham-
bers Bridge, meanwhile,
have offered to help with
materials costs and to
provide labour for the
bridge, which uses a se-
ries of metal I -beams
and wooden planks.

Milo and Ross Shantz named to
Waterloo County Hall of Fame

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

Two high profile St. Jacobs businessmen, Milo Shantz and brother Ross,
are among eight people to be inducted May 12 into the Waterloo County
Hall of Fame.

The principals in Mercedes Corp., the two will be recognized for their
community service. The ceremony takes place May 12 at the Doon Heri-
tage Crossroads in Kitchener. They will be joined by Brian Bradley (ice
hockey), Lyle S. Hallman (community service and philanthropy), Josie
France Jamieson & Paul Mills (figure skating), Harold Schmidt (com-
munity service) and Karen Snelgrove (softball).

“We’re honoured. Surprised. And not quite sure why us, why me, but
it’s nice,” Ross Shantz told the Observer Apr. 23.

Involved with such organizations as Habitat for Humanity, The House
of Friendship and the Mennonite Economic Development Association,
Shantz said both the and is brother make community involvement both
a personal and business priority.

“We’ve been involved most our lives. We were taught from a very young
age to be mindful of others and to dig in where we can.”
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8.80kg

6/6/6/6/6/$$$$$1111100000PRESIDENT’S CHOICE
BLACK EARTH
TOPSOIL (25L BAG) (OR $1.89 EACH)

13.21kg

CAMPING CHAIRS
FOLDING
SINGLE, BLACK

     $$$$$111111.991.991.991.991.99
(WITH BEV. HOLDER, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

ea.

TERA GEAR DELUXE
SINGLE CAMPING
CHAIRS, TAN
VARIOUS
COLOURS

HOOLA HOOPS

Pork Loin Chops

Back Bacon

Turkey Breast

Summer Sausage

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRESIDENT’S CHOICE & NO NAME PRODUCTS

120 ORIOLE PKWY, ELMIRA  669-2333              STORE HOURS: Monday - Saturday 8am-9pm, Sundays 10am-5pm

HOME OF THE LARGEST FULL SERVICE MEAT COUNTER IN TOWN

INSTORE SPECIALS IN EFFECT
APRIL 27 - MAY 3, 2002

ELMIRA

SSSSSEEEEELBLBLBLBLBY’S FY’S FY’S FY’S FY’S FRRRRREEEEESSSSSHHHHHMARMARMARMARMART MT MT MT MT MEAEAEAEAEAT ST ST ST ST SPPPPPEEEEECCCCCIALIALIALIALIALSSSSS
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$5.99$5.99$5.99$5.99$5.99

Cut from Canada A/AA/AAA Beef

������

$3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99 8.80kg

$3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99$3.99
��������

Count on our every day guaranteed low prices!

�������
����
���

$4.99$4.99$4.99$4.99$4.99 11.00kg

Great Outdoor Accessories for Great Outdoor Living

PLAY BALLS (LARGE)

DELUXE

LOUNGE CHAIRS
WITH CUSHION

     $$$$$89.9989.9989.9989.9989.99
(5 POSITION)

ea.

Garden Centre Hours:Garden Centre Hours:
Mon-Sat 8am-9pm &
Sunday 10am-5pm

For your shopping convenience!

NOW OPEN DAILY!

LB.

LB.

LB.

LB.

VARIOUS
COLOURS

5.93kg

4.39kg

Pork Butt Chops

Pork Butt Roasts

Leg of Pork Roasts

Side Bacon

��������������

$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.69$2.69

�����

$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99 4.39kg

$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99$1.99
��������������

����������
���

$2.99$2.99$2.99$2.99$2.99 6.59kg

LB.

LB.

LB.

LB.

(by the piece only)

     $$$$$111119.999.999.999.999.99
(WITH 2 BEV. HOLDERS, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

ea.

     $$$$$1.991.991.991.991.99 ea.

     $$$$$4.994.994.994.994.99
(SMALL - $1.99 EACH)

ea.

�������
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“Your Beauty Oasis on the outskirts of Waterloo”
Prices Valid Until July!!    BOOK TO-
DAY!!

✃

im a g e  & e s t h e t i c s
(519) 884-9075

WATERLOO

Sea Algae Facial • $32.00

Cucumber Spa Pedicure • $35.00

Seasonal Colour Analysis • $40.00

Cocoa Butter with Peppermint
Body Wrap • $30.00

✃

By Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik Martenssontenssontenssontenssontensson
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A proposal for a light
rail transit system
that will link the

St. Jacobs Farmers
Market and eventually
Elmira to Kitchener-
Waterloo and Cambridge
is right on track, say local
supporters of  the plan.

Phase One of the
proposal for the transit
line calls for 10 kilometres
of  track, seven railcars
and seven stations linking
the St. Jacobs Farmer’s
Market to the downtowns
of  Waterloo and
Kitchener. It would also
pass through the two
universities in Waterloo
and through the proposed
Waterloo research park. It
is hoped that trains would
run every 20 minutes and
every 10 minutes in peak
periods.

The cost of  the project is
estimated at $256 million
with the region expected
to put $64 million towards
it while asking upper
governments and private
partners to fund the
remaining $192 million. If
funding is secured,
construction could begin
within a three to five-year
timeframe, said regional

Light rail transit proposal receives local support
Transit corridor would eventually run between Elmira and Cambridge, St. Jacobs link part of phase 1

transportation planning
staff.

Future expansions
would also eventually
extend the rail transit line
to Elmira in Phase Five,
with costs yet to be
determined. No
timeframe has been
expressed for that phase
but is not expected before
2016. Transit buses could
connect Elmira to the St.
Jacobs station in the
meantime though.

Dave Gosnay, director of
engineering and planning
with Woolwich Township,
is supportive of  the initial
plan that would see the St.
Jacobs link put the light
rail transit station in the
midst of  an area that
offers the Farmer’s
Market, the factory outlet
mall and more.

“Certainly as a starting
point a connection into the
stockyards area certainly
seems to make sense from
our perspective… It’s a
pretty attractive node as a
starting point for it with
the mix of  uses that is
there and certainly with
the power centre that is
proposed there. So it
certainly seems to be a
good fit with that range of
uses.”

Jenny Shantz of

Mercedes Corp. agrees.
“I think it’s a great idea.

There are lots of  people
from out of  town that
don’t drive, that take a bus
from Toronto or
Mississauga or Oakville
and get to Kitchener and
have no way of  getting up
to the market.

“For university
students, for anyone that
doesn’t have a car, that’s
currently living in
Waterloo and likes to get
out to the market on a
Saturday morning it will
be very nice.”

Regional councillors
and planners say the rail
system would also ease
pollution and traffic con-
gestion, boost downtown
K-W redevelopment, and
curb urban sprawl.

“We think this is a tre-
mendous proposal and
we’re very enthusiastic
about it,” said Graham
Vincent, the Region of
Waterloo’s director of
transportation planning.
“As far as the benefits to
Woolwich there is the St.
Jacobs link and the poten-
tial ability to use the sys-
tem to get to some of  the
places of  employment
along the line and to up-
town Waterloo and down-
town Kitchener, and to
make connections to the
rail system and the inner
city buses as well.

“And the other part of  it
too is that it’s part of  our
growth strategy in that
the cities in the 10 to 15
year time frame and
sooner are going to start

realizing pressures on
their borders and this sort
of  initiative is a catalyst
to focus on reurbanizaton
and redevelopment along
the core which will allevi-
ate pressure on growth
into the townships.”

Tourism was also a
large consideration in in-
cluding the St. Jacobs
market area in the first
phase of the plan, said
Vincent.

“There some options
that we’ve looked at in
perhaps also using a vin-
tage trolley to promote
tourism and encouraging
ridership. During the
peak season a concept
such as a vintage trolley
could be considered, it’s
in use in other munici-
palities in North

America.”
Before construction of

the light rail transit line
can begin the region must
go through a route selec-
tion study and an envi-
ronmental assessment.

There is also the task of
securing funding from
the upper tiers of  govern-
ment. The region has tar-
geted a $2-billion federal
fund set aside for large in-
frastructure projects. Af-
ter reviewing competing
proposals from across
Canada the federal gov-
ernment will decide who
gets the money as early as
next year.

Waterloo-Wellington
MP Lynn Myers has al-
ready said he will lobby
his Liberal government to
contribute to the project.

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE

ERIK MARTENSSON

IT’S LIKE THIS Dr. Patrick Moore, a founding member
and former president of Greenpeace, was at EDSS on
Apr. 24 speaking to students about what he sees as the
myths and misinformation that distort current environ-
mental debates and the importance of those issues be-
ing discussed on the basis of accurate scientific data.
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F o r e c a s t i n g
s i g n i f i c a n t
increases in

population, the Region of
Waterloo is looking to
limit urban sprawl into
rural areas, including
northern parts of
Woolwich Township, as
part of  its so-called smart
growth strategy for
development.

The plan, which also
calls for major growth in
the Breslau area, was
unveiled for Woolwich
council Apr. 23.

The region’s current
population of  450,000 is
expected to grow to 550,000
by 2016, reaching 700,000
by 2040. The smart growth
plan now under
construction attempts to
set guidelines for coping
with that 50 per cent jump
in people here, said Larry
Kotseff, a commissioner
with the region’s
Planning, Housing and
Community Services
department.

Holding the line on the
north border of  the City of
Waterloo and growth to
the west of  Waterloo and
Kitchener is a key part of
the strategy.

Region eyes Breslau as growth centre
New plan would promote infilling over urban sprawl as population increases

“If  we proceeded to grow
from the core to the
periphery, as in the past,
for that level of
development, the area
surrounding the existing
[centres] is going to be
taken up through growth.
We don’ think that’s a good
idea from a resources or
environmental point of
view,” he said.

“Some of  the feedback
we’ve received related to
constraints. When you
look to the north of  the
City of  Waterloo or to the
west of  the cities of
Waterloo and Kitchener,
you get into agricultural
areas, the Waterloo
moraine and the kinds of
things that are as
significant. By allowing
development to overtake
them, right away you have
a conflict situation.

“If  we’re going to grow,
we have to be selective.
Not, for example what
we’ve done in the past, a
little bit for everyone,
because it’s expensive to
proceed that way from an
infrastructure point of
view. And you have these
resources that are worth
preserving long-term.”

Rather then allow
settlement areas,
particularly the cities of

Waterloo, Kitchener and
Cambridge, to expand, the
plan targets growth from
within, said Kevin
Curtis, policy planning
administrator. By
increasing the
density and
r e v i t a l i z i n g
downtown cores,
the cities can
a c c o m m o d at e
more residents and
more businesses from
within – a preferred
alternative to simply
expanding onto farmland
at the edges.

“People are talking
about trying to keep a
reasonable cap on the
scale of our
communities,” said
Curtis, adding people in
the region appreciate the
range of  settlements,
from hamlets to the larger
centres.

“There is tremendous
support around here for
the rural communities,
not just from the rural
people. There’s a strong
recognition that
agricultural is a very
important part of  our
community and economy.
And that the rural
municipalities have a
quality of  life that is
worth saving.”

Along with bound-
aries to communities and
reurbanization, the strat-
egy also includes plans
for investment in infra-
structure, including
transportation (the pro-
posed light rail system
running from Elmira to
Cambridge is part of  this
process). There are also
plans for a range of  resi-
dential types to permit
more affordable housing.

While seeking to put
limits on sprawl, the
growth strategy is not
looking to freeze develop-
ment in new places, said

people, even governments
themselves, will have to
be convinced that a new
route is needed to pre-
serve the quality of  life in
the region.

“What it means for us a
municipality is that we
have to find other ways of
doing our business,
maybe change some of
our practices,” said
Curtis.

“We have grown
on the edges,
but we haven’t
l e ap f ro g g e d
like a lot of
places have

and we haven’t
grown at the rate

that others have.
We’re saying ‘let’s turn
the emphasis from grow-
ing out to growing in.’ To
do that, there’s going to
have to be a change in the
mindset.”

The key, he said, is to of-
fer incentives and to edu-
cate people about the ben-
efits of  smart growth.
“The carrot, rather than
the stick. We already
know that the stick
doesn’t work.”

“We think that continu-
ing the way we have his-
torically isn’t the wise
thing to do,” added
Kotseff.

Kotseff. The
region has identified ar-
eas to the east and south
of  Kitchener as potential
sites for new construc-
tion. Lands around the
Waterloo Regional Air-
port, in particular, have
long been seen as prime
spots for development,
both residential and in-
dustrial.

Both Kotseff  and Curtis
agree the strategy will re-
quire the public to accept
some changes in their ex-
pectations. Business
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SS
"Only the Best for our Family & Yours"

temmlertemmler
MEATS & CHEESE

Mon.-Wed. 9-6; Thurs.-Fri. 9-8; Saturday 9-5
3015 Lobsinger Line, Heidelberg    699-4590

WEEKLWEEKLWEEKLWEEKLWEEKLY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALSY SPECIALS
Specials from April 29 to May 4

All cold meats are free of MSG, flour, wheat and milk products.

Marble Cheese
$$$$$5.295.295.295.295.29 lb.

$$$$$4.394.394.394.394.39

Fresh Boneless

lb.

Turkey Drumsticks
Smoked

$$$$$2.492.492.492.492.49

Smoked Turkey or Spicy

Salsarica Sausage

lb.

Brights

$$$$$1.591.591.591.591.59 lb.

$$$$$2.492.492.492.492.49
4oz.

Beef Bacon Burgers

lb.
10 lb Box - $23.99 ea.

$$$$$2.992.992.992.992.99

Smoked Mini

Blackforest Hams

lb.

Pork Loin Chops

(519) 669-1561
1-800-665-1561

6805 Line 86W
Elmira, Ontario

REDUCE DRIFT AND
IMPROVE LEAF CONTACT

A new concept in
spray technology!
For more information on the Air
Bubble Jet system, and how it
can improve YOUR crops, visit
us at Stoltz Sales and Service.

with the revolutionary

ELMIRA SUMMER
SPORTS CAMP
For boys and girls ages 8 - 14

GET ACTIVE
& HAVE FUN!

FEES
Session 1   July 2-5 $125
Session 2  July 8-12 $150
Session 3* July 15-19 $150

Camp runs from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
at Elmira District Seconday School

Family discounts available - *availability dependent on numbers

Camp is run by three local teachers with experience in coaching
and playing all the sports offered. For more information or
alternate registration contact Melanie Austin (669-0765),

Brian Carter (578-6370), or Steve Karn (895-8883)

REGISTRATION
Saturday May 11

9:00 am to 12:00 pm
Elmira District Secondary School

We provide an opportunity to
play a variety of sports in a non-
competitive environment. Elmira
Summer Sports Camp offers a
variety of sports including bas-
ketball, volleyball, flag foot-
ball, soccer, baseball, ball
hockey, swimming, bowling,
and much more! Participate
in one, two or all three ses-
sions!

By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

Students from
Elmira’s Park

Manor School sowed
seeds for the next

generation to enjoy when
they gathered earlier this
week at a local farm to
plant trees in celebration
of  Earth Week.

On Apr. 24, Grade 7 stu-
dents from Park Manor
joined with Woolwich
Clean Waterways to plant
trees for Floradale farmer,
Josiah Bauman.

“It’s a great partnership
because we get help with
the planting and the
children learn why trees
are so important,” smiles
Janet Cox co-chair
Woolwich Clean
Waterways.

For Grade 7 teacher Dan
Peters and his students, the
project has evolved into an
annual event. “It’s their
future; they need to take
some ownership in the
environment that their own
children will have to live
with. So at a young age they
learn to participate and
learn the values that are
necessary for healthy
environments,” said Peters.

By planting trees along-
side the creek, on

Local students help preserve the
region’s waterway for Earth Week

Bauman’s farm, we can
help to prevent soil and
bank erosion. The
protection of  the trees pro-
vide help to build faster
and cooler rivers thus cre-
ating a healthier environ-
ment for the aquatic life,
explained Peters. Foliage
creates shade for the fish
and forms a natural corri-
dor for wildlife. Trees also
act as buffer to cattle that
stray into the water - help-
ing to avoid “another
Walkerton, “ noted Peters.

Throughout the
morning students helped
to plant Black and Silver
ash, Yellow Birch and
White Pine trees along
with Silky and Grey
Dogwood shrubs.

The appreciation of
environmental values is
not just an annual event at
the school, explains Pe-
ters; some of the students
are involved throughout
the year with the Globe
Savers Club.

As members of  the club,
students raise money for
various organizations
such as, Animal
Rehabilitation, says Grade
8 student Natalie
Campbell. “It’s been fun to
work with other people
and we also met Jane
Goodall during a trip to

the Science Fair in
Toronto,” added student
Jacqueline Garneau.

Wednesday’s tree
planting was just one of
several environmental
projects organized by Park
Manor School throughout
Earth Week. The students

also participated in an in-
terior car wash designed
to conserve water; raised
money for local charities
through bake and plant
sales; and made a model
creature from the Cana-
dian endangered species
list.

JOANNE PEACH

Apr. 17
12:17 p.m. Police were called to Park

Manor School in Elmira for a report
of vandalism in the form of graffiti.
Police have a suspect and the
investigation is continuing.

9:16 p.m. Police were called to the
Linwood Community Centre for a
report of property damage. A shed on
the property had been entered and
drug paraphernalia was found inside.
Police have several suspects and the
investigation is continuing.

Apr. 18
4:36 p.m. Police investigated an ac-

cident involving three vehicles at
Ament Line at Hergott Rd. in Wellesley
Township. The driver of a vehicle trav-
eling northbound on Hergott swerved,
as he did not think a vehicle on Ament
Line approaching the stop sign was
going to stop. The evasive action
caused a collision on Ament Line that
resulted in moderate damage to two
vehicles and minor injuries to one of
the vehicle’s passengers. One of the
drivers was charged with fail to share
half the roadway.

Apr. 19
9:54 a.m. Police investigated the

theft from a Heidelberg residence of
trailer license plate #W85751
sometime during the past week.

10:55 a.m. Police received a report
of a loss of $368 at the Farmer’s
Market in St. Jacobs.

11:41 a.m. Police were called to
investigate a three vehicle accident on
Arthur St. in Elmira after a vehicle
merging from a stopped position at
the side of the road struck a
southbound vehicle causing it to
strike a third vehicle that was parked.
No injuries were reported in the
accident that caused a moderate
amount of damage. The driver of the
first vehicle was charged with fail to
yield right of way.

4:09 p.m. Police received a report
of a hit and run incident on Memorial
Ave. in Elmira after a vehicle backed
into another vehicle and left the scene.
Police have a suspect vehicle and the
investigation is continuing.

10:55 p.m. Police were called to
disperse a large party involving
underage drinking and a backyard
bonfire in Linwood. The person
responsible for the party is being held
accountable for costs incurred by the
fire department response.

Apr. 20
12:30 a.m. Police were called to

investigate the ‘keying’ of a car in
Linwood. The suspects in the incident
are known to the police and the

LAW�ORDER
By Erik Martensson

investigation is continuing.
8:00 a.m. Police investigated a two-

vehicle collision at King St. and
Hachborn St. in St. Jacobs after a
vehicle turning onto Hachborn struck
a vehicle waiting to enter King. No
injuries were sustained in the accident
that caused minor damage and saw
no charges laid.

12:53 p.m. Police were called to
Katherine St. and Line 86 to
investigate a two-vehicle accident
after a westbound vehicle struck an
oncoming tractor trailer. No injuries
were sustained in the accident that
caused minor damage. The driver of
the car was charged with fail to yield
right of way.

7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Police were
called several times to Northfield Dr.
at the Conestogo River to disperse a
party and extinguish fires set by
young partygoers. Several
trespassing and liquor offence
charges were laid.

Apr. 21
12:55 p.m. Police received a report

of the theft of a china cake stand worth
$50 and two Norman Rockwell
collector plates worth $135 from the
St. Jacobs Antique Market sometime
since February. There are no suspects.

3:39 p.m. Police investigated the
receipt of a counterfeit $100 bill by a
downtown Elmira business from a
female suspect. The serial number of
the bill is AJK7404407. The
investigation is continuing.

Apr. 22
3:50 p.m. Police investigated a two-

vehicle accident at Snyder Ave. and
South St. in Elmira after one of the
vehicles failed to yield the right of way
from a stop sign. The driver of one of
the vehicles sustained minor injuries
in the accident that caused moderate
damage. Fail to yield charges were laid
in the incident.

Apr. 23
6:29 a.m. Police received a report

of a theft sometime overnight of con-
struction tools worth $3000 from a
vehicle parked on Herbert St. There
are no suspects.

11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. An Elmira
bank reported the receipt of three
counter feit $10 bills with serial
numbers ATL 9531271, FDY 0192867
and FDW 154 9558. The bills have
been sent to the fraud branch for
processing.

4:33 p.m. Police were called to the
Three Bridges Rd. after a vehicle
swerved to avoid debris falling from
a preceding dump truck and struck a
bridge.

A final meeting before
the Apr. 22 strike deadline
failed to reach an agree-
ment, but Woolwich
Township’s outside work-
ers are still on the job.

The township’s 15 union-
ized workers, members of

Canadian Union of  Public
Employees (CUPE) local
1542, were in a legal strike
position as of midnight on
Apr. 22. Wages are the di-
viding issue between the
union and the township.

Outside workers have

been without a contract
since the previous three-
year deal expired Dec. 31,
2001.

Union members are
looking for wage parity
with their counterparts in
neighbouring townships.

Both sides are saying
little at this point and no
new meetings have been
scheduled.

“Nothing has been
settled at this point,”
CUPE representive Mark
Charboneau said Apr. 25.

No settlement reached in Woolwich talks

PRESERVING THE ECOSYSTEM Tree planters: Meghan
Vanelswik, Jacqueline Garneau, Kiri-Ann Wilson, and Natalie
Campbell, are all members of the Global Savers Club at Park
Manor School.
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LABOUR TALKS
Despite the unusually drawn out
contract negotiations, Woolwich
and its outside workers have re-
mained calm. A strike/lockout
situation exists, but no one has
crossed that line.

HYDRO SNAFU
Overwhelming public opposi-
tion and poor business plan-
ning aside, the Tory govern-
ment appears deadset on do-
ing the wrong thing by priva-
tizing Hydro One. Common
sense is indeed over under
Premier Ernie Eves.

How do you feel about
banning smoking in the

designated smoking
area?
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“Walk your talk”

HELEN SIM
“All this is doing is
displacing the problem
rather than looking at the
root cause of the problem.”

JAYME SHERRER
“I think this street (Klinck
St.) will become dirty just
like the smoking area.”

BRANDON
BRILHANTE

“It’s pretty pointless -
we’re 10 feet away from
the smoking area.”

MELANIE
GELFAND

“It’s a smoking prohibition
and it’s bias. They’re just
focusing on one group.”

Where there’s
smoke...

A trek into
affordable housing

The recent suspension of  the smoking area at
Elmira District Secondary School clearly
demonstrates the conundrum high schools
face when dealing with the issue of  young

smokers. On the one hand, they would like to
discourage students from smoking. On the other,
providing a place to smoke helps schools keep tabs on
their charges.

To some, providing a smoking area is tantamount to
condoning the unhealthy habit. To others, particularly
nearby residents, keeping students closer to home is
the priority.

The latter is especially true at EDSS, where the close
proximity of  houses means students forced off  school
grounds to smoke may end up encroaching on adjacent
properties. The recent suspension may bring that
problem to the forefront once again, but is warranted
as a move to teach students that privileges come with
responsibilities – although the inconvenience would be
felt more keenly if  it were enforced in the dead of
winter.

As a means to dissuade young people from lighting
up, however, a permanent ban on smoking would serve
little purpose other than to exacerbate the problem
with neighbours. Prompting kids to quit is simply not
that easy.

A 1999 provincial study showed 22.6% of  Ontario
students (more than 200,000 of  them) smoked on a daily
basis. The percentage of  those who smoke had risen
steadily in the past decade. Education and, perhaps,
prohibitive pricing would better serve the goal of
getting kids to quit – or, better yet, to avoid taking up
the practice in the first place.

From an administrative viewpoint, one likely shared
by neighbours, the problem seems intractable. In both
cases—having students stop smoking or reducing
conflicts with the community—it is the students
themselves who will decide how the process plays out.

Not known for its abundance of  affordable
housing, Woolwich Township is preparing to
make its foray into that world with the launch

this week of  two Habitat for Humanity projects in St.
Jacobs.

Given the organization’s successful track record, the
two new houses are welcome additions to the
community.

Using volunteer labour and donations of  money and
materials, Habitat constructs homes for qualified
families. Often, this is the only route for partner
families to gain home ownership. Habitat houses are
sold to partner families at no profit and financed with
affordable, no-interest loans. The homeowners’
monthly mortgage payments go into a revolving fund,
which is used to build more houses.

The St. Jacobs project was at the centre of  a mild
controversy at Woolwich council last month as elected
officials debated the merits of  waiving development
fees and related charges (valued at about $11,000) for
the two lots. Citing the need for a clear policy for such
“donations,” councillors were split—Coun. Pat
McLean, executive director of  Habitat, abstained from
the deliberations—on the request from the agency.
While the financial support is on the back burner, each
of  the councillors had accolades for Habitat. As the
builds move forward, it will be interesting to see who
shows up for the construction portion. Of  course,
public participation is always appreciated – it makes
a fine ‘welcome to the neighbourhood.’

As we in the
a g r i c u l t u r e
industry know

very well, powerful forces
are reshaping our sector
today. We have witnessed an
enormous transformation
in world agriculture under
globalization. In our
globalized market, the
actions and decisions made
by one country inevitably
affect others, and
reverberate through the
entire system. In order to
move the sector forward,
now, more than ever, we
need to work together with
our trading partners
towards common goals, and
play by a common set of
rules.

That’s the message I
delivered this past month
to our largest trading
partner, the United States,
during meetings with
American political leaders

and agricultural
representatives. The
meetings were an
opportunity to out-line
Canada’s vision for the
future of  the agriculture
sector and express my
concern with aspects of
proposed versions of  the
US farm bill.

One of  my key concerns
is that some versions of
the proposed bill
encourage an escalated use
of  agricultural subsidies.
This is despite the fact that
just last November during
World Trade Organization
(WTO) negotiations in
Doha, Quatar, a major goal
was established to work
towards lowering, with a
view to phasing out, all
agricultural export
subsidies. Simply put, I
suggested they walk their
talk.

The US played a positive

role in Doha, having
previously announced
well-founded farm policy
principles that moved
away from increased
spending on trade-
distorting subsidies. Now,
in the world community,
the United States is
perceived as moving in one
direction internationally
and in the opposite
direction on the domestic
front. Canada, and indeed
many other nations,
recognize that increasing
agricultural subsidies
would be a giant leap
backwards, undermining
an important WTO goal,
and sending mixed
messages to developing
countries whose needs and
aspirations are at the very
heart of  the Doha round.

Increasing subsidies
simply doesn’t make sense.
Studies by the USDA and

others have confirmed that
this increased spiraling of
subsidies ends up working
against farmers.

Excessive support causes
overproduction, which in
turn depresses prices and
prompts demands for yet
more support.

I think Indiana Senator
Richard Lugar expressed
this very eloquently when
he said, “American
agricultural policy
distorts food prices,
frustrates innovation,
limits product diversity
and subsidizes a select
group of  farmers at
enormous public cost. Its
inherent protectionist
qualities confound
American efforts to reduce
protectionism abroad and
gain access to new
markets.”

I have outlined Canada’s
(SEE GUEST COLUMN PAGE 10)
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Night and day

MYOPINION
BY SCOTT PIATKOWSKI

RED GREEN QUOTE OF THE WEEK

NORTH OF40
BY RED GREEN
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Friendly fire and foreign affairs

LETTER  POLICY: The Observer welcomes letters to the editor on topics of inter-
est to our readers. Letters may be edited for length, clarity, grammar, and legal
considerations. All letters must be signed and contain the writer’s full name and
telephone number for verification purposes. Unsigned or anonymous letters will
not be considered for publication. If you have a legitimate concern and cannot sign
your name to a letter, please contact the editor to discuss altnerative means of
resolving the issue. This newspaper declines announcements, poetry, and thank-
you letters in the opinion section. Short letters have more impact. The Observer is
a member of the Ontario Press Council which considers complaints against member
newspapers.

ADVERTISING  POLICY: All advertising is accepted subject to the Publisher’s discretion.
The Publisher will not be responsible for damages arising out of errors in advertisements
beyond the amount paid for the space occupied by that portion of the advertisement in
which the error occured.
COPYRIGHT  POLICY: Any design, artwork, copyright or typesetting supplied by
Woolwich Observer is for the exclusive use by the Publisher. Any other use not authorized
is an infringement of copyright. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted, in any form or by any means, without prior written permission of the
Publisher. Reproduction — a licence obtained from CANCOPY (Canadian Copyright
Licensing Agency) 1 Younge St., 1900, Toronto, ON M5E 1E5, FAX(416) 868-1621

MEMBERS OF: DELIVERY COMPLAINTS: All
delivery concerns are taken seriously.
Substandard deliveries, late deliveries
or non-deliveries should be reported
to the Observer  during regular
working hours.
TEL: (519) 669-5790

Saturdays by 3pm
TEL: (519) 894-3000

"Some men are born with humility. Some achieve
humility. Others have it thrust upon them."

I 'd like to offer an
observation about
mixed marriages -- a

morning person should
never marry a night
person. Believe me,
conflicting shifts is the
hardest part of  any union.
The difference between day
people and night people is
like ... well, like night and
day. At the crack of  dawn,
the morning person is
bright-eyed and bushy-
tailed, while the night
person is bleary-eyed and
bushy-tongued. But, in the
wee hours, Missus Merry
Morning has lapsed into
deep hibernation on the
couch and is snoring so
loudly, Mr. Night Owl can
barely hear his
infomercials. Burning the
collective candle at both
ends can put a strain on any
marriage, and sadly, no
amount of  coffee can
change a day person into a
night person or vice versa.
The only way to save one of
these unnatural unions is
to concentrate on the
afternoon, the only quality
time where nobody's tired
or cranky. So, I say get
together for a romantic
candlelight lunch, slap on
that song "Afternoon
Delight" and let your
biorhythms do the rest.

DVD OR NOT DVD
I picked up one of  those

DVD players on sale a few
weeks ago and the picture
quality is amazing -- there
are nose hairs out there I'd
never seen before. Now, they
make a big deal out of  the
"interactive menus," but I
was working under the
impression that all menus
were interactive, like when
you go into a restaurant and
point to where it says
"steak," it shows up a little
later and then you eat it.
Now that's interactive. OK,
the steak may come with
things I don't want, like
vegetables, but so does the
DVD. Like, say, the outtakes.
These are scenes of  guys
who make upwards of  the
gross national product of
Malaysia messing up their
lines. When I'm getting paid
to do a job, I don't videotape
myself  making mistakes
and then charge people to
watch. Then there's the one
I really can't figure out: the
deleted scenes. We all know
these things were cut out for
a reason. I don't really need
to see the Godfather slow-
dancing with a lawn jockey,

even if  it does help explain
the whole horse head thing.
I'll tell you the kind of  extras
I'd like to see -- good acting,
better stories and more
movies where the plot
revolves around a riding
mower.

TARGET PRACTICE
When it comes to

advertising, middle-aged
men are becoming a larger
and larger target, both
individually and as a
group. When you see any
of  the following features,
you can be sure the
products are aimed at guys
like us:

• Relaxed fit.
• Wrinkle-free
• Ultra-light
• Foolproof
• Non-flammable
• Guaranteed for life

FOREVER YOUNG
Just last week, I was in

the drugstore picking up
some deodorant - you know
the kind, strong enough for
a man and made for one,
too. All of  a sudden, this
mannequin in a lab coat
comes to life from behind
the makeup counter and
says to me, "Excuse me sir,
but would you like to try a
sample of  Adonis, a new
skin treatment specifically
formulated to meet a man's
unique moisture needs?"
I'm like, "Miss, you have no
idea what my unique
moisture needs are." Long
story short, I end up
dropping 35 bucks on a shot
glass-size bottle of
margarine-colored goo and
feeling like a world-class
chump.  On my way out, I
look back and see another
guy with a desperate look
in his eye getting the same
pitch and reaching for his
wallet. Why are we falling
for this stuff ? Just so that
when we're 90 people will
say, "Gee, you don't look a
day over 85!" Maybe, but I'll
tell you what, the goo really
works. Now, my storm door
hinges squeak with a
youthful confidence they
never had before.

Even for people who
thought that it was
a good idea to send

Canadian troops to
Afghanistan (something
of  which I was never
convinced), there is now a
strong case to be made that
they should be pulled out.
The soldiers were never
properly equipped and
they never had a clear
mission (beyond trying to
prove that we were
sufficiently obedient to
the United States). The
death of  four soldiers from
so-called “friendly fire”
last week was the final
straw. Evidence suggests
that the pilot who bombed
our troops was not the first
trigger-happy American
to put Canadian lives at
risk. In an earlier
incident, a pilot was
minutes away from
“lighting up” a group of
Canadian soldiers when
he was called off  by
superiors.

While the bombing itself
was frightening enough,
the callous indifference
shown by American
officials since then is even
more outrageous. George
W. took a whole day before
forcing out a half-hearted
public apology, and the
U.S. didn’t even send
anyone to pay tribute to
the dead soldiers when
their bodies were flown
home. If  there was ever
any reason to have
Canadians in
Afghanistan, that reason
has now evapourated. The
American administration
is so arrogant in the
conduct of  its foreign
policy that any help that it
is offered is overlooked.
Four young men have been
brought home in body

bags, dead at the hands of
American forces. It is time
to bring the rest of  our
Canadian troops home,
minus the body bags.

This and other
international issues are
actually dominating the
news of  the day,
something that is quite
unusual. Besides the
friendly-fire killings in
A f g h a n i s t a n ,
international issues in the
news include an aborted
coup in Venezuela and the
ongoing bloodbath in
Israel and the Occupied
Territories.

In Venezuela, military
officials colluded with oil
executives and the
Venezuelan and
international news media
to stage a coup against
elected President Hugo
Chavez — only to hand
power back to him less than
48 hours later after popular
protests became too
overwhelming for the coup
leaders to handle. For me,
what was even more
amazing than the rapid
reinstatement of  an ousted
government was the way in
which much of  the
international media joined
the Bush administration in
treating the short-lived
coup as a victory for
democracy. An Apr. 18
release from FAIR
(Fairness and Accuracy in
Reporting) cites several
examples of this disturbing
trend in coverage:

• In an Apr. 13 editorial,
the New York Times
triumphantly declared
that Chavez’s
“resignation” meant that
“Venezuelan democracy is
no longer threatened by a
would-be dictator.”
Conspicuously avoiding

the word “coup,” the
Times explained that
Chavez “stepped down
after the military
intervened and handed
power to a respected
business leader.” Calling
Chavez “a ruinous
demagogue,” the Times
argued, “Venezuela
urgently needs a leader
with a strong democratic
mandate.” Isn’t that what
Chavez had, having been
elected president in 1998?

• A Chicago Tribune
editorial called Chavez an
“elected strongman” and
declared: “It’s not every
day that a democracy
benefits from the military’s
intervention to force out an
elected president.” The
Tribune also expressed
relief  that Venezuela’s
elected president was
“safely out of  power and
under arrest.”

• The Washington Post,
one of  the few major U.S.
papers whose initial
reaction was to condemn
the coup outright, took
pains to insist “there’s
been no suggestion that
the United States had
anything to do with this
Latin American coup.”
Subsequently, the Post and
others have reported
serious questions about
whether the U.S. may in
fact have been involved.

As for the Middle East,
both sides need to stop
killing people. Suicide
bombings are no way for
the Palestinians to settle
grievances. Likewise,
Israel’s repeated
bulldozing of  houses
while their occupants are
in them is hardly
conducive to fostering a
peace. These are some of
the harsh but true things
that Svend Robinson was
saying as NDP External
Affairs critic. Apparently,
some people don’t like
hearing the truth. They
complained to federal
party leader Alexa
McDonough, who
responded by removing
“the Middle Eastern file”
from his critic
responsibilities. In doing
so, she lent undue
credibility to false charges
that Robinson was
unfairly siding with the
Palestinian cause and
made the party look
amateurish.

Chanchal Bhattacharya,
a graduate student at York
University and
philosopher king of the
NDP internet discussion
group, comments that,
“Most voters don’t care
about foreign policy, for
which we should be
grateful. But they do
notice when we turn
ourselves into a
laughingstock as a
consequence of taking an
incoherent stand. They
may not overly care or be
interested in the issue, but
what will stick in their
minds in the image of  us
flubbing it. That affects
their overall perception of
us, and colours how they
perceive us on other
issues.”

To the Editor;
Not a day passes that we

don’t hear research results
pointing the way to a
healthier life. For men, it
might be that tomatoes
eaten three times a week
will reduce the chance of
getting prostate cancer by
37 per cent, while the la-
dies can take comfort in
knowing that a B.C. study
showed home births as
safe as hospital deliveries.

If  you were to take seri-
ously these revelations,
you’d be changing your
diet by the hour and tear-
ing your hair out to hear
that, yes, chocolate had

medicinal powers but the
caffeine it contains can
cause grief; or, that St.
John’s Wort, a herbal
mainstay for all that ails
you, blunts the effects of
chemotherapy.

The bottom line is that
we’d be better off  consid-
ering a lifestyle change
than listening to the cho-
rus of  voices claiming to
have the cure. The billions
flushed down the drain at
fitness clubs and health
food stores suggest that,
while we’re concerned
about our health, we’re
blind to the fact that I, the
gal or guy in the mirror
staring back at me, knows
deep down that he or she
holds the key to living a

longer and better life.
Consider that obesity

among boys and girls 7 to
13 tripled between 1981 and
1996, a stat no doubt linked
to the number of  drive-
through visits and
stressed-out kids drowning
their anxiety at the fridge.

Not only are we dying
from abusing our bodies
by the traditional methods
of smoking, drinking and
hypertension brought on
by a full-steam-ahead
lifestyle, the wallet is tak-
ing a beating. Diabetes is
costing the Canadian
health care system $9 bil-
lion annually, the most
common form of  which
can be controlled by eating
properly, reducing stress

and exercising. We cry
about waiting for hours in
emergency wards and the
frightening possibility of
privatization of  care.

The Greeks knew the so-
lution to our problem of
diminishing health de-
spite increased effort long
before the birth of  Christ.
They called it the “happy
mean” which translated
into English is all things in
moderation, not going
overboard in the kitchen.
Mix in some exercise and
a turning away from the
usual vices aforemen-
tioned and you’ve got a
cheap and simple recipe
for health.

Jim Newton
New Dundee

All things in
moderation
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BY ALLEN D. MARTIN

OF THEDAM

A mother’s nightmare
LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS

THECROSSWORD

I had always felt that
our next-door
neighbours were over-

protective with their
children. But the episode
that follows, although,
true, contains elements of
humour amidst the
nightmare that kept
growing during the
incident.

Three-year-old Joey was
playing in the backyard
while his mother was
getting ready to go grocery
shopping. When she came
outside to get him, there
was no trace of  Joey. She
called him by name with
the loudest voice she could
muster. There was no
response from anyone and
after each loud shout there
seemed to be deadly
silence.

Then she noticed that
the backyard gate was
open. Glancing over the
entire backyard took only
half  a minute but when
caught no sight of him,
she calmly told herself
that he had probably gone
to ‘visit’ one of the other
neighbours along the
street. But after making
the rounds and finding
that no one had seen him,
she began to panic.

There were numerous
construction sites along
our street that posed
extreme dangers -
especially for a threeyear-
old who still wobbled when
he walked. Even worse,
someone may have
‘kidnapped’ her son. She
got into her car and began
searching for him, asking
everyone she saw, whether

they had seen a little boy
wearing a red cap. Several
times she got the same
answer. “Yes, he was
headed in that direction.
He said he was trying to
find his dog.”

If  she didn’t find him
soon, she realized that
she’d have to contact the
police and report her little
child missing. By now, the
mother was next thing to
hysterical. She continued
to drive up and down
several streets, but her
eyes became so blurred
with tears that she could
barely see.

Finally, as a last resort,
she parked her car, shut
off  the ignition, got out
and sat on the curb. Then
out there in the middle of
the block, in that quiet
residential section, she
screamed as loudly as she
could – “Joeeeeeey!” A
small voice behind her
replied, “I’m right here,
Mommy.”

As her eyes came back
into focus, she couldn’t
believe what she was
seeing. There, in some
stranger’s lawn sat her
son, happily playing with

a toy truck their own
youngster had left out in
their front yard.
Apparently it had never
occurred to her son that he
was lost.

She ran to him and
scooped him up into her
arms, not ever wanting to
let go of  him. Between
sobs and kisses, she told
him how much she loved
him, and how worried she
had been that something
terrible had happened to
him. Still shaking, she
drove home, repeatedly
telling him never, ever to
leave the yard without
mommy or daddy being
along. Even after they
arrived back home, she
was so shook up that she
couldn’t stop crying. After
about 20 minutes of
uncontrollable sobs, Joey
looked at his mother and
matter-of-factly said,
“Mommy, if  you can’t stop
that crying, you’ll just
have to go up to your room
until suppertime!” The
mother, caught in a role
reversal stopped sobbing
and started to laugh. Soon
they were both giggling at
each other.

From my side of  the
dam, as the mother told
me her story, for once I was
at a loss for words. I went
over and gave them both a
big, bear hug, and we all
broke out in
uncontrollable laughter.
And that’s what her
husband found when he
returned from work. Both
our families enjoyed
supper at Joey’s favourite
place – Mickey Donalds.

                         Mother’s Day

Please call
for reservations. WWWWWe’re’re’re’re’re onlye onlye onlye onlye only

2.5 km fr2.5 km fr2.5 km fr2.5 km fr2.5 km fromomomomom
historic St. Jacobs.historic St. Jacobs.historic St. Jacobs.historic St. Jacobs.historic St. Jacobs.664-3041664-3041664-3041664-3041664-3041

RR17, St.Jacobs    on the
Conestoga River

Prices per adult

Sunday May 12
10 a.m - 3 p.m.

BRUNCH BUFFET
$$$$$14.9514.9514.9514.9514.95

In order to avoid the late registration fee of $20.00, you must submit
your registration by May 1, 2002.
The early registration is to help the executive plan for the number

of teams we will need to register for the up coming hockey season.
Cheques can be post dated until August but you need to submit
your registration ASAP. If you did not receive a registration
form, you can pick one up at any Public School, Source for Sports
or call the hockey office at (519) 669-2789.

Everyone is invited to attend the Woolwich Minor Hockey
Association’s annual meeting to be held on Tuesday April 30, 02.
The meeting will start at 7:00 pm in the St. Jacobs Community
Centre.

HURRY! - Reminder Notice for
Minor Hockey Registration!

WOOLWICH
MINOR HOCKEY
24 Synder Ave., S. (Elmira Arena)

P.O. Box 204, Elmira, Ontario, N3B 2Z6
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specific concerns, notably
the proposed pea and lentil
program, which would
make the US the only
country in the world to
subsidize pulse crops, and
inevitably lower
commodity prices. In
addition, I expressed
concern about country-of-
origin labelling of  meat,
and the proposal to prevent
imported meat from
receiving a United States
Department of  Agriculture
(USDA) quality grade. The
bill’s proposed country of
origin labeling would
interfere with an already

integrated North American
market, create no added
benefit for food safety, and
would add significant and
costly burdens on retailers
and others in the marketing
system and on consumers.

As I told our American
friends, Canada’s vision for
the future of  the sector
aims to provide a better
focus on the concerns and
demands of  consumers.
Our proposed Agricultural
Policy Framework (APF)
recognizes that consumers
are the ultimate clients,
whether they happen to live
above, below, or beyond our
common border. It aims to
promote innovation among
producers, improve their

managerial and strategic
planning skills acquired
through renewal activities,
and to provide the tools
needed to manage risk.

The APF is a national,
long-term architecture for
agricultural policy in the
21st century. We are
working together -
governments and industry
- to increase the
profitability of  the
agriculture sector by
branding Canada as the
world leader in food safety,
innovation and
environmental protection,
and providing the tools for
our sector to thrive and
prosper.

Realizing the full
potential of  this policy,
however, requires a level
playing field
internationally, where
farmers, processors and
traders can compete and
prosper on the basis of
comparative advantage,

unhindered by trade-
distorting subsidies and
market access barriers.

I have encouraged our
American counterparts to
examine and consider
Canada’s policy direction.
We must get away from
farm policies that do
nothing but prop up the
past. Instead, we must work
together and move towards
policies that will build a
strong, viable future for
sustainable agriculture -
policies that will serve to
benefit us all.

Lyle Vanclief
Agriculture & Agri-Food

Minister

GUEST COLUMN
CONTINUED......

MP driven to
make a point

To the Editor,
Dr. Keith Martin disre-

spected the mace, symbol
of the House of Commons
power to make our laws.
He did so knowingly, pre-
pared to take his “lumps as
they come” in order to
make a point.

What was the point?
“The Liberals passed an
amendment to Martin’s
bill that simply said it
would not be read again in
the House. By collectively
voting in favour of  the
amendment, under whip
pressure, the government
was technically not break-
ing Chretien’s free-vote
policy on the bills them-
selves.”

Elected in 1993, Martin
has witnessed debate be-
ing cut off  75 times by clo-
sure, Liberal members
walking out of committees
on orders from above, pri-
vate member’s bills being
eviscerated in committees
that had been supported
by Liberal MPs in prin-
ciple. This was his break-
ing point.

That Martin will get
lumps is certain.

His point, that the Prime
Minister’s Office power
had its supine supporters
kill a fellow private mem-
bers bill not by voting
against its substance but
that it not be read again
may well pass unnoticed.

If  so, a fine member will
have forfeited his reputa-
tion for nothing.

Pity.
Joe Hueglin

Niagara Falls

DOES THE
OBSERVER
KNOW?
NEWS TIPS ARE

ALWAYS WELCOME.
CALL 669-5790.

Point us in the right
direction and we’ll

sniff out any story of
public interest. Inform
us, so we can inform

everyone.

LET US KNOW ABOUT
YOUR COMMUNITY.

CALL TODAY!
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MARKETCENTS
BY MARK A. BERKIN

Despite the war on
terrorism and
military action in

Afghanistan and the
conflict in the Middle East,
investors are concerned
that interest rates will
rise.  But let me show you
why rising interest rates
will not derail our stock
markets.

WHERE THEY’VE
COME FROM

First of  all, you should
never look at interest rates
in isolation. It’s just as
important to focus upon
where they’ve come from
as it is to focus upon where
they are today. So let’s
remember that we started

Interest rate hike: not if, but when
the year 2001 with the
Federal Reserve Board’s
federal funds rate at 6.50
percent.

Interest rates began to
fall when the Fed began an
aggressive easing in an
attempt to stimulate the
sagging economy. It cut
rates seven separate times
during the first eight
months of  the year. The
first 5 interest rate cuts
were 50 basis points each,
and the next 2 were 25
basis points.

That was the Fed’s way
of  signaling to the market
that they were just about
done. You see, first they
cut 50 basis points, then
they cut 25 basis points,

and then they did nothing.
And with the federal funds
rate standing at 3.50
percent as we entered
September of  last year, the
Fed was preparing to do
absolutely nothing.

Then, unexpectedly,
along came the horrific
events of  September 11.
Suddenly the Fed felt the
need to jump in and help.
When the markets
reopened after closing due
to September 11, the Fed
cut rates four more times.
The first three cuts were 50
basis points, and the
fourth one was 25 basis
points. Those four interest
rate cuts—which wouldn’t
have happened without

the horrific events of
September 11—trimmed
rates another 175 basis
points.

When the year ended,
interest rates were cut 11
times for a total of  475
basis points. This caused
the federal funds rate,
which began the year at

6.50 percent, to end the
year at—do you sense a
theme?—1.75 percent.
That, by the way, is the
lowest federal funds rate
we’ve seen in 40 years.

OBVIOUSLOBVIOUSLOBVIOUSLOBVIOUSLOBVIOUSLYYYYY, THE NEXT, THE NEXT, THE NEXT, THE NEXT, THE NEXT
MOVE IS UPMOVE IS UPMOVE IS UPMOVE IS UPMOVE IS UP

With the federal funds
rate at 1.75 percent, the
next move is obviously up
— especially when Fed
Chairman Alan
Greenspan, describes the
federal funds rate as “very
low.” When the Fed starts
to increase rates (and
notice that I said “when,”
not “if”), don’t think of  it
as a means of  slowing our
economy or our markets.

Instead, think of it as a
removal of  the
“emergency insurance
rate cuts” made in response
to the September 11 terrorist
attacks. You remember the
ones I’m talking about: those
four cuts that totaled 175
basis points. The most I
could see the Fed moving
rates over the next two years
is—you guessed it—175
basis points.

There’s some recent
history to give us a clue as
to how the Fed might
respond. Recall, if  you
will, 1998. The crisis that
was supposed to cause our
economy and markets at
that time was Long Term

(SEE RATES PAGE 12)

It’s a convenient place
Property to be zoned as the neighbourhood-commercial spot in St. Jacob’s south end

By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

A l t h o u g h
neighbours
oppose the

                       development
of  a Tim Hortons
restaurant in St. Jacobs, a
commercial venture
nearby is seen as a boon to
residents there. The prop-
erty at 1212 King St. N. that
is home to the UPI gas sta-
tion is set to be named as
the neighbourhood com-
mercial zone for the
village’s south end.

The property, owned by
Harjinder Basra, will act
as a service area for resi-
dents of  that area – a 200-
unit subdivision,
Valleyview Heights, is
planned for lands behind
the site. Currently enjoy-
ing legal non-conforming
status, the Woolwich
Township planning de-
partment is calling for
the property to be re-
zoned with a
neighbourhood commer-
cial (C-4) designation.
Council is expected to
vote on the matter by
early next month.

The new zoning would
solidify the permitted
uses on the property, in-
cluding the existing gas

bar, convenience store,
restaurant and automo-
bile garage. The owner’s
agreement to give the
township a portion of  the
property—for a sidewalk
and sanitary sewer corri-
dor—will help tie the site
to the residential
neighbourhood behind it,

said township planner
Jeremy Vink.

“The proposed
Valleyview subdivision is
going to be located right
behind it.  As part of  that,
we need to deal with ser-
vicing issues – we’re
gaining an easement over
the property to run ser-

vices over to Valleyview,
which will eventually
benefit the people on
King Street. It’s timely to
secure it now,” he said.

“Also, there will also be
a sidewalk that will be
deeded to the township
on the south side. It will
run into the Valleyview
subdivision. So this
makes it  even
more appropriate
from a
neighbourhood-
c o m m e r c i a l
standpoint – the
people can walk to
it.

Under the zon-
ing, Basra would
be per mitted to
expand the size or
numbers of  build-
ings on the lot to
accommodate a variety
of  commercial uses.
While there are no plans
to expand right now,
Basra said the rezoning
would help him make
plans for the property.

“There are no plans at
the moment.  But I’ve
considered extending
the convenience store
and adding office space,”
said Basra, who has
owned the property for
five years.

Solid zoning would also

make it easier to sell the
property if  he decides to
do that,  added Basra.
(Before turning to the
Horst property across
the street, Tim Hortons
had discussed buying
Basra’s site.)

The new zoning would
be a selling point, agreed
Vink.

“That way, they know

exactly what they’re
dealing with when they
purchase the site, versus
buying a legal non-con-
forming site,” he said of
potential buyers, adding
the change works well
for Basra.

“It’s timely for him, be-
cause then he knows what
he can do with his site.”

Addressing the rezon-
ing at a meeting Apr. 16,
Woolwich councillors ap-
peared supportive of  the
bid, asking staff  to find

a way to accommodate a
propane facility for re-
filling BBQ tanks on the
site. The report submit-
ted by Vink excluded
that use.

Basra said he would
like to offer propane, a
service not available
elsewhere in the village.
BBQ refills would be a

big draw, espe-
cially when the
V a l l e y v i e w
Heights project
gets established,
he said. That de-
v e l o p m e n t ,
along with the
Tim Hortons
project approved
by councillors
Apr. 16,  is ex-
pected to help
business at his

location, he added.
Dave Gosnay, the

township’s director of
engineering and plan-
ning, said he expects a
report on the Valleyview
to come to council
within a couple of
months.

“It’s moving along.
We’ve got most of  the is-
sues taken care of.”

Early approval could
see initial work on the
site begin before the end
of  the year.

IN THE ZONE Owner Harjinder Basra says the changes will
allow him to solidify plans for the site.
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Capital Management’s
collapse. Within three
months after the collapse,
the Fed cut rates interest
rates three separate times
for a total of  75 basis
points. Once the predicted
disaster did not come to
pass, the Fed took back all
three of  those emergency
insurance rate cuts.

WE’RE STILL LOWWE’RE STILL LOWWE’RE STILL LOWWE’RE STILL LOWWE’RE STILL LOW
Even if  the Fed takes

back all 175 basis points
of  its emergency
insurance rate cuts, the
federal funds rate will
still be extremely low at
3.50 percent. In fact, there
has only been one other
period in the past decade
(1990 through today)
during which the federal
funds rate was lower
than 3.50 percent. That
was a brief 20-month
period between July 1992
and March 1994, when we
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were in our last
recession. So I fail to see
what everyone is so
worried about.

One fact is perfectly
clear though: In the past
40 years, we haven’t
started raising rates
from such a low level.
Thus, I think the impact
will be different from any
other interest rate
increase in the past 40
years. I don’t think a
couple of  hikes will stop

❙ Contributing writer Dr. Robert J. Froelich. Mark A. Berkin, B.Sc. is an associate
of Daniel P. Reeve and Associates Inc. and an account representative with Family
Investment Planning Inc.  Mark has over 12 years experience in the financial
industry.Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses
all may be associated with mutual fund investments.  Please read the prospectus
before investing.  Mutual fund securities are not guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

the markets.

HOW DOES THIS IMPACT
YOUR PORTFOLIO?

If  you’ve read any of
my previous articles,
you’ll know I’m not big
on money markets and
GICs at this point in time,
depending on individual
circumstances.  Even
though the markets
haven’t produced
significant returns to
date, I firmly believe that

Rates will rise, but markets on track

Call to make an
appointment today.

OUR NEW REFLEXOLOGIST

WELCOMES
CHRISTINA ROBINSON

669-8234
In the Birdland Plaza

SASASASASAY HAPPYY HAPPYY HAPPYY HAPPYY HAPPY
MOTHER’S DAMOTHER’S DAMOTHER’S DAMOTHER’S DAMOTHER’S DAYYYYY
with a spa gift cerwith a spa gift cerwith a spa gift cerwith a spa gift cerwith a spa gift certificatetificatetificatetificatetificate

Elmira barn razing
Century-old barn makes way for industrial development

the best opportunity to
buy equities for many
years ahead is here and
now, emphasized by the
fact that there is
currently about $50
billion dollars sitting on
the sidelines, awaiting
opportunities.   However,

if  you are investing in
GICs, then have a broker
shop the institutions for
you to get the best rates.
Either way, you should
examine your goals to
see which investments
are suitable for your
goals.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

ERIK MARTENSSON

By Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik Martenssontenssontenssontenssontensson
OBSERVER STAFF

Elmira’s landscape
changed on the
morning of  April

23 as a barn more than 100
years old at the former
Earl Martin farm off
Arthur St. went by the
wayside with the help of  a
local demolition company
to make way for industrial
development.

After many of  the old
barn’s supporting beams
were torn away with the
help of  chainsaws and old-
fashioned elbow grease, a
final steady push from a
large excavator toppled the
wooden structure over and
it fell into a cloud of  dust.

“It went well,” said Ed
Weber of  Weber
Demolition, the firm
handling the demolition.
“We had to coax it down a
little bit, but it went well.”

Weber’s crew began the
demolition of  the large
barn earlier this week and

by Tuesday all that was left
was a heap of  wood and
metal. The company will
now salvage the valuable
pieces of  the barn before
the rest is burnt to make
way for the expansion of
the industrial area.

With weathered barn
board currently a prized
commodity, Weber should
not have a problem finding
customers for what he is
able to recover.

“People want our
materials and we can’t fill
all of  our orders,” he said
noting that often materials
are sold before the
buildings are even torn
down. “We have a wide
area where we sell. We sell
quite a bit down to the
States.”

Getting the barn board is
not as easy as it sounds
though, explains Weber.

“It’s a rough business
that’s for sure. There’s
some hard labour with it.”

One of  the few
companies that do this

type of  demolition work,
Weber and his crew
already has many small
and large projects lined up
for the summer. One
upcoming project that
involves the demolition of
a large industrial building
in Hamilton could take up
to two-and-a-half  months.

Then there are the barns.
“We have a lot of  dairy

farmers that want to
modernize and they want
to put up the new modern
buildings. So we go in
there and take down their
old wooden barns. We’ve
taken down hundreds of
barns over the years,” said
Weber.

For Weber, the
demolition business has
been a long satisfying
career stretching almost 45
of  them. It began in 1958
when he was asked to help
tear down a feed mill in
Waterloo. At that time it
took six weeks to finish the
job.

“In those days we’d be a

couple of  weeks at times.
But nowadays with the
machinery it’s much
faster. Now we can take a
barn down in two to three
days.”

As he slowly sidles into
full retirement Weber

noted he has many long-
time employees like
partner Vernon Bearinger
that have more than
sufficient experience to
carry it on and continuing
to change the landscape.

But in the meantime he

still enjoys being on site
and helping his crew of  12
men take down a barn or
industrial building.

“I’m retired. At 78 I
better slow down a little
bit. But it’s still a bit of  a
hobby.”

COME ON DOWN Ed Weber and partner Vernon Bearinger of Weber Demolition stand
before the century-old barn they demolished earlier this week in Elmira.
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Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926Since 1926
P.O. BOX 40, MOOREFIELD, ONT. N0G 2K0

AAAAASSSSSPPPPPHHHHHAAAAALLLLLT PT PT PT PT PAAAAAVVVVVIIIIINNNNNGGGGG
Ask about Street Print
Pavement Texturing

“““““Asphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks likAsphalt that looks like bre bre bre bre brick”ick”ick”ick”ick”
• DRIVEWAYS • PARKING LOTS
• SAND & GRAVEL • FARM LANEWAYS

FREE ESTIMATES
1-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-87641-800-265-8764

   Conestoga
Sailing School

Youth & Adult classes July & August
Bus transportation from KW & Elmira
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Spaces still available!

keeper Scott Talbot but
found the iron behind him.

Sarnia then looked like
they would take the lead
while they were short-
handed, as a Ken Dunn
giveaway saw Tom
Neilson allowed to break
in and deke Kings keeper
Jeff  Van Nynatten. But
Dunn was there to atone
for his mistake and keep
the Blast forward’s at-
tempt out of the net. Hot
on the heels of the
Neilson chance Cam
Abbott was sent in alone
on Van Nynatten but the
Elmira keeper was able to
make the save as the
Sarnia forward only got
off  a weak attempt.

After some more sus-
tained pressure the Kings
were able to break the ice
with a go-ahead marker.
Scott Hastings worked the
puck back to Allan Wong
at the point and although
Talbot saved his bouncing
shot, Kyle Rank fought his

Kings need big comeback
way to the side of  the net
and deposited the re-
bound into the Blast cage.

The Blast evened the
game six minutes into the
second period, as Steve
Haddon’s short-handed
long-range shot seemed to
surprise Van Nynatten.

The deadlock was short-
lived however as a pretty
play saw the Kings again
go up by one on the man
advantage at the 10:59
mark. Captain Adam
Hogg carried the puck up
ice and into the right side
of  the Sarnia zone before
dropping to Daryl Moore.
While Hogg continued
onto the net and occupied
two defenceman, Moore
cut into the middle and
around Talbot before slid-
ing the puck into a gaping
Sarnia net.

But again the Blast were
able to draw even, this
time less than three min-
utes after the Moore goal.
Chris Abbott cleanly won
the offensive zone face-off

back to twin Cam and he
unloaded a quick shot
that found the right side
behind Van Nynatten.

Early in the third it
looked like once again the
Kings would go up by one,
but Hogg was unable to

bury a flurry of  opportu-
nities in front of  the
Sarnia goal to his obvious
dismay.

The misses would haunt
the Kings as the Blast
drew ahead with just un-
der ten minutes remain-

ing. A missed check al-
lowed Hill to walk in on
the left side and while his
first shot was saved, he
managed to retrieve the
rebound and deposit it
behind a sprawling Van
Nynatten.

Unable to generate
many solid chances as the
period wore on, the Kings
pulled Van Nynatten with
a minute remaining and
almost had the equalizer
as a desperation Andrew
Lackner shot from the
point floated high, came
down on the crossbar and
went over the glass with
three ticks of  the clock
left.

Alas it wasn’t to be.
Now the Kings must win

three straight games if
they hope to retain
Sutherland Cup champi-
onship bragging rights.

“We know exactly where
we’re at and what we have
to do,” said Officer. “It’s
that simple. There’s noth-
ing complicated about it.
We just have to work our
tails off  to get the job
done.”

Is the team optimistic
they can do that?

“Always. We come to the
rink every night expect-
ing to win.”

(CONTINUED FROM COVER)

ERIK MARTENSSON

SUTHERLAND CUP ROUND-UP • BY ERIK MARTENSSON

The Elmira Sugar Kings Sutherland Cup opener against the Sarnia
Blast on April 18 is one they will want to forget.

After building a 5-1 lead thanks to a strong power play, the Kings
allowed the Sarnia Blast to regroup and come back to slay the reigning
Sutherland Cup champions 6-5 in double overtime.

The Kings had shaped what looked like an insurmountable 5-1 lead
through captain Adam Hogg, Kevin Labatte, Daryl Moore, Scott
Hastings and Kyle Rank before Sarnia scored four unanswered second
and third period goals to push the game into overtime.

After trading chances in the first overtime, Blast forward Tom Briggs
scored the winner 1:38 into the second extra period, punishing the
Kings for coughing up the puck in their own zone.

GAME 1: Kings blow four goal lead
in Sutherland Cup opener

LEADING THE CHARGE The EDSS Girls Rugby team had
an easy time earning their first victory of the season on
Apr. 24, slaughtering visiting Galt Collegiate 51-0.

ERIK MARTENSSON

BREAK ON THROUGH

FIRST PERIOD:
Elmira – Adam Hogg (Adam Kennel, Andrew Lackner) 8:48 (PP)
Elmira – Kevin Labatte (Bryan Mills) 9:24 (PP)
Elmira – Daryl Moore (Jeremy Machin, Kyle Rank) 13:09 (PP)
Sarnia – Allen Symeonakis (Dominik Rozman, Chandon Hill) 14:37 (PP)
Elmira – Scott Hastings (Daryl Moore) 14:56
SECOND PERIOD:
Elmira – Kyle Rank (Adam Hogg, Daryl Moore) 1:44 (PP)
Sarnia – Kyle Hurlock (Jeff Sauve, Chris Abbott) 3:42
Sarnia – Kenny Bernard (Tom Neilson, Shawn Futers) 14:47
THIRD PERIOD:
Sarnia – Brad Smulders (Tom Briggs, Don Jaeger) 10:49
Sarnia – Chandon Hill (Dominik Rozman) 16:50
FIRST OVERTIME: no scoring
SECOND OVERTIME:
Sarnia – Tom Briggs (Unassisted) 1:38

The usually visitor-unwelcome confines of the Lair didn’t intimidate
the visiting Sarnia Blast as they hammered the Elmira Sugar Kings 5-1
in game two of the Sutherland Cup finals on April 20.

Aside from a 10-minute stretch in the second period, the hometown
Kings were outplayed by a Sarnia team bent on bettering Elmira in all
aspects of the game.

The visitors were the first on the board as on the power play Jeff
Sauve picked up his own rebound on the doorstep and lifted the puck
over Kings keeper Jeff Van Nynatten at the 8:36 mark of the first.

The Blast added another before the end of the period when Chris Abbott
banged home a centering pass less than four minutes later.

The Kings picked up their form in the second and looked to have
drawn within one at 12:18 but the Referee waved off Adam Kennel’s
marker as he ruled the net was dislodged behind Blast keeper Scott
Talbot.

Four minutes later the Kings made one count however as on the power
play as Brent Walton picked up the puck high in the Sarnia zone and
fired a lazer past Talbot from just inside the right faceoff circle. Andrew
Lackner and Daryl Moore assisted on the play.

The Kings continued to press for the equalizer and came close just
seconds after the restart but Talbot turned away Kyle Rank’s solid effort.

The Blast keeper’s save spurred on the visitors and against the run of
play they added the back-breaker with 1:22 left in the period. Chris
Abbott was sent in by twin Cam and his low shot from the left side
found its way into the Elmira net.

In the third, Sarnia’s stifling defense was able to subdue the Elmira
offense and after a disallowed goal of their own,  the Blast added two
power play markers to round out the game for the 5-1 road victory and
a 2-0 series lead.

GAME 2: King’dom’ rocked by Blast in
second straight loss

(SEE SUTHERLAND PAGE 15)

ROLE REVERSAL The Sarnia Blast celebrate their 3-2 game four victory as a dejected
Sugar King squad leaves the Lair ice on Apr. 24.
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For a very limited time, we’re offering even more to love. More no-charge features. 
More savings. And more value.

Concorde LXi with
Luxury Touring Group

Sebring Sedan LX

Wise customers read the fine print: *, **, ††, †, ◊, ‡‡, ∞ These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate and apply to retail deliveries for personal use only on selected new in-stock 2002 
vehicles. Retailer may sell/lease for less. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Purchase price/lease/financing excludes freight, taxes, licence, insurance and registration. Offers subject to change without notice. See retailer for complete details and
conditions.  **, †, ◊, ††, ‡‡, ∞ Leases/financing subject to approval by DaimlerChrysler Financial Services.  ** Cash purchase price includes factory to retailer incentives and is applicable to cash purchases only. If customer chooses 0% purchase
financing the negotiated price may be higher. *, ‡‡, ∞ Leases for 2002 Chrysler vehicles equipped as described: Intrepid 22C; Intrepid SXT 26G; Sebring Sedan 24H (Vehicle shown with optional rims); Sebring Sedan 28J + ADS; Concorde 27F + ADY
+ GWA.  ‡‡ Monthly lease payment for Intrepid SXT 26G is $317. ∞ Monthly lease payment for Sebring Sedan 28J + ADS  is $297. * Based on a 48-month lease. Total lease obligation: $16,384 Sebring Sedan 24H; $18,306 Sebring Sedan 28J + ADS;
$18,744 Intrepid 22C; $19,681 Intrepid SXT 26G; $23,835 Concorde.  Lease finance interest rates are: 3.3% Intrepid/Sebring Sedan; 4.3% Concorde.  Kilometers limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. These are closed end 
leases with no buy-back requirements. †† 0% purchase financing for up to 60-months on all 2002 Chrysler Intrepid and Concorde models. Example: $20,000/$30,000/$40,000 @ 0% APR/60 month term; monthly payment is $333.33/$500.00/$666.67.
Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is $20,000/$30,000/$40,000. This is a sample calculation only. † 0% purchase financing for up to 48-months on all 2002 Chrysler Sebring Sedan models. Example: $20,000/$30,000 @ 0% APR/48 month
term; monthly payment is $416.67/$625.00. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is $20,000/$30,000. This is a sample calculation only.  ◊ 0% purchase financing on all 2002 Chrysler Intrepid, Concorde and Sebring Sedan models up to 60 months
(48 months for Sebring Sedan) with 90 days deferred payments equals 57 monthly payments (45 monthly payments for Sebring Sedan) of $350.88/$526.32/$701.75 ($444.44/$666.67/$888.89 Sebring Sedan) for financed amounts of $20,000/$30,000/$40,000. This is a sample calculation only.  ∆ Graduate
Rebate applies as follows: $500 cash allowance on leased vehicles, $750 cash allowance on Neon purchase, $1000 cash allowance on purchase of vehicle excluding Chrysler Neon. Offer applies to all vehicles excluding Dodge Viper and Chrysler Prowler. Some conditions apply. See retailer for complete details 
and conditions. ‡ Warranty valid for 5 years or 100,000km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply. See retailer for details. ® Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.

For your peace of mind, all 2002 Chrysler models offer a 5 year/100,000km powertrain warranty and roadside assistance.‡

∆

$19,988**
or cash purchase for

$22,988**
or cash purchase for

$29,995**
or cash purchase for

$258*
or lease for

a month for 48 months.
With $2,905 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $300 security deposit
and $795 freight.

$298*
Lease for

a month for 48 months.
With $3,180 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $350 security deposit
and $910 freight.

0%††
Choose

purchase financing
up to 60 months.

0%†
Choose

purchase financing 
up to 48 months.

$378*
Lease for

a month for 48 months.
With $4,331 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $450 security deposit
and $910 freight.

0%††
Choose

purchase financing
up to 60 months.

This package includes: 
• 2.4-litre 150hp DOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder engine
• 4-speed automatic transmission • Speed control
• Multistage driver and front passenger air bags 
• Sentry-Key® theft deterrent system 

Including
• 6 cylinder engine
• Rear spoiler
• 4-disc CD changer
• Unique 16-inch aluminum wheels
• Unique graphite instrument panel inserts

LXi with Luxury Touring Group and 

no charge power sunroof:
• 3.5-litre 234 horsepower SOHC 24-valve 
V6 engine  

• Leather faced 8-way power driver’s seat 
• 17-inch chrome wheels • Fog lamps  
• AM/FM/CD with 120-watt amplifier 
and steering-wheel controls

• Four-wheel disc brakes with ABS
• Sentry-Key® theft deterrent system 
and Security Alarm system

V I S I T Y O U R N E I G H B O U R H O O D C H R Y S L E R ,  D O D G E ,  J E E P ® R E TA I L E R O R D A I M L E R C H R Y S L E R . C A

More toLoveChrysler’s Sales Event

Intrepid SE

This package includes:

• 2.7-litre 200 horsepower DOHC 24-valve 
V6 engine • Speed control

• 4-speed automatic transmission
• Sentry-Key® theft deterrent system 

For an additional

a month lease a 
2002 Sebring LX

$39∞

Including
• 3.5-litre 24hp 24-valve V6 engine
• 17-inch Chrome wheels
• Rear spoiler
• Leather wrapped steering wheel and shifter
• SXT badging

For an additional

a month lease a 
2002 Intrepid SXT

$19‡‡

plus
ZERO◊

plus
ZERO◊

plus
ZERO◊
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Spring
Mortgage
Special

Spring
Investment

Special625% 525%
R

* *

5-year Closed Mortgage 5-year Term

*MSCU posted rate with a 0.5%
reduction based on the number
of MSCU products and services used.
Rate is subject to change.

* Rate subject to change.

Elmira Kitchener Leamington Milverton New Hamburg Waterloo
669-1529 576-7220 326-8601 595-8796 662-3550 746-1770

Serving members of Mennonite, Amish and
Brethren in Christ churches across Ontario

Serving members of Mennonite, Amish and
Brethren in Christ churches across Ontario

www.mscu.com

WOOLWICH MINOR ATOM – TRI-COUNTY CHAMPIONS
Front row (l. to r.) Ryan Elvy, Mark Fackoury, Andrew Martin, Alex Dunn, Luke Shantz,
Brandon Death. Second row Justin Linseman, Nick Roth, Brant Goetz, Stevie Clement,
Robert Hinschberger, Nathan Van Gerwen, Caleb Redekop. Back row Assistant Coach Mark
Fackoury and Coach Chris Van Gerwen. Missing from the photo are Jason Young, Ben
Ahier, Trainer Steve Snider and Assistant Coach Curtis Clairmont.

WOOLWICH MINOR
HOCKEY AWARDS

BOB WATERS AWARD The Bob Waters Award is presented
annually to honour a significant contribution to the
Woolwich Minor Hockey association. This year’s recipient is
Norm Clement. Norm was previously the president of the
Elmira Minor Hockey Association and for countless years
has been a manager, coach and fan of local hockey.

JUNE PEARCE MEMORIAL AWARD The June Pearce Me-
morial Award is presented annually to the player that ex-
hibits sportsmanship, team play and a love of the game.
This year the award went to Steve Stemmler of the Bantam
house league team. Steve is seen accepting the award from
Brad and Blythe Pearce.

The Elmira District Hockey Referees Association Award of
Excellence in Coaching is presented to the coaching staff
that best exemplifies the principles and philosophies of Mi-
nor Hockey. This year’s recipients are Greg Brubacher, John
Orsan, Dan Balog and Wally Ragula of the Woolwich Midget
‘A’ team that lost only once during the regular season and
made it to the quarter finals of the OMHA championships.
Seen here accepting the award from Referees Association
President Chris Kelly (right) are Greg Brubacher (left) and
Dan Balog (middle).

The Woolwich Minor Hockey association wrapped up a successful 2001/2002
season with their year-end awards banquet at the St. Jacobs Arena on April 22.

WOOLWICH THUNDERCATS ATOM - HOUSE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
Front row (l. to r.) Axl Schneider, Jesse Somers, Jesse Dyck, David Thomas, Blaire MacKenzie.
Second row Chris Psutka, David Muehling, Mark Hockley, Jordan DiLorento, Evan Price,
Jacob Kalenderian,back row Assistant Coach Gerry Dyck, Coach Carl Miller and Trainer
Doug Somers. Missing from the photo are Alex Zizzo and Daniel Huber.

WOOLWICH MINOR BANTAM – TRI-COUNTY CHAMPIONS
Laying down, Andrew Dumart. Front row (l. to r.) Bryan Howe, Scott Litt, Brock Zinken,
Chad Hepburn, Adam Shantz. Back row Manager Earle Boyer, Coach Ken Gingrich, Mark
Vignault, Adam Thoman and Assistant Coach Trevor Boyer. Missing from the photo are
Josh Ahier, Brett Reinhart, Brandon Shoemaker, Matt Snyder, Kyle Klooster, Garrett Rank
and Trainer Frank Scriber.

Elmira keeper Jeff Van Nynatten
provided the shutout goaltending
while centreman Adam Kennel set
up two and scored one himself as
the Sugar Kings defeated the
Sarnia Blast 3-0 on the road in the
third game of the Sutherland Cup
finals on Apr. 22. The win over
Sarnia, the Kings’ first in five tries,
drew Elmira within one in the best-
of-seven series.

At his end of the rink Van
Nynatten turned away 30 shots
while at the other end Kennel
played a role in all three of the
Kings second period goals.

The Kings found the scoresheet
early in the middle frame as on the
power play Kennel and Brent
Walton worked the puck to Andrew
Lackner at the point and his shot
beat Blast keeper Scott Talbot.

Less than four minutes later the
Kings added to their lead as while
shorthanded Kennel freed Walton
and his hard shot found the Blast
net.

With time running out in the sec-
ond Kennel added a tally of his
own, steering in a Daryl Moore
feed to give the Kings a three-goal
lead that would stick as in the third
Van Nynatten and his defense were
able to nullify the Sarnia attack.

GAME 3: Kings
rebound with
shutout victory

FIRST PERIOD:
Sarnia - Jeff Sauve (Nick Malina, Chris
Abbott) 11:24 (PP)
Sarnia - Chris Abbott (Cam Abbott)
7:54
SECOND PERIOD
Elmira - Brent Walton (Daryl Moore,
Andrew Lackner) 3:50 (PP)
Sarnia - Chris Abbott (Cam Abbott)
1:22
THIRD PERIOD
Sarnia - Tom Neilson (Kenny Bernard,
Nick Malina) 3:22 (PP)
Sarnia - Brad Smulders (Steve Haddon)
2:12 (PP)

SUTHERLAND CUP
ROUND-UP

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13)

FIRST PERIOD: no scoring
SECOND PERIOD:
Elmira – Andrew Lackner (Adam
Kennel, Brent Walton) 1:02 (PP)
Elmira – Brent Walton (Adam Ken-
nel) 4:58 (SH)
Elmira  - Adam Kennel (Daryl
Moore) 15:27
THIRD PERIOD: no scoring

YOU GOT
THE BEST

KINGS
COVERAGE

ALL
SEASON
LONG...

ONLY IN
WOOLWICH
OBSERVER

G0 KINGS GO
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STRAYCASTS
BY DAVE MEYER

MARTHA’S
MIXES

BY MARTHA JEWITT
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3561 Lobsinger Line
ST. CLEMENTS   699-5656

Specializing in Exotics,
Handfed Birds, Avian

Supplies, African Chichlids,
Pond Fish, Plants & Supplies

www.exoticwings.com

3706 Nafzinger Rd. Wellesley
(519) 656-1074   888-258-3164

Custom Framing
Retail & Wholesale

Art, Gifts & Cards
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“He who sees things
grow from the beginning
will have the best view of
them.”

Aristotle

Today it is very cold.
In fact it is snowing.
April is fooling

with us, making us testy.
Even the birds are testy
this morning and I have
filled the feeder so that
they might be less inclined
to squabble. They seem to
react to my kindness with
gratitude and have settled
into a pattern of  eating by
turns. I sit back to watch
and to contemplate.

It is April and so the
snow does not stay. Soon
the birds are forsaking
the erstwhile much de-
sired feeder and are
scratching around in the
soil of  the flower beds be-
low. This reminds me of
a passage which I have
just read in a book on gar-
dening. It says: “I’m ea-
ger to sink my hands into
the dirt and I pace the
garden, searching for the
first tender shoots that
signal the earth’s
reawakening.” This re-
minds me of  my
neighbour, Maureen who
has been guiding her
wheelbarrow through the
park which is her back-

Birdseed gardens
yard, lifting and pruning
and coaxing life into stiff-
ened shoots and
branches. And this re-
minds me once again of
Nature’s invitation to
come and interact with
Her. I hear the call but
how should I proceed?

As I have already men-
tioned, I have been
thumbing through gar-
dening books and what I
am drawn to is the infor-
mation on birdseed gar-
dening.

Although I fill my feed-
ers with seeds all year
through, there is some-
thing so pure and natural
about watching the birds
find that which they need
in the flower beds. To that
end, I like to place my
feeders and birdbath in
and amongst the flowers,
watching the birds going
wild with the exuberance
and indecision. This year
I have decided to set aside
a sunny spot in which to
place my birdseed garden.

   My instructions tell me
to find a site in full sun
that is well drained. To
start the annuals by seed,
it is imperative to keep the
soil moist constantly until
the seedlings sprout.
Added preparation can
include building up the
soil with compost or other

organic materials in order
to loosen soil and promote
drainage. Now comes the
fun part - deciding what to
plant.

Tall grasses and a few
perennials placed about a
foot apart provide a
visually pleasing as well
as functional starting
point for a birdseed
garden. Black-eyed
Susans, purple cone flower
and sedum combine to
make a sunny border with
long bloom season and
seed heads which last well
into the winter, providing
a natural source of  food
for birds which do not seek
out warmer climes.

Next, for instant
gratification, we plant the
annuals. The colours and
scents of  annuals are as
varied as the names.
Sunflowers, zinnias,
bachelor’s-buttons( I love

that one) balsam and cos-
mos are only a few of  the
delightful varieties from
which to choose. Plant
them close together be-
cause birds like the cover
of  a thick garden and you
won’t need to weed as of-
ten. ( They like the weeds
too). Aside from providing
seeds, annuals also host a
variety of  insects. One au-
thor tells of a pair of com-
mon yellow-throats that
collected caterpillars
among the flower stems to
feed their babies.  And re-
member too that the
brightly coloured annuals
draw attention to them-
selves thus attracting
hummingbirds and butter-
flies as well.

I will never stop filling
my bird feeders because I
never want any bird to be
in doubt about whether or
not there is something to
eat in my yard. However,
in summer, I love the
interaction with nature
that is found in  the
simple act of planting a
flower.

“My only desire is an
intimate infusion with
Nature, and the only fate I
wish is to have worked and
lived in harmony with her
laws.”

Claude Monet

Good luck to all legal
anglers on
Opening Day.

It’s been an interesting
two months for our rivers
and lakes because of  the
strike by members of  the
Ontario Public Service
Employees Union
(OPSEU).

Workers there have
been out since March 13,
and that includes Conser-
vation Officers. Naturally,
there are those who poach
even while the COs are
working, so it is useless to
expect improved
behaviour from such folks
when the chances of  be-
ing caught are ever lower.

However, poachers are
not illegally taking fish
with impunity - at least
not on the upper reaches
of  the Grand River.

The Friends of  the
Grand River (FOGR)  be-
gan a River Watch pro-
gram many years ago
when brown trout be-
came too big and too
tempting to the unethi-
cal. The program,
whereby members pa-

Tight lines
trolled the river and
called illegal activity to
the attention of  those
committing it (not every-
one knew what was legal
or illegal), was so suc-
cessful that the Ontario
gover nment borrowed
from the idea and created
a Guardian program to
cover hunting as well as
fishing. Several members
of  the FOGR were among
the first to obtained
Guardian status.

That means they have
some authority and are
considered expert wit-
nesses in court. Police,
too, are helping out in
this time of  labour strife,
and people who see ille-
gal angling activity can
call Crime Stoppers at 1-
800-222-TIPS.

FOGR Vice-President
Ian Martin noted at the
annual meeting on Sun-
day over 50 people have
been approached about il-
legal activity on the
Grand River, many with
pike and brown trout on
stringers. Grand River
Conservation Authority

workers are quick to in-
form those who do not
abide by the rules. Derek
Strub noted recently that
he has told several
people to stop fishing not
only for brown trout, but
also for pike, because
they, too, are not in sea-
son.

As for the poachers,
they might think they
are immune, but authori-
ties I’ve spoken with as-
sure me poachers who
fish during the strike
will be charged, and will
find courts are not very
lenient. Besides fines, all
tackle is confiscated.

As for the rest of  us,

Saturday is, of  course,
Opening Day. Spring is of-
ficially here, and rivers
and lakes just about ev-
erywhere are ready to
provide great fishing op-
portunities.

As for me, I’ve managed
to tie exactly no flies, and
will have to rely on last
year’s supply. Derek,
though, has promised me
that we will do something
this spring I’ve never ac-
tually done before - con-
centrate on perch at Lake
Belwood. He says the
schools of  perch are phe-
nomenal, and he’s seen
every indication they are
not only there in abun-
dance, but are quite
large, too. Perch was one
of  the first species we
were introduced to in my
grade 9 science class, and
I wish I remembered
more about them.

But one thing I do
know; they make great
eating. Derek suggests we
have a major fish fry - if
we are successful.

No argument from this
corner. Let’s do it.

ENJOY THE
2002 SHOW!LET US KEEP

THE SCORE
WE’RE LOOKING FOR SCORES.
COACHES, WE HAVE HANDY FAX-BACK
SCORE SHEETS AVAILABLE FOR YOU.
CALL 669-5790 TO INQUIRE.
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Your lawn and tree care professionals.
Lawn spraying, tree/shrub care.

RR#3 Waterloo
www.peerlessturfcare.ca

toll free: 1-877 PTLAWNS (785-2967)
tel: 746-7100
fax: 746-4414

BRBRBRBRBRA CLINICA CLINICA CLINICA CLINICA CLINIC
Come to the Wellesley Home

Show, May 1st, 2nd or 3rd between
5:00 and 9:30 pm for a fitting.

85% of women are wearing the wrong size bra.
We have custom fitted bras - 182 sizes.

Straps never fall down - back never rides up.

This is an amazing bra!!! Come and try it!
See Certified Bra Fitter Judy Muegge (885-1439)

 

Natural Lawn
& Garden Care

Working With Nature... Naturally

Helping farmers produce quality crops
and healthy livestock.

Bio-Lac, Premixes, Kelp Meal, Trace Mineral Salt

Bio-Ag Consultants and Distributors Inc.
1400 Greenwood Hill Road
Box 189 Wellesley
Ontario, N0B 2T0

1-800-363-5278
(519) 656-2460     fax: (519) 656-2534
info@bio-ag.com      www.bio-ag.com

Add Vantage Realty Limited
Member Broker

450 Belmont Avenue West
Kitchener, ON N2M 1N3
Business 519-585-2334
Fax 519-585-0034
Res 519-570-3946

Mahlon Roes
Associate Broker

Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated
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669-8309
26 A r t h u r  S t r e e t ,  S o u t h ,  E l m i r a

“Custom Window Treatments”
A selection of our Gift Store items for

sale at the Home Show!
Discount prices on display curtains.

Homemade Sausages
Drug Free Beef

Fresh & Smoked Pork Products
Custom Cutting

CountrCountrCountrCountrCountry Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style MeatsCountrCountrCountrCountrCountry Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style Meatsy Style Meats

3700 Nafzinger Rd.
Wellesley, Ontario
N0B 2T0

Fax (519) 656-3499
Phone (519) 656-3380
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• RURAL
• RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
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Celebrating 20 years
of service in your
community.
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Wellesley
HOME
SHOW2002

May1, 2 & 3rd   5 - 9:30 P.M.
Wellesley Arena

FREE
ADMISSION

Cash / Non-perishable Food
Donations to the Waterloo
Region Food Bank would be
appreciated.
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ARTS�CULTURE
Look who’s talking now

Latest Gord Davis production looks at life through the eyes of newborns
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By Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve KannonBy Steve Kannon
OBSERVER STAFF

Dancing babies
are no longer
c o n s t r a i n e d
to Monday

nights and the fertile
imagination of  Ally
McBeal as K-W Musical
Productions gets set to
stage Babies!, the mu-
sical written by Cana-
dian playwright Cliff
Jones.

Directed by Elmira’s
Gord Davis, the produc-
tion runs May 2-4 at the
Theatre and Company fa-
cility in Kitchener.

An energetic musical,
Babies! tells the stories of
15 newborns sharing
space in a hospital nurs-
ery as they wait to go
home. The “babies,”
played by adult actors of
all ages, run the gamut of
personality types as the
play attempts to get inside
the minds of  newborns,
seeing the world through

their eyes.
“It’s almost, in a sense,

like a musical review be-
cause you get every baby’s
story – their hopes and
dreams, their feelings,
some very humourous
ones and some quite poi-

gnant ones, as well,” said
Davis Apr. 24, as the
cast and crew pre-
pared for the final

week of  rehears-
als.

“Each baby
gets its moment
– it could be a
singing solo, or
sometimes it’s
a dance num-
ber, depend-
ing on
which baby
it is.”

The babies include
Sid, the Rotten Kid,
Ashley, the perfect little
boy, and Melanie, the
Little Accident. Eve
wants to be an actress and
Booker aspires to be the
next Elton John.

Along with the 15 little
ones, the cast includes six
actors as “toys,” such as
Raggedy Ann and Andy
and a soldier.

Large letter blocks
(A,B,C …) and oversized
props such as baby bottles
are used to distort the
scale of  the adults/babies.
The actors get to spend
time in diapers and
hospital nighties—blue
for the boys and pink for
the girls—and make use
of  oversized bibs and
other such accessories,
noted Davis.

“It’s a lot of  fun to
produce something like
this. You can take so many
liberties because you’re
working with fantasy and
imagining what the world
is like for somebody just
newly born.”

Mixing adult
perspectives with a baby’s
movements and
impressions makes for an
interesting combination
that challenges the actors,

he said. The result is a
heartwarming story—
true life mixed with a lot

BIG BABIES  Cast of the KWMP production of Babies! in-
cludes (front) Amberley Mitchell, (middle) Andrea
MacDonald-Blasman, John Bigelow, Marc Brandeis, and
(rear) Valerie Kehn, Ken McLeod.

STEVE KANNON

of  laughs—that does an
interesting job of
depicting those first few

impressionable days of
life.

Along with Davis, the
production enjoys the par-
ticipation of  a healthy
Woolwich contingent,
including a host of  Elmira
Theatre Company
veterans. Andrea
MacDonald-Blasman and
Amberley Mitchell get to
regress to the earliest days
of  childhood, while Dana
Gunn MacCrimmon,
Brenda Martin and
Heather Morris toil
behind the scenes.

Music for the play is pro-
vided by an all-Woolwich
crew of  Adam Bowman
(percussion), Michael
Brown (keyboards) and
Susan Brown (keyboards).

Babies! runs nightly
May 2-4, with a second
show on Saturday, the 4th,
at Theatre and Company’s
newly opened theatre on
King Street in downtown
Kitchener. Tickets are $25,
available at the box office
and by calling 571-0928.

WIN TICKETS TO RAGTIME &WIN TICKETS TO RAGTIME &WIN TICKETS TO RAGTIME &WIN TICKETS TO RAGTIME &WIN TICKETS TO RAGTIME &
DINNER FOR TWO FOR MOMDINNER FOR TWO FOR MOMDINNER FOR TWO FOR MOMDINNER FOR TWO FOR MOMDINNER FOR TWO FOR MOM

• 1 PAIR OF TICKETS TO RAGTIME
• DINNER FOR TWO AT
   CROSSROADS RESTAURANT

MAKE MOM’S DAMAKE MOM’S DAMAKE MOM’S DAMAKE MOM’S DAMAKE MOM’S DAYYYYY

FFFFFAX: 669-5753AX: 669-5753AX: 669-5753AX: 669-5753AX: 669-5753
EMAIL: ragtime@woolwichobserEMAIL: ragtime@woolwichobserEMAIL: ragtime@woolwichobserEMAIL: ragtime@woolwichobserEMAIL: ragtime@woolwichobserververververver.com.com.com.com.com
MAIL: 20-B Arthur St. N., Elmira, On N3B 3Z9MAIL: 20-B Arthur St. N., Elmira, On N3B 3Z9MAIL: 20-B Arthur St. N., Elmira, On N3B 3Z9MAIL: 20-B Arthur St. N., Elmira, On N3B 3Z9MAIL: 20-B Arthur St. N., Elmira, On N3B 3Z9

Where and when isWhere and when isWhere and when isWhere and when isWhere and when is
Ragtime showing in KW?Ragtime showing in KW?Ragtime showing in KW?Ragtime showing in KW?Ragtime showing in KW?QUESTION:QUESTION:QUESTION:QUESTION:QUESTION: CONTESTCONTESTCONTESTCONTESTCONTEST::::: Fax, email or mail your answer to

Woolwich Observer  with name, address and phone
attached to be entered into the draw. Draw will be
held at noon on Wednesday, May 8th, 2002. Winner
will be contacted by phone and published in the May
11th Observer.

PRIZEPRIZEPRIZEPRIZEPRIZE
 V V V V VALUE:ALUE:ALUE:ALUE:ALUE:
$160$160$160$160$160
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ELMIR
A

AGRI-S
YSTEMS IN

C.

EMPLOYMENT OPPOREMPLOYMENT OPPOREMPLOYMENT OPPOREMPLOYMENT OPPOREMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIESTUNITIESTUNITIESTUNITIESTUNITIES
Skilled, hardworking person required to install

and service farm automation Equipment.
Farming background would be an asset.

Send resume to Elmira Agri-Systems, Inc.
RR#4 Elmira, N3B 2Z3

Fax: 519-669-1656

CLASSIFIEDADS
The best place to buy it, sell it, trade it, find a job or announce it.

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

SELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGESELF STORAGE

BAUMAN
PIANO
SERVICE
•Tuning
•Repair
•Rebuilding

JAMES R. BAUMAN
Craftsman Member O.G.P.T. Inc

664-2917
ST. JACOBS

PIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERPIANO SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

ORTLIEB
CRANE

• 12.5 ton BoomTruck
• 30 ton Mobile Crane

24 Hour Service
 7 Days A Week

698-2263

& Equipment Ltd.

CRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERCRANE SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

669-4964
100 SOUTH FIELD DRIVE, ELMIRA

CLEAN • DRY • SECURE
Call

Various
sizes &
rates

21 Industrial Dr.  Elmira
669-7652

AUTO
CLINIC

GLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRRORGLASS & MIRROR

HEALHEALHEALHEALHEALTHTHTHTHTH

SPORSPORSPORSPORSPORTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODSTING GOODS

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

AAAAACORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASSCORN GLASS
& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR L& MIRROR LTD.TD.TD.TD.TD.
Glass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to sizeGlass and Mirror cut to size
Plexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and LPlexi and Lexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to sizeexan cut to size
Screen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm RScreen and Storm Repairsepairsepairsepairsepairs

Sealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed UnitsSealed Units
RRRRReplacement Weplacement Weplacement Weplacement Weplacement Windowsindowsindowsindowsindows

1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST1600 KING ST. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,. N., Unit 17,
STSTSTSTST. JA. JA. JA. JA. JACOBS   COBS   COBS   COBS   COBS   664-1210664-1210664-1210664-1210664-1210

GUGUGUGUGUARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICESARANTEED COMPETITIVE PRICES

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

REPAIRS TO:
Trailers, 5th Wheels,

Hard Tops, Motor
Homes, Truck Camp-

ers, Snowmobiles
& Small Engines

15 PARK ST. E., ELMIRA

(519) 669-3595

REPREPREPREPREPAIRSAIRSAIRSAIRSAIRS

S.B. AUTO-CENTER

REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES
Specializing in Fine European Automobiles

Brakes • Exhaust • Suspension • Lube • Oil
Tune-Ups • Safety Check • Electrical & Mecanical

Get Ready For Spring

2631 Herrgott Rd. #5, St. Clements   699-6266
  We Speak German Too!               www.sbauto-center.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SAVE 10% - 15% ON REPAIRS!
Extra rebates on BMW, Volvo, Mercedes, VW • Call for details

Natural Healing
Techniques
Reflexology

Faye A Brubacher
Certified Reflexologist, RAC

Heidelberg
(519) 699-4350

Fbrubacher@brubacher.ca

OWNER
OPERATORS

Flatbed Irregular Route
Ontario - U.S.

Home weekends
If you are a safe, service-minded

operator, call

WAYFREIGHT
1-800-265-2562
Guelph, Ontario

Full Time Supervisor - Benjamin’s Restaurant and Inn -
Working both days and night shifts. Minimum one year
experience.

Full Time Supervisor - Vidalia’s Market Style Dining -
Working both days and night shifts. Minimum one year
experience.

Full Time Line Cook - Vidalia’s Market Style Dining -
Working as a grill cook - both days and night shifts.
Must have previous line experience.

Full Time Yeast Baker - Stone Crock Bakery - Working
evenings/nights. Must have knowledge of the production
of a variety of yeast products, sweet doughs, breads
etc. We are looking for a minimum of 1 year experience.

Full Time Day Baker - Stone Crock Bakery -  Working
day shifts. Must have a passion for baking.

Full Time Night Baker - Stone Crock Bakery -  Working
evenings/nights. Working with Sweet Doughs.

Part Time Night Baker - Stone Crock Bakery -  Working
evenings/nights. Frying and packaging.

If you are interested, please submit your resume to:
Human Resources

7 Albert Street
St. Jacobs, ON

N0B 2N0
fax: (519) 664-1513

email: cschiller@stjacobs.com

The Stone Crock Inc.
HERE WE GROW AGAIN...

We are a diverse, growing company
with presently 370 employees.

We offer competitive wages, an excellent health
package and profit sharing for all eligable candidates.

REMINGTON 12 GA.
M-878 Semi-Auto $225

MOSSBERG 12 GA.
Bolt-Action Rep. $69

WINCHESTER 22 CAL.
Semi-Auto, Scoped $150

We take in trade-ins &
buy all unwanted firearms

3310 King St. E., Kitchener
Phone 893-4867 Fax 893-7633
E-mail: keith.lovett@sympatico.ca

Hours: Mon-Fri 1pm - 5:30pm
Sat. 9:30am - 2:00pm

Rod & Gun Centre Ltd.

M&G MILLWRIGHTS LIMITED
R.R.#1, Reg Rd 19
(1540 Floradale Rd.)

Elmira, ON   519-669-5105
fax: 519-669-1450

email: mgmill@golden.net

• Millwright Road Crew
   Foreman (w/3-5yrs experience)

• Construction Millwrights

Apply in person between 8:30 - 4:30 or fax or email resume to:

• A wide range of jobs?• A wide range of jobs?• A wide range of jobs?• A wide range of jobs?• A wide range of jobs?
• W• W• W• W• Welding?elding?elding?elding?elding?
• Millwrighting?• Millwrighting?• Millwrighting?• Millwrighting?• Millwrighting?
• Assembly?• Assembly?• Assembly?• Assembly?• Assembly?
• Blueprint r• Blueprint r• Blueprint r• Blueprint r• Blueprint reading?eading?eading?eading?eading?
• Inside work?• Inside work?• Inside work?• Inside work?• Inside work?
• Outside work?• Outside work?• Outside work?• Outside work?• Outside work?
• Responsiblity?• Responsiblity?• Responsiblity?• Responsiblity?• Responsiblity?

DO YOUDO YOUDO YOUDO YOUDO YOU
WANT?WANT?WANT?WANT?WANT?

Then you should be working
   for us!

We’re looking for:

Assets:
• Arc Welding
• Blueprint reading

• Agricultural background
• Leadership ability

We Offer:
• Above Average Wages
• Company Benefits
• Company uniforms

• Company truck to foreman
• Pension Plan

• Room for advancement to lead-hand & foreman

• Fitter Welders (min. 3yrs experience)

• Mig Welder (Must be able to pass CWB
      welding test, G.M.A.W., F.C.A.W.)

LALALALALAWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPING

TOPSOIL
• Lawn Ornaments • Decorative Stone •

• Screened • Mixed • Gravel • Sand •
• Cedar Mulch • Pine Mulch • Coloured Mulch •

• Lawn Furniture • Cement Ornaments •

884-6441
Weber & King St. N., Waterloo, ON

St. Clements 669-4550Paving & Landscaping

ELECTRELECTRELECTRELECTRELECTROLOLOLOLOLYYYYYSISSISSISSISSIS
CLINICCLINICCLINICCLINICCLINIC

•permanent hair
removal
Call for an
appointment
Tuesday - Friday

Marjorie Plein C.E.
53 Duke St., Elmira

669-3924669-3924669-3924669-3924669-3924

ELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLELECTROLYSISYSISYSISYSISYSIS

FlowFlowFlowFlowFlower er er er er &&&&&
GGGGGift Shopift Shopift Shopift Shopift Shop

12 Arthur St., S. ELMIRA
669-1313

Amanda Jewitt-Dyck, Owner

WWWWWindow Bindow Bindow Bindow Bindow Boxoxoxoxox
TTTTThehehehehe

FLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTSFLOWERS / GIFTS

HELP WANTEDHELP WANTEDHELP WANTEDHELP WANTEDHELP WANTED

DZ Driver, clean abstract with
resume. Wood Shavings On-
tario Inc., RR 1, West Montrose,
ON., N0B 2V0. For appointment
call  669-5219.
Get the help you need... place
an ad in Observer Classified.

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

Farm Couple. Full time Man-
ager required for Country Estate
Farm in Halton Hills. Duties in-
clude cash crop 100 acres,
maintain lawns and
gardens,routine equipment ant
property maintenance. Light
house cleaning. No livestock.
Attractive house provided, plus
utilities and salary. Send resume
to Box 400, c/o Woolwich Ob-
server, 20-B Arthur St. N.,
Elmira. N3B 1Z9.

Mennonite Cleaning Lady. 7
hrs on Thursday; alternate
Thursday 4 hrs. $12.00 per
hour.  664-1923.

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

Part-time Office Help required.
2-3 days per week. Duties in-
clude answering phone,  light
office duties and light cleaning.
$8 - $10 per hour depending on
experience. Forward resume to:
Office Help, Box 249, St.
Clements, ON., N0B 2M0

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

Sales Person Required for gift
shop in St. Jacobs.  Part - time
weekend afternoons.  Please
apply in person to: Quaint Es-
sentials, Country Mill, St.
Jacobs.

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

WORK ONLINE from anywhere!
$500 - $5000 + P/T, F/T. 1- 888-
246-9374. www.123itisreal.com
Tell them you heard about it in
Observer Classified. Advertising
that works for you.

BEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTY

• Expert Makeup Artistry
• Esthetics & Skincare
• Personal Image Consulting

im a g e  & e s t h e t i c s
(519) 884-9075

WATERLOO

Beauty Needs!Helping You Meet Your

FREE Initial Consultation!

“Your Beauty Oasis on the outsirts of Waterloo”
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CRESSMAN
CONSTRUCTION

SINCE 1978

ELMIRA LTD.• Roofing
• Siding
• Additions
• Renovations

Ron Cressman

669-8610

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Read’Read’Read’Read’Read’s
DecoratingDecoratingDecoratingDecoratingDecorating

SINCE
1961

Specializing
in Paint &

Wallcoverings
Computer Colour Matching

For that Special Colour

500+ Wallcovering Books
from major distributors

669-3658
83A Arthur St. S., Elmira

DECORADECORADECORADECORADECORATINGTINGTINGTINGTINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANINGCARPET CLEANING

COMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETECOMPLETE
CCCCCARPET CARPET CARPET CARPET CARPET CAREAREAREAREARE

669-7607669-7607669-7607669-7607669-7607 Elmira’s #1 Choice For Over 30 Years

Wet or Dry Cleaning
• Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning on Location
• Area Rug Cleaning Drop-off  & Pick up Service
• Water Damage Restoration Certified
• Pet deodorization 669-7607

r_mcnall@hotmail.com

“You can stand on our reputation!”

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

ThompsonThompsonThompsonThompsonThompson’s’s’s’s’s
Auto TAuto TAuto TAuto TAuto Tech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.ech Inc.

21 HOWARD AVE., ELMIRA

669-4400

Providing the latest technology
to repair  your vehicle with
accuracy and confidence.

(Behind the old Trylon Building)

• Wallpaper • window covering
• Faux Finishes • Service

• Colour Consulting
• In Home advice

5 Church St. E., Elmira

669-4310

DECORADECORADECORADECORADECORATINGTINGTINGTINGTING AGRICULAGRICULAGRICULAGRICULAGRICULTURALTURALTURALTURALTURAL

PIONEER

Paul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul MetzgerPaul Metzger 519-698-1021

Big & Small

ENTERPRISES

HAY &
STRAW
FOR SALE

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

• Concrete removal & replacement
• Siding work up to 66’ high

•Pole Structures
•Remodeling & restoration

Marty Trapp  RR#1 Elmira  Ph. (519)846-9066
fax: 519-846-9319

General Contracting specializing in:

YOUR
PLUMBING
& HEATING

SPECIALISTS!

C.J.C.J.C.J.C.J.C.J.
BRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LBRUBACHER LTD.TD.TD.TD.TD.

669-3362669-3362669-3362669-3362669-3362
19 First St. E., Elmira

PLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBINGPLUMBING

AUCTIONDIRECTORY

WINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREAWINDOW TREATMENTSTMENTSTMENTSTMENTSTMENTS

Country Gifts
and Collectables

Teddy Bears, Dolls,
and Victorian Accessories

26 Arthur Street South,
Elmira 669-8309

Come In & See
Our New Stock

ESTATE AUCTION OF ANTIQUES AND FINE COLLECTABLES
For the Estates of M. Samuel Docherty Late of Guelph
Wednesday May 1, 2002  at 6:00PM, Preview 4:30AM

Mary Hill Knights of Columbus Hall,  Maryhill,  Ontario.,

Partial List of Features
RS Prussia, Berry bowl, celery dish, assorted other pcs, Beautiful 9pc hand painted dresser
set, assorted RS Germany pcs, Wavecrest: biscuit barrel, large dresser box with ormalu,
Moorcroft:Very Lg Wisteria  Bowl, ashtray, vase etc. Cranberry Lg Satin finish puffy  biscuit
barrel, tall handkerchief vase,  Nippon: assorted pcs including bowls, trays, dresser pcs.,
Shelley cream and sugar, tray, Chintz Royal Winton covered dresser box, other assorted
pcs.Paragon pcs,   Vaseline glass and Fenton glass pcs. Assorted Royal Doulton Figurines
and Toby Jugs, 2 Large pcs of old Cloisonne, Hammersley, Pattern and depression glass.
Flow Blue Platter,  Royal Albert Dinner Service, Opalescent glass, lots more!

Quarter cut Oak Side by Side Secretary china W/fancy mirror,  Exceptional highback oak bed
with applied carving and matching large dresser with mirror, Ornate iron bed, Oak quarter
cut lg princess dresser, Oak ladies dresser with fancy mirror, Oak Barley Twist refractory
table and 4 matching barley twist  chairs, Pr of Victorian chairs,  Walnut Queen Anne Barris-
ter Stacking Bookcase, Mahogany paw foot secretary desk,  Birdseye maple fancy vanity
with matching chair,  Victorian dressing screen, fancy needlepoint side chairs, occasional
tables, Walnut tea wagon,  carved  blanket chest, fancy wicker desk, lg  mahogany kneehole
desk and chair,arts and crafts  cane stand,  exceptional button back settee, one drawer
candle table, marble top Eastlake occasional table, Oak advertisng pc:  pattern cupboard
from general store with stensill, more!

Silver and sterling pcs, assorted paintings, artist water colour, and prints, (3) old etchings
unframed,  hand made old linens with fancy hand work, ogee mirror , old tabletop radio,
assorted childs toys including old train set, tin robot, Disney  Mickey Mouse puppet ,Marx
Bros, etc, nice assortment of costume jewelry,  other assorted lamps, brass candle sticks,
carpets, other carpets, cookie jars, Old coke cooler,
MANY MORE ITEMS!!!

Ladies and Gentleman, this evening sale consists of the finer pieces, contents of this
lovely Guelph home. This sale of approx. 200 lots is an offering pf smalls with an
excellent assortment of furniture (approx 30pcs) for a short evening of good quality!
All items to be sold to the highest bidder, in numbered order.

Terms:  Cash, Visa,MC,Debit, cheque W/ID.
Directions: Hwy 401 West to #6 north, Guelph.  Follow #6N through Guelph to stop light
at Wellington Rd 30 and turn left. Follow to Maryhill and turn R on St. Charles St, follow
signs to Knights Hall.
Food available on site and lots of parking.

ALWAYS ACCEPTING GOOD QUALITY CONSIGNMENTS

NORM  WEBSTER
Central Ontario Auctioneers Inc

For further information sale coordinator: Heather Friesen 905-704-8519
Or email  hea39@aol.com

“WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET SOMETHING FOR NODDING”

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

M.R. Jutzi & Co

AUCTIONEER’S NOTE - IF YOU MISSED THE LAST AUCTION...
DO NOT MISS THIS ONE! There will be TWO Auction Rings...

Sat.     April 27th    9am

VIEWING: Friday April 26, 2002, 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
TERMS: $500.00 Cash Deposit Required on Each Major Item, or as announced

NEW => Turf Equipment => 25hp/60” Hydro Riding Mower •
20 - Kowasaki, B&S Com 21” Mowers • 7-8hp Leaf Blowers
3 - Aerators • Overseeder • Sprayers • 2-HD Fert. Spreaders

TURF & LANDSCAPING

to be held at:

2nd Major Spring Turf
Auction

Partial List ONLY!!!         More Equipment Arriving Daily!!!

No Buyer’s Premiums!!!

BRESLAU AIRPORT ROAD AUCTION COMPLEX
5100 FOUNTAIN ST, NORTH, BRESLAU (Kitchener)

NEW => 12 Walk Behind Mowers => 3 - 13hp 36” •
6 - 14hp 48” • 16hp 52” • 20hp 54” • 22hp 60”

2 - 98 Dodge 2500 Cargo Vans • 5 - 85/93 Chev & Dodge Crew,
Vans & Pickups • 2 - 86/90 Ford Diesel Dump/Sander & Plows •
Duetz-Allis 6035 Diesel Tractor • 15 - Kubota, JD, Jacobson,
Ransomes & Cushman Diesel Mowers

2 - JD 36” W/B Mowers • Club Car Truckster • Honda Tillers •
Concrete & Chain Saws • Gas Posthole Augers • Dethatchers •
Pumps • Honda Generator • Trimmers, Tree Pruners & Saws •
Rollers • Slide-in Sander • 8+ Plate & Trench Tampers • Shop
Tools & Equip • Tile & Brick Saws • Drywall Lifter • 3pth Mowers
• Kuhn Side Mower, 70KVA Diesel Generator • 2 - RED-D-ARC
Gas Portable Welders • 3 - Sullivan & A/C 85/185 cfm Diesel Air
Compressors • Equip Trailer

www.mrjutzi.on.ca       (519) 648-2111

LIQUIDATION
EVERY FRIDAY FROM 10:00 a.m. TO 6:00 p.m. &
EVERY SATUTRDAY FROM 9:00 a.m. TO 4:00 p.m.

AT GRAY’S AUCTION CENTRE
1 MILE WEST OF HARRISTON
Liquidation Consists of: Bikes; Lawn
Mowers; Lawn Furniture; Patio Um-
brellas; Armoire; Patio Table & Chair
Set; Bikes; Scooters; Royal Doultons;
Pictures; Candles; Mirrors; Watches;
Lamps; Swar Crystal; Lg Quantity of
New Kid’s & Adult Clothes; Stuffed
Animals; Candy; Consumer Goods;
Juice; Brush Sets; Bedding; Cookware;
Cannister Sets; Paper Products; Toys;
Books; Plus Many Other Items.

TERMS: Cash, Interac, Visa, Mastercard
DOORS OPEN AT 10:00 a.m. FRIDAY

GRAY’S AUCTION SERVICE INC.,
HARRISTON   (519) 338-3722

LAWN CARE LTD.
LAWN CARE PROGRAMS

669-1278

LANDSCAPING
• Aerating
• Dethatching
• Broadleaf Weed Control
• Slow Release Granular Fertilizer
• Chinchbug Control
• White Grub Control
• Crabgrass Control

• Hydro-Seeding
• Sodding
• Planting
• Interlocking Stone
• Retaining Walls & Steps
• Water Ponds
• Backhoe & Loader Services

LALALALALAWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPINGWN CARE / LANDSCAPING

LI’L ACRES LAWN
& GARDEN CARE

• • • • • SPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FSPRING & FALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUPALL CLEANUP          (LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)(LAWN ROLLING, RAKING, AERATING)

• • • • • MOMOMOMOMOWING & WING & WING & WING & WING & TRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMINGTRIMMING

• • • • • FLFLFLFLFLOOOOOWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDSWERBEDS

• • • • • PPPPPLLLLLANTING &ANTING &ANTING &ANTING &ANTING &
               MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE

RESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIAL
& C& C& C& C& COMMEROMMEROMMEROMMEROMMERCIALCIALCIALCIALCIAL

•••••
FREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMAFREE ESTIMATESTESTESTESTES

•••••
REASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RREASONABLE RAAAAATES!TES!TES!TES!TES!

CCCCCALL GRALL GRALL GRALL GRALL GRAAAAACE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGECE LETHBRIDGE
(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132(519) 648-3132
PO BOPO BOPO BOPO BOPO BOX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLX 208 - BRESLAAAAAUUUUU

LANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPINGLANDSCAPING

Wigglesworth
Bookkeeping Services
Computerized or Manual BookkComputerized or Manual BookkComputerized or Manual BookkComputerized or Manual BookkComputerized or Manual Bookkeepingeepingeepingeepingeeping

PPPPPayroll • Income Tayroll • Income Tayroll • Income Tayroll • Income Tayroll • Income Tax • Exax • Exax • Exax • Exax • Exceptional Ratesceptional Ratesceptional Ratesceptional Ratesceptional Rates

Gary
Wigglesworth

Tel: (519) 669-5075
Cell: (519) 501-2509

E-mail: gary.wigglesworth@sympatico.ca

BOOKKEEPING SERBOOKKEEPING SERBOOKKEEPING SERBOOKKEEPING SERBOOKKEEPING SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

BULK LANDSCAPING DEPOT

888-9992
650 Weber St. N., Waterloo

Corner of Benjamin & Weber

Topsoil & Mixes
Retaining Walls & Flagstone

Waterfall Rockery
GET A LGET A LGET A LGET A LGET A LOOOOOAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THISAD OF THIS
Serving KW for over 20 Years

TOP SOIL

LANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOILLANDSCAPING / TOPSOIL

M.R.Jutzi & Co.
Breslau, Ont.

(519) 648-2111
Saturday April 27, 9:00
a.m.  – Turf & Land-
scaping 2nd Major
Spring Turf Auction to
be held at Breslau Air-
port Road, Auction
Complex. 5100 Foun-
tain St. North Breslau
(Kitchener). If you
missed the last
auction….don’t miss
this one. Two auction

rings, new equipment
arriving daily. Veiwing
Friday, April 26, 1:00
p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Gray’s Auction Service
Inc.,

Harriston, Ont.
(519) 338-3722

Every Friday 10:00am,
Saturday 9:00am – At
Gray’s Auction Centre, 1
mile west of Harriston.
Liquidation of many
quality items.

GERBER AUCTIONS LTD
Crosshill, Ont.

(519) 699-4451
Sat. April 27, 9:30 a.m.
– Clearing auction sale,
property, household ef-
fects, antiques and
misc. items, to be held
at 70 St. Clair Ave. off
Stirling in Kitchener (St.
Mary’s Hospital area) for
Robert (Bob) Gardiner.
Fri. May 3 at 12:00 noon
– Clearing Auction Sale

of household effects,
antiques and misc. items
to be held at 86 Wood
St., in Kitchener (behind
K.W. Hospital) for Bob
and Victoria Shannon.
Sat. May 4 at 11:00 a.m.
– Clearing Auction Sale
of property, household
effects, antiques and
misc., items to be held
at 23 Hunter St., New
Hamburg, (behind fu-
neral home) for Leona
Bender.

FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR -
EVERY WEEK IN OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS.

CLASSIFIEDADS
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  “Proudly Remembering Our Past;         Confidently Embracing Our Future.”
The Township of Woolwich

The Community Information Page
P.O. BOX 158, 69 ARTHUR ST. S., ELMIRA, ONTARIO, N3B 2Z6   TEL: (519) 669-1647

664-2613 • FAX: (519) 669-1820 • WEBSITE: www.township.woolwich.on.ca • AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY: 575-4504

COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENTCOMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENTCOMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENTCOMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENTCOMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT
Notice of Hearing - May 14, 2002

On TUESDAY, May 14, 2002, at 7:00 p.m. the Committee will meet in the
Council Chambers of The Municipal Offices to consider the following appli-
cations.  All persons interested in the applications may attend.  You may
make written submissions in favour of or opposition to any application by
mailing your comments to: Ms. Val Hummel, The Township of Woolwich,
P.O. Box 158, 69 Arthur Street South, Elmira, ON N3B 2Z6 or fax (519)
669-1820 or email: vhummel@township.woolwich.on.ca.

Further information about the applications may be obtained from
Engineering and Planning Services at 669-1647 or 664-2613 (Ext.

246) email: jvink@township.woolwich.on.ca

MINOR VARIANCE APPLICATION A13/02  (AARON AND
MARY MARTIN)

PROPERTY: PART OF LOT 70, GCT, 1642 JIGS HOLLOW ROAD,
WESTMONTROSE
PROPOSAL: The applicant is requesting relief to permit the construction
of an enclosure for the existing manure yard, with a reduced front yard
setback from 23 metres to 7.0 metres from the centre of the road, for an
Agricultural (A) zoned property.

MINOR VARIANCE APPLICATION A14/02  (ESTATE OF
ELLEN CATHERINE DELION)

PROPERTY: PART OF LOT 53, SMALL LOTS NORTH OF PETER
HORNINGS TRACT, 1791 HOPEWELL CREEK ROAD, NORTH OF BRESLAU
PROPOSAL: The applicant is requesting relief to permit the construction
of a new 7.9 by 12.8 metre (26 by 42 foot) garage on an Agricultural (A)
zoned property to increase the total lot coverage of the accessory build-
ings to a residence from 70 square metres to 102 square metres.  The
existing shed is to be removed.

MINOR VARIANCE APPLICATION A15/02  (VAUGHN AND
SHERI-LEE BENDER)

PROPERTY: LOT 30, PLAN 1549, 30 SPRING STREET, ST. JACOBS
PROPOSAL: The applicant is requesting relief to permit the construction
of the detached garage, with a reduced front yard setback from 6.0 metres
to 2.7 metres from the property line, for a Residential (R-3) zoned property.

MINOR VARIANCE APPLICATION A27/00 (WATERLOO
REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD)

PROPERTY: 4 UNIVERSITY AVE. W., ELMIRA
PROPOSAL: The applicant is requesting relief to reduce the number of
off-street parking spaces at the secondary school from 67 spaces to 49
spaces to permit the existing five portable classrooms, four of which are
located on the existing parking lot.  This is the renewal of an application
that was given approval, in 2000, for a maximum 2 year period.

DATED this 24th day of April, 2002.
Jeremy Vink, B.E.S (Hons.)
Planner, Engineering & Planning Services

PRESSURE POINT THERAPY
COMPLIMENTARY WORKSHOP

with Dr. Bryan Lawrence D.C.
Pressure Points are areas of Stored Stress on a nerve pathway.

You Will Learn How to Find & Treat the Pressure Points For:
• FATIGUE • HEADACHES • LOW BACK PAIN • NECK PAIN

• SINUS & ALLERGIES • ARM and WRIST PAIN (Carpel Tunnel Syndrome)

• NUMBNESS & TINGLING (Arms & Legs)

Learn How Gentle Light Touch Will Assist
Your Body To Promote Improved Health.
“Address the Cause, not the Symptoms”

WHEN: Wednesday, May 1, 2002   6:30-8:00 pm
WHERE: 30 Dupont St. East, Suite 204, Waterloo

Participants are asked to bring a non-perishable food
item to be donated to the local Food Bank

CALL 746-4144... SPACE IS LIMITED

COMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTS

Assistant Library
Supervisor St.Jacobs Branch

You will organize, supervise, and provide services to our community
through the daily operations of our branch library. You will also
implement policies and procedures, compile monthly statistics, circulate
and reserve materials, register and renew memberships, recruit and train
volunteers, distribute promotional material within our community,
supervise a variety of library programs, and apply for funding. Your
OSSD, knowledge of the community, wide range of reading interests,
broad knowledge of library resources, and experience working with
adults, children, and books are essential.  Proficient in the use of the
Internet, you are able to troubleshoot PCs and have a working knowledge
of WordPerfect and MS Office Suite. You have the ability to travel to
attend meetings and  training workshops and substitute for other staff at
off-site locations.  Wage Rate: $14.35 - $15.87 per annum 

If you feel that you are our ideal candidate, please
apply in writing by May 3rd, quoting position number
2002-288, to: The Regional Municipality of
Waterloo, Staffing Coordinator,
150 Frederick Street, 3rd Floor, Kitchener, Ontario
N2G 4J3  Fax: (519) 575-4454
e-mail: humanresources@region.waterloo.on.ca

We are committed to employment equity and thank all
applicants in advance; however, we will be corresponding only
with those selected for an interview.

w w w . r e g i o n . w a t e r l o o . o n . c a

THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDWORK WANTEDWORK WANTEDWORK WANTEDWORK WANTEDWORK WANTED

Employment Needed. Mature indi-
vidual with recent experience as the
office administrator for a small plant
seeks full or part-time office employ-
ment. Simply Accounting, and
Microsoft Office proficiency, effective
communication and organization
skills, friendly, dedicated and respon-
sible. Please call  669-3535.

ACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODAACCOMMODATIONSTIONSTIONSTIONSTIONS

1 Bedroom Apartment in small, quiet
6-plex, close to downtown. Rent $495
a month, heat included. Call 669-
8732.

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

10th Anniversary Special. Book now
for all your paint & wallpaper needs.
Good deals on Graco spray equip-
ment. Elmira Deorating, 5 Church St.
E., Elmira. 519-669-4310

24" White Stove, like new, $250; 30"
off white Kenmore stove, $75. Briggs
& Stratton rear bagging lawn mower,
$175. 4 cushions for high back lawn
chairs, $50. Call  669-2464.

A1, All Around 72" cut front mower
JD F935. 1600 hours, 3 cylinder die-
sel. $8000 firm. Private: 519-846-
0661.
All Wallpaper Book Orders up to 40%
off. All in-stock wallpaper borders up
to 70% off. All Hunter Douglas blinds
are on sale now and free installation.
Elmira Decorating, 5 Church St. E.,
Elmira. 519-669-4310.
Antique 9 piece dining room suite -
130+ years old; 4 dining room chairs
50+ years old; Hand carved Grand-
mother clock 75+ years old. Jean -
669-8512.

Baby Storller. Graco Navigator. Blue,
white, 3 yrs. $50.   519-656-3184.
Baby, Carseat. Century, blue with
teddy bears, moons. $50. Call  648-
2906.

Baby, Tigger Todder. Little Tikes, $30.
Call  519-656-3184.
Barrel, 45 gallon $10. Call  669-8004.
Bike Carrier, fits 11/4 in. on trailer
hitch. New condition. $50.  669-2865.
Car Tire. New on 1 ton GM rim. Gen-
eral Grabber ST LT235/85R16. $50.
648-3028.

Clothes, Gap, Esprit, Osh Kosh. Girls
size 6. Spring/summer. $50.  846-
9788.

Clothes, Roots, Cartier, Osh Kosh.
Boys 12-24 mths. $50.  846-9788.
Fridge. Approximately 18 yrs. old.
$50. Call after 5:30p.m.  698-2337.
Highchair, Baby. Fisher Price, adjust-
able height. A1. $50.  648-2906.
Mens RH. 15 pcs. Fairway Impacts
golfset includes bagstand, like new.
$300. o.b.o. Ph (519) 669-0184, leave
message.
Playground: 4 x 4; 4ft. x 6ft. - 2 level
covered fort, slide, 3 swings, glider,
ramp, pole, platform, monkey bars
and more. $1500. Call  669-8981.
Satellite System: RCA Direct TV with
dual LNB, includes HU card pro-
grammed, $300.00. Programmed HU
card only $140. Call  827-6240

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE

Stereo Cabinet. Black with glass
door. $50. Call  669-8594.

Strawberry and Raspberry Plants.
Order now! Leonard F. Martin. 669-
2181.

Walters Appliances - Elmira. Great
deals on fridges, stoves, washers,
dryers, dishwashers. Many off white
units. 5-25 cu freezers.  669-2007.

REAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTREAL ESTAAAAATETETETETE

Cash Crop Farm west of Listowel 128
x 40 x 12 pole barn (easily converted),
double 25 parlor, 40 x 48 x 14’6" shed,
10,000 bushel dryer bin and leg. Up-
dated 5 bedroom house. 100 acres
with 75 workable, $515,000. An
additonal 100 acres package deal
$810,000. All goat related equipment/
penning at additional cost. Real Es-
tate inquiries welcome. All offers con-
sidered. 519-887-6628.

House For Sale: Elmira, 3 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms plus ensuite and walk -
in closet in master bedroom, quiet
street, central vac, new deck, new
shingles, single car garage, new bed-
room windows, woodstove, spacious
and private backyard. Asking
$219,000. Call 669-0031 or  669-
2334.

VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERS

Do You Love Babies? Volunteers are
needed to provide in home support
to families with newborn, twins or tri-
plets for 3-4 hours weekly. To Volun-
teer, please call CradleLink at (519)
749-0977 ext. 240.

AUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVEAUTOMOTIVE

1991 Plymouth Voyager, 7 passen-
ger, blue, runs excellent. $2500 as is.
669-4574.

1991 Pontiac GrandAm 3.3L .
218,000km. $3000 work done in June
2001. New coils, new exhaust & cata-
lytic, new brakes, new battery. Reli-
able. $2,500 as is. Call 746-3752.

1997 Grand Voyager LE, another lo-
cal trade in, all options incl. rear air.
Voisin’s Elmira, 669-2831.

1998 Chrysler Concorde LXI, another
local trade in, fully loaded and very
low kms. Voisin’s Elmira.  669-2831.

1999 Dakota SLT Club Cab, another
local trade in, fully loaded and very
low kms. Voisin’s Elmira,  669-2831.

1999 Dodge Stratus SE, another lo-
cal trade in, nicely equipped, very low
kms. Voisin Elmira,  669-2831.

1999 Grand Caravan Sport, another
local trade in, loaded including luxury
group. Low kms. Voisin’s Elmira,
669-2831.

WANTEDWANTEDWANTEDWANTEDWANTED

Cupboards, Tables, restorable furni-
ture, glass, china, paintings, nostal-
gia, unusual smalls, farm goodies. 25
years exp. Some hand finishing avail-
able. Call (519)  843-2777.

WWWWWANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED

Guns Wanted. All makes of rifles,
shotguns and handguns. Surplus
ammunition? Reloading equipment,
scopes, etc. Deliver to: Lovett’s Gun
Centre, 3310 King St. E., Kitchener.
Phone 893-4867after 1 p.m.

FARM & RURALFARM & RURALFARM & RURALFARM & RURALFARM & RURAL

For Sale: Corn, Barley, mixed grain.
Delivered in bulk or blower trucks. Call
John at Woodrill Farms Ltd.,  519-
821-1018 or 1-800-461-1018.

New Holland Crop Chopper model #
36; $1050. 6 ton George Whote run-
ning gear; $550.  519-638-3829.

CHILD CARE & CARE GIVINGCHILD CARE & CARE GIVINGCHILD CARE & CARE GIVINGCHILD CARE & CARE GIVINGCHILD CARE & CARE GIVING

Babysitter Wanted. Summer student
needed to babysit for the months of
July and August. Approx. 25-30 hours
per week. 3 children aged 12, 10, 6 -
swimming training would be an as-
set. Please call after 5:00;  669-8430.

Full - time Day Care wanted in the
West Montrose area, for 2 children
ages 31/2 and 11/2. Please call  669-
3816.
Fun Loving Care Giver Required.
One day per week, 9:30 a.m. - 1:30
p.m. for twin boys, 1 year old. Call
519-767-3226.

TRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERTRADES & SERVICESVICESVICESVICESVICES

Need Your Home Cleaned?  Call 669-
8017 for honest, reliable, cleaning at
reasonable rates.  Elmira and sur-
rounding area.  Private Homemaker.

TRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONSTRAINING/LESSONS

Guitar Lessons By Barb Weber.12
years teaching experience. Evening
and daytime lessons available. All
ages welcomed. Call  664-2579.

Guitar Lessons. Beginner to ad-
vanced. All styles, all ages. Weekends
in Elmira. Call  846-5455.

Tutoring Available, Summer Open-
ings. Certified teacher, all subjects.
JK-grade 8 $25/hour. Call Christine at
669-0327.

HORSESHORSESHORSESHORSESHORSES

Don’t miss the 12th Annual Flame
of Hope Trail Ride and Carriage Drive,
Saturday, May 25th, 2002 in Elmira!
this is a non competitive ride on
horseback to raise money for diabe-
tes research. Must have own horse.
Awesome prizes! Call 1-519-669-
5906 today to register!

Garage Sale. Sat. May 4. 7am.
Large garage sale, many items from
grandma’s apartment and much
more. Chairs, lawn furniture, good
console TV, Tupperware, cedar
chest, dishes, lamps, chest of draw-
ers, vacuum and many small items.
162 Oriole Pkwy, Elmira.
Garage/Moving Sale- Saturday
April 27th, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., 17
Meadowlark Rd., Elmira.

Huge Garage and Shop  Sale: Sat-
urday April 27, 370 Ruggles Road
Floradale.  New and used doors and
windows. Toys, linens, books, glass-
ware, lamps, teenage girls clothes, as-
sorted collectable tins, window blinds
and shutters. 7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Multi-Family Yard Sale. Something
for everyone. 1656 Floradale Rd.,
Friday April 26 and Saturday April
27. Beginning at 8:30 a.m.

Neighbourhood Garage Sale - Blue-
bird Pl., Elmira. Saturday May 4, 7:30
a.m. - 12:00.
Street Sale - Crand Drive, Elmira. Sat-
urday May 4th beginning at 7 a.m.
Rain or shine. Something for every-
one!

Indoor Garage Sale 1200 sq. ft., Fur-
niture, Glassware, Kitchenware, Lin-
ens, Games, and so much more! 12
Maple St. Elmira (behind the IGA
store). Thursday and Friday 10:00am
to 2:00pm, Saturday 9:00am to
4:00pm.
Garage Sale - May 4th, 2002, 26
Nightingale Cr., Elmira. Household
items, childrens toys and clothes.
Garage Sale - Saturday, May 4, 8:00
a.m. 14 Eldale Rd., Elmira.

GARAGESALES

PLACE YOUR
GARAGE SALE

ANNOUNCEMENT
IN WOOLWICH &
WELLESLEY’S #1

SOURCE.

OUT WITH
THE OLD

CALL
669-5790

TO INQUIRE

COMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTS HELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WHELP WANTEDANTEDANTEDANTEDANTED
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Green & growing
TOWN&&&&&COUNTRY

Horticultural Therapy encourages social interaction and promotes self-esteem for seniors
By Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne PeachBy Joanne Peach
OBSERVER STAFF

It all started with a
package of  Marigold
seeds in 1990; now the
garden club at

Chateau Gardens’ long–
term facility has
blossomed into an all-year
event that everyone can
enjoy.

Vicky Rau, enrichment
coordinator at Chateau
Gardens first happened on
the idea of  a horticulture
therapy program after a
resident asked if  she could
plant her Marigold seeds.
“The other residents
started to take an interest
when Erma’s (Grosz)
Marigolds started to grow.
Before I knew it the green
house was full,” laughs
Rau.

“It’s funny really
because I knew nothing
about gardening, so I
joined the horticultural
therapy association and
learned from the other
residents.” Rau also
attended workshops and
sought advice from the
horticulture therapy
sessions held at the
Homewood Health Centre
in Guelph.

Since then, the
gardening club has
evolved into a year of
related activities. In the
winter, the residents

decide what they want to
grow and by early spring
the first seeds are sowed.
In the summer the plants
are transplanted in
readiness for the fall fair
competitions.  Vegetables
are made into preserves
and fruit is purchased for
jam making.  Some of the
residents press and dry
the flowers and use them
to make gifts. “The nice
thing about this program
is that it includes all the
seasonal pastimes that
stem from horticulture,”
said Rau.

This year, the gardening
club is working in a new
wheelchair accessible

greenhouse. “It’s great
because we can do all the
planting in here without
making a mess and the
height and width of the
house is designed to
accommodate a variety of
physical restrictions,”
said Rau.

That spirit of
inclusiveness appeals to
Rau, “Horticultural
therapy is very rewarding,
and it doesn’t matter what
the disability is, everyone
can get involved.” This
kind of  therapy helps to
improve the social, and
physical well being of  the
residents as well as lifting
their spirits says Rau.

“Everyone is welcome to
participate but we do try
to look for people who are
a bit withdrawn.”

Gardening never really
appealed to Dave Thomas.
“My wife always did it. I
guess at the time I would
rather drink a beer and
watch the hockey,” says
Thomas. Today, he is an
avid member of  the
garden club. Thomas
moved to Chateau
Gardens fairly recently
and says the club has
helped him to cope with
the transition. “I also
enjoy seeing the results of
my work and the company
of  the other members,”

notes Thomas.
Gardening was always a

part of  Mabel Bauman’s
life until her physical
disabilities made it
difficult for her to
continue. The Chateau
Gardens’ horticulture
club has allowed her to
revisit this pleasure in a
supported environment.

For Bauman, the
greatest pleasure comes
from watching the plants
evolve. “It’s interesting to
watch them grow, the
seeds, then the plants and
the blooms – it feels like
you’ve really achieved
something,” smiles
Bauman.

Rau says the
involvement in the club,
the planning, decision-
making and the growing
also fosters a culture of
ownership for herself  and
the residents. “It was so
exciting when we got the
first bud this year. It’s
almost like delivering a
baby,” laughs Rau.

The club members also
like to show off  their work
to family and friends. Some
family members actually
like to get involved.   “Mary
Wienecke’s daughter was
in just last week helping
her mother plant,” said
Rau.

On May 11, the club will
sell the fruit of  their
labours at the annual
Garage and Bake Sale. The
money raised from the sale
is re-invested into the
garden club for equipment
and supplies. “The
members get to see their
work being sold and decide
what to spend the proceeds
on. This is important
because it means they
become part of  the whole
process,” says Rau.

Some of the money will
also go toward purchasing
bulbs and perennials for
the wheel chair accessible
garden in front of  Chateau
Gardens. “That means
everyone can enjoy the
work of  the gardening
club,” smiles Rau.

JOANNE PEACH

By Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik MarBy Erik Martenssontenssontenssontenssontensson
OBSERVER STAFF

The label on the tin
said it all - Food For
Relief  - as

volunteers with the
Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) canned
thousands of pounds of
beef to be sent to those in
need around the world last

MCC cans hope
MCC’s mobile canning operation helps feed the world

week.
Working from a mobile

canning operation at the
University of  Guelph, the
volunteers, many from the
Woolwich and Wellesley
areas, were busy cutting,
canning and labeling the
beef  that was donated for
the project.

The arrival of  the
mobile canning unit in

Guelph is one of 31 stops
it makes across North
America, and one of  two
in Canada. The MCC has
been performing the
service for over 50 years,
starting shortly after
World War II.

Trevor Adams,
Materials Resource
Coordinator for MCC

(SEE MCC PAGE 27)ERIK MARTENSSON

SEWING THE SEEDS Chateau Gardens residents Dave Thomas and Melinda Eby take time out to care for plants
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Look here when food-related illness stikes

RURALROUTES
BY OWEN ROBERTS

NEW $2-MILLION LABORATORY KEEPS TABS ON SOME NASTY BUGS

FAMILYALBUM
UPCOMING MARRIAGEENGAGEMENT

MARRIAGE

Muskoka Lakes Cruise
and Windermere House

May 26 - 27, 2002
Join us for an unforgettable voyage on the Muskoka Lakes.
We’ll board one of the grandest vessels, the “Wenonah II.” We
pass the grand summer homes of Millionaire’s Row, passing
through the Port Carling Lock to Lake Rosseau, home to the
Hollywood Celebrities. We then check into the historic Victorian
design “Windemere House” for a wonderful evening. The
following day, we board our vessel and travel a different route
home. An awesome dinner awaits us on our drive home.

Lancaster - Daniel
June 24 - 28, and

September 9 - 13, 2002
“Daniel” a dream, a den, a deliverer. Don’t miss this beloved
biblical tale in an all-new musical presented in the spectacular
Millenium Theatre.

Quebec & Gaspé Peninsula
July 9 - 16 , 2002

Experience  Canada’s breathtaking Gaspé Peninsula with
towering cliffs and charming fishing villages along it’s rugged
coastline.

New England & Cape Cod
August 6 - 11, 2002

“If you’re fond of sand dunes and salty air...you’ll fall in love
with old Cape Cod.”

Upcoming Day Tours
Cullen Gardens & Parkwood Estate

Almost Sold Out!
Tuesday, May 7, 2002

Niagara Under Glass
and Maid of the Mist

Monday, May 13, 2002

My Fair Lady - Stratford
Thursday May 16, 2002

(Includes: Show, “Meet the Actors” and Lunch)
Wednesday June 5, 2002

(Includes:  Show ,“Costume Warehouse Tour” and Lunch)

Grand River Cruise
and Iroquois Dancers

Wednesday July 3, 2002 &
Tuesday August 27, 2002

Joseph & The Amazing
Technicolour Dreamcoat

Friday June 14, 2002
Journey back to the ancient land of Canaan
for a retelling of the Old Testament Story.

For more information on these and other tours
or to receive our tour booklet contact:

70 Baffin Place, WATERLOO  ON N2V 1Z7
Phone: 519-747-1626

Travel Act # 50008934

Added! New
September

dates!

Lion King
Saturday November 9, 2002

(Call for Added Dates)

Mamma Mia
Saturday, September 14, 2002
Saturday, November 23, 2002

ReservedOrchestraSeating

The Land of the 1000 Islands
Kingston and Gananoque

July 9 - 10 , 2002
Known all over the world for its beautiful islands. Includes:
cruise, evening barracks banquet at Old Fort Henry as guests
of the commandant and so much more!

Don’t let anyone
scare you into
thinking Canada

has an unsafe food supply.
It does not. But given the
agri-food industry’s size
and complexity - it’s the
second-largest industry in
Canada — problems are
bound to arise. And when
they do, there’s room to
improve the way we
identify the problems’
causes and their sources.

One way is through
detection and high-level
research, such as that
being undertaken at the
new Canadian Research
Institute for Food Safety’s
(CRIFS) level three
biohazard laboratory.
There are four levels of
pathogens; level three is
the third-most severe of
the four.

The $2-million facility,
located on a quiet side
street on the University of
Guelph campus, was built
with the support of
Canada Foundation for
Innovation and Ontario
Innovation Trust. It’s one
of  just 80 such labs in
Canada. It opens this
September, and is destined
to become an important
part of  the food safety
network Canadians say

they value so dearly.
The lab is a positive step

not only for the
University’s ever-
expanding repertoire of
top-notch expertise and
facilities (the next nearest
level three lab is at
McMaster University
Medical Centre in
Hamilton), but for the
public as well, because the
lab equipped to examine
highly hazardous food and
zoonotic (animal-to-
human pathogens)
pathogens, those
considered to be a serious
risk to the public and the
handler — anthrax, prions
(the type of  organism that
causes mad cow disease),
West Nile Virus, and
m y c o b a c t e r i u m
tuberculosis, among them.

These are all classified
as level three pathogens,
and uniquely, can be all
handled at the Guelph
facility. That’s different
than most level three labs
- usually, they specialize in
one pathogen only. Level
two pathogens, defined as
being moderately risky to
the public, are also under
the lab’s purview. These
include E.coli 0157:H7
(responsible for the
Walkerton tragedy)

salmonella, Listeria and
campylobacter.

The Guelph lab won’t be
dealing with any of  level
four pathogens, those
considered to be
extremely risky, such as
the Ebola virus. Still,
officials want to make sure
the pathogens don’t leave
the lab. So, they’ve created
a series of security
features with that in mind.

First, there’s electronic
access only, with visitors
having just five seconds to
enter. That’s followed by a
series of  three rooms —
one for putting away
clothing, changing into lab
coats and showering (if
required) - before access to
the laboratory is possible.
Pressure changes between
rooms ensure air flows
into the lab, rather than
out, to prevent airborne

pathogens from escaping
into the general
ventilation systems
(which would then be
released untreated into
the air). Access to the next
room is only allowed if  the
pressure difference
between rooms is
sufficient.

Video surveillance in the
level three lab is constant.
Each entrance is alarmed
so authorities know if  a
door is tampered with, or
left open. Pathogens (both
level two and three) are
locked in refrigerators and
incubators, with few
people having access keys.
Six-month practice
sessions are required for
personnel before they are
allowed to work with level
three pathogens, to ensure
safety and competency.

CRIFS personnel can
also perform a variety of
research and diagnostic
tests that will help identify
and trace food-borne
pathogens, and the
outbreaks in illness that
can result. With Guelph
increasingly being looked
to for leadership in all
kinds of  food research, the
CRIFS facility boosts our
area’s strength…and
Canada’s ability to keep

food safe.
Also housed in the new

lab is the Canadian
Institute for Food
Inspection Regulation. It
was set up in January, 2000,
by the University and the
Canadian Food Inspection
Agency to increase

collaboration between the
two organizations, in
research, education and
communication about food
inspection regulation, as
well as plant and animal
health programs.

(With files from Kristy
Nudds).

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HAPPY BIRTHDAY

DEATHNOTICES

Cal and Dianne Dolson and
Leander and Lydia Ann Bowman
wish to announce the forthcom-
ing marriage of their children
Michael and Gerald. The wed-
ding will take place June 30,
2002 at the New Apostolic
Church in Hespler, Ontario at
3:30pm.

Karen and Lyle Binkley & Sheri
and Dennis Brubacher would
like to announce the engage-
ment of Becky and Luke. Their
wedding will take place June 1,
2002 at St. Jacobs Mennonite
Church.

Chantal Murray-Brezynskie
and Chad Brezynskie are
pleased to announce their mar-
riage on March 9, 2002. The cer-
emony was held at St. Mary’s
Catholic Church in Woodstock,
Ontario. After a week long honey-
moon in Jamaica, they safely re-
turned and now reside in Waterloo. LOVE MOM & DAD

Happy 1st
Birthday
Ruyi (Tia)!

Happy 65TH
Birthday Dad (Papa)

LOOK WHO’S
ROLLING IN

ANOTHER BIRTHDAY!

Love from: Mom,
Sandra, Sharon, Tom,

Sarah and Sherry

UPCOMING MARRIAGE

The families of Robin Westlake
and Marc Strohoff are pleased
to announce their wedding at
Trinity United Church in Elmira
June 8, 2002 at 3  o’clock.
Friends and family of Robin and
Mark are invited to their Stag
& Doe April 27, 8pm at the
Elmira Community Centre.

BRUBACHER, Lorraine
Martha (nee Heipel) – At
Columbia Forest Long Term
Care Centre, Waterloo, on
Tuesday, April 23, 2002

EWASKO, Alexander “Al” –
Peacefully, on Thursday,
April 18, 2002, at his home,
Al Ewasko, in his 68th year,
of West Montrose.

KREUGER, Myrtle Dorothy
(nee Snyder) – Passed away
peacefully, on Tuesday
evening, April 23, 2002, at
St. Mary’s General Hospital,
age 90, formerly of
Bridgeport Terrace Gardens.

MAIN, Clifford C. – Peace-
fully, on Tuesday, April 23,
2002, at Groves Memorial
Community Hospital,
Fergus, Clifford C. Main, in
his 87th year, formerly of St.
Jacobs.

MARTIN, Lena (Mrs. George
L.) – Peacefully, on Thursday,
April 18, 2002, at Princess
Margaret Hospital, Toronto,
Lena (Bauman) Martin, in
her 45th year of RR2,
Wallenstein.

RAU, Larry – Very early on
Thursday April 18, 2002,
God called to His eternal
home, Larry Rau, age 65
years, formerly of Elmira.

SHANTZ, Jean – Peacefully,
on Friday, April 19, 2002, at
KW Health Centre of Grand
River Hospital, Jean Shantz
in her 90th year, formerly of
Elmira.
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FINAL OFFICIAL HOCKEY POOL 2001-2002 STANDINGS

OUTDOOR

PATIO
SET

Table, umbrella, 4 chairs

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $600

Locally owned & Operated
ST. JACOBS - 664-2226

STIHL 025

CHAIN
SAW

Consumer/semi-pro saw

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $500

21 Industrial Dr.,
ELMIRA - 669-2884

ALL-TERRAIN

MOUNTAIN
BIKE

Hit the trails with this.

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $350

48 Arthur St. S.
ELMIRA - 669-2706

CD/CASS/RADIO

BRAND
STEREO
A system with the works!

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $400

49 Industrial Dr.
ELMIRA - 669-1631

SPORT
WEEKEND
An evening at the historic

Madison Manor in Toronto,
Dinner, 2 tickets to Blue Jays

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $350

20-B Arthur St. N.
ELMIRA - 669-5790

YOUR HOCKEY POOL HOSTS

  RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
   1.Bauman Nyle 520     675     1195    43
   2.Loscerbo Carl 489     688     1177    46
   3.Riff Randy 501     669     1170    41
   4.Loscerbo Carl 466     685     1151    40
   5.Harry Donkersgoed 456     693     1149    39
   6.Snyder Joy 506     641     1147    46
   7.Kevin Acton 458     682     1140    40
   8.Bauman Bryan 479     661     1140    39
   9.Leth Dennis 452     672     1124    42
  10.Drudge Margaret 477     644     1121    44
  11.Fitzsimmons Miche 479     642     1121    43
  12.Lindo Mark 477     644     1121    37
  13.Gambrill David 485     635     1120    42
  14.Ryan Jenny 441     670     1111    40
  15.Siopiolosz John 470     639     1109    36
  16.Scholten Mark 452     656     1108    32
  17.Hamilton Tyson 459     649     1108    38
  18.Michalopsky Brons 476     632     1108    46
  19.Lanteigne Janet 431     675     1106    34
  20.Densmore Nick 497     608     1105    51
  21.Kutchaw Terry 487     617     1104    36
  22.Donkersgoed Harry 440     664     1104    40
  23.Scholten Albert 443     660     1103    34

  RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
  24.Bauman Nyle 467     635     1102    39
  25.Noot Jason 472     630     1102    45
  26.Ryan Eugene 454     647     1101    39
  27.Steve and Pat 448     653     1101    37
  28.Robertson Tim 426     675     1101    42
  29.Fitzsimmons Steve 445     655     1100    40
  30.Brewster Pat 434     665     1099    37
  31.Whittom Todd 441     656     1097    29
  32.Schaefer Gerry 453     643     1096    43
  33.Johnson Brian 471     622     1093    42
  34.Siopiolosz Paul 446     646     1092    39
  35.Goll Jim 447     645     1092    31
  36.Mallett Dave 437     654     1091    41
  37.Bauman Bryan 476     614     1090    38
  38.Scholten Shirley 475     615     1090    35
  39.Cornwell David 443     646     1089    33
  40.Schinkman Jennife 445     644     1089    37
  41.Hayes Pauls 466     623     1089    40
  42.McNiven D. 430     657     1087    35
  43.Kron Peter 450     636     1086    36
  44.Martin Gord 447     639     1086    46
  45.Rank Garrett 454     631     1085    49
  46.Scholten Rachel 418     667     1085    31

  RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
 47.Lanteigne Nancy 468     617     1085    40
  48.Hand Johanne 462     621     1083    42
  49.Scott Mark 461     622     1083    42
  50.Jackowetz Mathew 415     668     1083    39
  51.Ryan Terry 448     635     1083    35
  52.Fawcett Stuart 454     628     1082    38
  53.Johnson Mark 431     651     1082    49
  54.Staniewski Sebast 465     616     1081    37
  55.Wong Allan 483     598     1081    43
  56.Claydon Darryl 445     636     1081    36
  57.Yost William 461     620     1081    40
  58.Denstedt Stan 450     630     1080    38
  59.Taylor Murray 452     628     1080    37
  60.Linseman Justin 439     641     1080    44
  61.McCollum Dennis 435     644     1079    40
  62.Siopiolosz Zachar 441     638     1079    32
  63.Martin Marlene 444     635     1079    41
  64.Denstedt Jessica 472     606     1078    27
  65.Forler Emily 456     622     1078    40
  66.Snyder Mahlon 464     612     1076    48
  67.Lanteigne Tim 461     613     1074    30
  68.Culp James 443     629     1072    31
  69.Marks Diane 456     616     1072    38

  70.Lanteigne Jennife 409     662     1071    35
  71.O’Hagan Peter 431     640     1071    37
  72.Thoman Adam 470     600     1070    53
  73.Kuenzie Terry 471     599     1070    41
  74.Denstedt Randy 434     635     1069    34
  75.Culp Jane 427     642     1069    28
  76.Dowdall Jim 476     592     1068    27
  77.Densmore Jennifer 444     623     1067    38
  78.Winslade Douglas 440     627     1067    46
  79.Lanteigne Mary-Jo 458     607     1065    44
  80.Yost William 461     604     1065    38
  81.Friesen Henry 458     607     1065    35
  82.McBroom William 423     641     1064    36
  83.Blake Pat 469     594     1063    45
  84.Runstedler Bruce 440     623     1063    31
  85.Brewster Pat 431     632     1063    38
  86.Jonas Marlene 457     606     1063    37
  87.Garner Harry 471     592     1063    42
  88.Lanteigne Robert 449     614     1063    38
  89.Bauman Joanne 466     595     1061    31
  90.Schaafsma Jan 413     648     1061    36
  91.Dowdall Keeann 487     574     1061    34
  92.Moore Christopher 416     644     1060    48
  93.Dunn Shawn 442     618     1060    37

OFFICIALLY LICENSED
PRODUCT OF THE NHLPA

OBSERVER’S
TOP TEN
WINNERS

FIRST
NYLE
BAUMAN
Winner of the
outdoor patio set
from Fairway
Lumber, St. Jacobs
($600 VALUE)

Fairway Lumber
representative
Grady DeVrize (right)
presents Nyle
Bauman with prize.

SECOND
CARL
LOSCERBO
Winner of the
mountain bike
from Central Source
for Sports, Elmira
($350 VALUE)

Central Source
representative
Kevin Ertel (left)
presents Carl
Loscerbo with his
prize.

THIRD PLACE

RANDY RIFF
Winner of the
STIHL 025 CHAIN
SAW from Martin’s
Smal Engines, Elmira
($500 VALUE)

Martin’s Small Engines
representative
Rick Weber (right)
presents Randy Riff
with his prize.

FOURTH PLACE

CARL LOSCERBO
Winner of the CD/
CASS/ STEREO
from Programmed
Insurance Brokers,
Elmira ($400 VALUE)

P.I.B. representative
Frank Cooper (right)
presents Carl Loscerbo
with his prize.

FIFTH PLACE

HARRY DONKERSGOED
Winner of the
GROCERY
SHOPPING SPREE
from Selby’s, Elmira
($200 VALUE)

Selby’s representative
Brent Chown (right)
presents Harry
Donkersgoed with his
prize.

SIXTH PLACE

JOY SNYDER
Winner of the AUTOGRAPHED STICK
& PIC OF HOCKEY HALL OF FAMER
& SENATOR FRANK MAHOVOLICH

courtesy of the Big M
(PRICELESS)

SEVENTH PLACE

KEVIN ACTON
Winner of the
SPORTS WEEKEND
from Woolwich
Observer
($350 VALUE)

Kevin Acton will enjoy
an evening at the
historic Madison
Manor in Toronto,
dinner for 2 and
tickets to the Blue Jays

EIGHTH PLACE

BRYON BAUMAN
Winner of the
THEATRE TICKETS
SEASON PASSES
Drayton Festival Theatre
($250 VALUE)

Bryon Bauman will
enjoy the fun and
laughter all season
long at Drayton
Festival Theatre.

NINTH PLACE

DENNIS LETH
Winner of the
Remote Control
DODGE T-REX
TRUCK from Voisin
Motors ($200 VALUE)

Dennis Leth, family &
cat will enjoy hours of
fun with a remote-
controlled replica of
the Dodge T-Rex.

TENTH PLACE

MARGARET DRUDGE
Winner of the
$100 Betting
Vouchers & Dinner
for 4 from Elmira
Raceway ($150 VALUE)

Margaret Drudge will
make her first trip to
the Elmira Raceway on
the house. Enjoy!
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SEASON

THEATRE
TICKETS

Season passes for 2

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $250

$200.00
SHOP
SPREE
Free Grocery Store Trip

SPONSORED BY:

VALUE: $200

REMOTE-CONTROL

DODGE
TRUCK

Dodge T-REX Truck

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $200

VVVVVOISIN’SOISIN’SOISIN’SOISIN’SOISIN’S

TO THE RACES

BET &
DINNER
$100 to bet, Dinner for 4

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: $165

28 Snyder
Ave. S.

AUTOGRAPHED

STICK
& PIC

Personally autographed

SPONSORED BY:
VALUE: PRICELESS

Senator &
Hockey Hall of

Famer
FRANK

MAHOVLICH
BOX OFFICE:

DRAYTON - 638-5555
120 Oriole Pkwy

ELMIRA - 669-2333
15 Arthur St. N.

ELMIRA - 669-2831
ELMIRA

669-8036 Courtesy of
the ‘BIG M’

 RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
 197.Trecoikus Arvyd 407     616     1023    41
 198.Parr Terry 428     595     1023    31
 199.McGrath Theresa 430     593     1023    39
 200.Lanteigne John 417     605     1022    28
 201.Habbourn Thomas 427     595     1022    45
 202.Havermehl Grant 417     605     1022    49
 203.Bender Joseph 431     590     1021    39
 204.Lanteigne Michael 476     545     1021    30
 205.Huber Daniel 389     632     1021    37
 206.Hummel Kimberly 440     581     1021    30
 207.Frederick Ray 447     573     1020    41
 208.Scholten Rob 427     593     1020    36
 209.De Ritis Ana 461     558     1019    49
 210.Fitzsimmons Liam 400     619     1019    31
 211.McGraw Judy 421     598     1019    30
 212.White Chris 420     599     1019    33
 213.Bauman Barry 435     584     1019    39
 214.Whittom Austin 437     582     1019    37
 215.Hebbourn Steve 440     579     1019    31
 216.Bauman Hilary 422     596     1018    36
 217.White Larry 411     607     1018    33
 218.Friendship Willia 435     582     1017    37
 219.Patti Antle 393     624     1017    40
 220.Good Robert 428     587     1015    40
 221.Fay Trevor 441     574     1015    36
 222.Brubacher Danny 413     602     1015    48
 223.Hammer Lynnette 373     642     1015    32
 224.Hayes Tom 449     566     1015    38
 225.Siopiolosz Christ 441     574     1015    33
 226.Townsend Herb 410     603     1013    42
 227.Hogg Adam 404     609     1013    31
 228.Johnson Delora 406     607     1013    33
 229.Wells Paul 424     589     1013    35
 230.Siopiolosz Joan 385     627     1012    34
 231.Lough Stephanie 410     602     1012    35
 232.Bauman Michael 439     573     1012    35
 233.Yaeger Brett 409     602     1011    44
 234.Kron Brian 387     624     1011    27
 235.Brenneman Mike 414     597     1011    23
 236.McEwan Dave 442     568     1010    42
 237.Yaeger Jeff 439     571     1010    34
 238.Drudge Dennis 428     582     1010    34
 239.Cooper Scot 394     616     1010    28
 240.Hammond Larry 403     606     1009    35
 241.Shantz Max 379     630     1009    36
 242.Richtaritsch Stev 429     580     1009    39
 243.Warford Eryn 433     576     1009    29
 244.Newman Crystal 418     591     1009    39
 245.Shantz Max 390     619     1009    34
 246.Moore Trevor 396     613     1009    53
 247.Townsend Mary Ell 476     532     1008    29
 248.Van Viegen James 382     626     1008    31
 249.Siopiolosz Caroly 430     577     1007    38
 250.Dickieson Ken 397     610     1007    38
 251.Nageleisen Erika 408     599     1007    37
 252.Wallcraft Derek 394     612     1006    35
 253.Donkersgoed Laure 400     606     1006    27
 254.Hea Camryn 398     608     1006    33
 255.Martin Travis 426     580     1006    48
 256.Siopiolosz Alexan 473     533     1006    40
 257.Hammer Madelynn 391     615     1006    31
 258.Siopiolosz Teresa 428     578     1006    37
 259.Lanteigne Brenda 425     580     1005    31
 260.Little Kevin 386     619     1005    42
 261.Booth Jason 387     618     1005    50
 262.Hebbourn Cathy 452     553     1005    38
 263.Reiter Dylan 388     617     1005    28
 264.Ryan Ann 384     620     1004    32
 265.Kittel John 397     606     1003    23
 266.Futher Bill 378     624     1002    38
 267.South Ryan 436     565     1001    43
 268.Hea Ciara 433     568     1001    39
 269.Rozema Henry 412     589     1001    29
 270.Culp Alice 435     565     1000    29
 271.Lanteigne Samanth 444     555     999     32
 272.Scholten Kristie 454     545     999     34
 273.Tremblay Matt 398     601     999     37
 274.Blake Roy 393     604     997     22
 275.Falco Sandy 446     551     997     46
 276.Donkersgoed Pamel    389     608     997      28
 277.Sweeney Al 400     597     997     30
 278.Clements Bill 447     550     997     38
 279.Parr Terry 389     607     996     31
 280.Kruger Nancy 435     561     996     30
 281.Ernewein Larry 389     607     996     36
 282.Ernewein Jeff              426     569     995     38
 283.Dumbrava Raevan 391     604     995     28
 284.Fitzsimmons Carla 431     564     995     50
 285.Brewster Pat 404     590     994     34
 286.Bauman Donna 417     577     994     40
 287.Hahn Linda 393     600     993     33
 288.Huber Graham 412     581     993     30
 289.Little Mike 439     554     993     38
 290.Martin Anthony 405     588     993     33
 291.Rosenberg Hugh 422     570     992     32
 292.Hammond Todd 402     589     991     27
 293.Mollison Ward 399     592     991     29
 294.Patton K. 415     576     991     34
 295.McGraw Kevin 437     553     990     48
 296.Habermehl Gayle 381     609     990     40
 297.Bluhm Matt 415      575     990     46
 298.Hammond Ruth Ann 399      590     989     37
 299.Cressman Jeff 410     579     989     32

 RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
 300.Leth Danette 387     602     989     31
 301.Schwarz Burk 394     595     989     38
 302.Bauman Charlie 419     570     989     39
 303.Zippel Jeff 398     590     988     37
 304.Lanteigne Jessica 441     547     988     29
 305.Senek Dave 448     539     987     52
 306.Heinz Brian 432     554     986     42
 307.Hea Jennifer 422     563     985     38
 308.Henry Rhoda 426     559     985     41
 309.Hea Jeff 404     580     984     29
 310.Beatty John 351     633     984     36
 311.Shantz Tammy 424     560     984     42
 312.Martin Mike 428     556     984     44
 313.Ruth Michael 404     580     984     42
 314.Brubacher Wayne 406     577     983     38
 315.Ruth Mike Sr. 405     578     983     41
 316.Whittom Jen 433     550     983     39
 317.Balaga Jeff 454     529     983     22
 318.Kron Brent 382     601     983     33
 319.Jacobs Chad 410     573     983     40
 320.Schopp Jeff 408     574     982     36
 321.Patton Stephen 409     573     982     41
 322.Grosz Nadine 381     601     982     35
 323.Fawcett Keith 386     595     981     32
 324.Lanteigne Matthew 400     581     981     31
 325.Martin Dawson 413     568     981     36
 326.Siopiolosz Kyle 361     619     980     26
 327.Devrieze Mike 397     583     980     36
 328.Brenner Contessa 403     577     980     37
 329.McDonald Jason 393     587     980     34
 330.Potter Chris 395     584     979     28
 331.Kropf Colin 422     556     978     43
 332.Ruth Steven 371     607     978     32
 333.Lenz Mike 385     592     977     36
 334.Dowdall Linda 378     599     977     35
 335.Dowdall Nathan 421     555     976     27
 336.Strauss Andrea 399     577     976     46
 337.Mantler Shannon 414     561     975     32
 338.Dietrich Carol 399     576     975     30
 339.Peters Karen 391     583     974     35
 340.Galway Pete 393     581     974     40
 341.Mason Mac 365     608     973     29
 342.Ross Buck 391     582     973     35
 343.Brooks Moe 398     575     973     32
 344.Shantz Max 359     614     973     31
 345.Lanteigne Mary Ja 421     552     973     32
 346.Fitzsimmons James 385     587     972     35
 347.Schinkman Jason 446     526     972     38
 348.Nickel Jeff 406     566     972     36
 349.Ryan Lee 383     588     971     30
 350.Bender Ronald 396     575     971     40
 351.Twiddle Alex 395     575     970     26
 352.Skinner Lori 401     568     969     45
 353.South Ryan 430     537     967     42
 354.Riff Randy 390     576     966     29
 355.Norster David 435     530     965     39
 356.Habermehl Travis 393     571     964     30
 357.Fitzsimmons Joyce 372     592     964     33
 358.Brenner Tyler 404     560     964     43
 359.Steger Konrad 388     575     963     42
 360.Ruth Pat 415     548     963     31
 361.Lanteigne Grace 401     562     963     28
 362.Shantz Calvin 385     578     963     27
 363.Bridge Shirley 383     579     962     41
 364.Vandenhoogen Mari 383     579     962     31
 365.Koehler Torrie 385     576     961     38
 366.Habermehl Andrew 415     546     961     33
 367.Zettel Ron 390     570     960     47
 368.Fitzsimmons Steve 386     573     959     25
 369.Stewart Shirley 410     549     959     35
 370.Moore Jordan 399     559     958     43
 371.Dietz Jeff 408     550     958     42
 372.McNiven Myrtle 362     595     957     24
 373.Ryan Bonnie 364     593     957     30
 374.Little Don 382     575     957     33
 375.Nageleisen Heathe 358     599     957     33
 376.Hummel Tom 400     557     957     36
 377.Schitt Jim 384     572     956     35
 378.Jacobs Chad 366     590     956     34
 379.Mohring Hannelore 427     529     956     52
 380.Weber Josh 414     541     955     28
 381.Peters Jessica 401     554     955     30
 382.Henderson Marj 366     588     954     33
 383.Matin Andrew 388     566     954     41
 384.Zinger Kelly 352     602     954     37
 385.Beatty Fred 410     543     953     36
 386.Picka Jennifer 396     557     953     29
 387.Koehler Lydia 342     611     953     33
 388.Paterson Doug 403     550     953     28
 389.Fitzsimmons Miche 397     556     953     36
 390.Martin Dustin 358     594     952     38
 391.Monk John 390     561     951     42
 392.Bauman Aden 431     519     950     37
 393.Schell John 402     548     950     45
 394.Robertson Bailey 393     557     950     34
 395.Rollinson Brenda 346     603     949     25
 396.Lough Kevin 379     570     949     34
 397.Mithcell Marilyn 391     558     949     33
 398.Gilbert Alisha 380     568     948     46
 399.Hammer Paul 356     592     948     24
 400.Hayes Lori 392     556     948     23
 401.Friendship Andy 410     538     948     30
 402.Ross Noah 351     596     947     31

  RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
 403.Harley Elaine 345     602     947     26
 404.Denton Jenn 398     549     947     39
 405.Archibald David 380     567     947     39
 406.Martin Dawna 389     556     945     40
 407.Witt Brian 365     578     943     24
 408.Metzger Manny 361     581     942     29
 409.Bannister John 429     513     942     41
 410.Muchling James 396     544     940     29
 411.Huschka Robert 417     523     940     26
 412.Hebbourn Kristine 407     533     940     32
 413.Bowman Kevin 363     576     939     34
 414.Boucher Mike 382     557     939     40
 415.Densmore Sarah 389     549     938     46
 416.Zippel E. 350     588     938     30
 417.Lorentz Mark 419     516     935     37
 418.Proulx Jenn 409     526     935     35
 419.Bender Lea 346     589     935     31
 420.Brenner Brad 355     579     934     30
 421.Denstedt Victoria 390     544     934     35
 422.Schlegel Peggy 349     581     930     29
 423.Habermehl Jeremy 370     560     930     47
 424.Kruger Don 354     576     930     25
 425.Dodds Jason 391     538     929     37
 426.Lanteigne Jeff 356     573     929     25
 427.Monk Nick 365     563     928     30
 428.Marin Tyler 404     524     928     37
 429.Muir Lauren 361     567     928     35
 430.Yaeger Joel 393     535     928     41
 431.Ross Claire 385     543     928     37
 432.Denomme Mary 379     548     927     33
 433.Clements Betty 366     561     927     27
 434.Dryden Chris 347     580     927     41
 435.Dowdall Jody 373     554     927     37
 436.Dietrich Hal 398     529     927     43
 437.Mason Mac 358     568     926     20
 438.Linseman Derril 385     540     925     40
 439.Aldworth Chris 362     563     925     44
 440.Frey Marlin 401     523     924     38
 441.Braun Kara 355     569     924     29
 442.Culp Alice 363     561     924     26
 443.Hummel Trevor 372     551     923     44
 444.Bauman Zach 348     575     923     29
 445.Marks James 401     521     922     25
 446.Scott Tyler 339     583     922     33
 447.Marks James 401     521     922     25
 448.Moore Pete 338     583     921     21
 449.Reiter Eddie 373     548     921     35
 450.Nageleisen Drew 384     536     920     29
 451.Melanson John 360     559     919     42
 452.Zippel James 374     544     918     38
 453.Beyer Tracy 375     543     918     26
 454.Lanteigne Michell 391     526     917     24
 455.Brudiu Mila 384     531     915     33
 456.Sisson Dawn 351     564     915     36
 457.Vandenberg Dave 349     565     914     29
 458.McCollum Dennis 395     519     914     36
 459.Lillico Gloria 399     513     912     39
 460.Haidysh Heather 373     538     911     25
 461.Mohring Suzanne 403     508     911     30
 462.Hummel Adam 371     540     911     31
 463.Krul Trish 327     583     910     28
 464.Jonas Franklin 334     576     910     30
 465.Brueckman Julie 361     548     909     34
 466.Kaminski Adam 365     543     908     41
 467.Siopiolosz Robert 383     525     908     23
 468.Kron Karen 376     532     908     33
 469.Peters Larry 368     537     905     32
 470.Hilker Helen 369     536     905     38
 471.Ewert Trevor 382     521     903     29
 472.Paterson Elizabet 374     529     903     37
 473.Kropf Cleo 354     547     901     25
 474.Kirk Lori-Ann 330     570     900     24
 475.Fulcher Paul 353     544     897     28
 476.Zinger Jason 387     509     896     23
 477.Adams Tara 355     537     892     32
 478.Huber Marty 385     506     891     25
 479.Jauch Dave 348     542     890     22
 480.Ross Joyce 336     553     889     38
 481.Zenger Jennifer 347     541     888     33
 482.Ruth Travis 331     557     888     32
 483.Brueckman Scott 405     482     887     28
 484.Habermehl Brian 366     519     885     23
 485.Krotz Kenneth 358     524     882     32
 486.Zippel L. 348     532     880     24
 487.Fay Rebecca 337     538     875     24
 488.Freeman Donald 360     507     867     38
 489.Ebersol Alvin 340     526     866     35
 490.Kropf Erin 357     505     862     29
 491.Zippel P. 365     496     861     29
 492.Denstedt Josephin 349     511     860     30
 493.Farr Tom 334     525     859     26
 494.Kaye Chad 376     483     859     38
 495.Kruger Kerry 282     574     856     23
 496.Rowles Bill 336     517     853     28
 497.Ditner Patricia 322     522     844     30
 498.Little Steve 336     492     828     37
 499.Huber Richn 365     462     827     21
 500.Drury Donna 340     486     826     19
 501.Hargreaves Alison 369     450     819     24
 502.Hummel Judy 302     496     798     16
 503.Huber Sebastien 338     453     791     29
 504.Wagler Carl 346     441     787     31

  RK Name G      ASS     TP      DF
  94.Runstedler Mark 434     626     1060    30
  95.McNiven Don 410     650     1060    29
  96.Johnson Michael 413     646     1059    35
  97.Miller Marianne 457     602     1059    43
  98.Blake Bill 428     631     1059    40
  99.Wilkie Kurt 438     620     1058    54
 100.Atkins Ryan 466     591     1057    30
 101.Kirk Wes 439     616     1055    31
 102.Hamilton Kevin 412     643     1055    40
 103.Zettel Jonathan 425     630     1055    46
 104.Bluhm Matt 463     591     1054    49
 105.Kropf Michael 410     644     1054    44
 106.Leth Dennis 457     597     1054    32
 107.White Ryan 433     621     1054    31
 108.Brooks Jeff 439     615     1054    44
 109.Dumbrava Nicoleta 447     607     1054    29
 110.Bauman Phillip 451     602     1053    35
 111.Steve & Mac Attac 464     588     1052    28
 112.McGrain David 482     570     1052    45
 113.Van Viegen Josh 426     625     1051    30
 114.Brewster Pat 396     655     1051    33
 115.Roeder Dave 451     599     1050    31
 116.Leth Dennis 416     634     1050    36
 117.Perkull Brennan 413     636     1049    32
 118.McGraw Grace 464     584     1048    50
 119.Kirby Laura 403     645     1048    33
 120.Bauman Richard 473     574     1047    39
 121.Brown Bruce 481     565      1046    42
 122.Bender Matthew 453     593     1046    44
 123.Fawcett Lauretta 454     591     1045    36
 124.Denton Chris 443     601     1044    36
 125.Lillico Stephen 459     585     1044    38
 126.Ruetz Dave 440     603     1043    37
 127.Coulter Bob 444     599     1043    27
 128.Hayes Jeff 423     620     1043    47
 129.Culp Don 416     626     1042    33
 130.Allcock Rob 463     578     1041    47
 131.Friendship Bruce 415     626     1041    38
 132.Alviano Darin 452     589     1041    31
 133.Mitchell Brian 412     629     1041    39
 134.Tom Laird 453     587     1040    45
 135.Senek Don 432     608     1040    43
 136.Soares Lolita 409     631     1040    41
 137.Hammer Colin 403     637     1040    29
 138.Bauman Amy 440     600     1040    31
 139.Tom Laird 453     587     1040    45
 140.McLaughlin Mat 426     613     1039    38
 141.Stewart Wayne 445     594     1039    35
 142.Donkersgoed Tosha 424     614     1038    34
 143.Harley Kayla 425     613     1038    30
 144.Bender Louis 395     642     1037    38
 145.Parr Anita 412     625      1037    33
 146.Read George 440     597     1037    34
 147.Siopiolosz Cather 479     558     1037    49
 148.Culp James 422     615     1037    27
 149.Lautenslager Marj 443     593     1036    36
 150.McGrath Brian 450     586     1036    43
 151.Schinkman Barb 417     619     1036    28
 152.Friesen Landon 474     561     1035    31
 153.Martin Willie 466     568     1034    35
 154.Bauman Caleb 434     600     1034    39
 155.Hipel David 413     621     1034    31
 156.Woods Ashley 417     616     1033    37
 157.Slipp Allison 444     589     1033    31
 158.Boucher Blake 396     637     1033    40
 159.Bauman Nyle 461     572     1033    33
 160.Morris Dawn 444     589     1033    38
 161.Fisher Larry 421     612     1033    28
 162.Dowdall Sheri 465     568     1033    29
 163.Fitzsimmons Liam 394     638     1032    32
 164.Rooney Jack 400     632     1032    41
 165.Nelson Grant 437     595     1032    43
 166.Siopiolosz Victor 421     611     1032    38
 167.Hammer Carson 381     650     1031    27
 168.Koehler Ralph 393     638     1031    41
 169.Yost William 457     574     1031    38
 170.Hoyt Bruce 379     652     1031    32
 171.Johnson Steve 402     629     1031    38
 172.Walraven Daniel 429     602     1031    31
 173.Atkins Allison 435     596     1031    35
 174.Bauman Rachel 421     609     1030    35
 175.Hergott Joan 402     628     1030    47
 176.Lanteigne Jim 404     626     1030    28
 177.Dickieson Linda 419     611     1030    39
 178.Ryan Kaitlin 423     607     1030    40
 179.Kirk Joyce 437     592     1029    30
 180.McLandless James 410     619     1029    41
 181.Lanteigne Paul 445     584     1029    37
 182.Ross Wyatt 419     609     1028    41
 183.Marks Lisa 438     589     1027    35
 184.Snyder Joy 407     619     1026    37
 185.Thoman Randy 421     605     1026    43
 186.Marshall Shawn 428     598     1026    34
 187.Golding Phil 449     577     1026    36
 188.Van Every Owen 422     604     1026    29
 189.Marshall Blaine 424     602     1026    32
 190.Culp Steve 443     583     1026    40
 191.Rozema Chad 414     610     1024    34
 192.Haidysh Elaine 457     567     1024    29
 193.Furlong Chantel 402     622     1024    31
 194.Lanteigne Margare 437     587     1024    29
 195.Hahn John 444     580      1024    43
 196.Bauman Kathy 420     603     1023    28

FINAL OFFICIAL HOCKEY POOL 2001-2002 STANDINGS
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Camels are nature’s master recyclers

STRANGE&TRUE
BY BILL & RICH SONES

REGIONBULLETIN

Individual life insurance • Business insurance
Employee benefits programs • Disability coverage

Savings and investment products
Retirement income programs

Nancy Koebel
Kitchener/Waterloo

5 - 2480 Homer Watson Blvd., Kitchener
Bus. 895-2044 Res. 747-4388

ElmiraElmiraElmiraElmiraElmira
TTTTTruckruckruckruckruck
SerSerSerSerServicevicevicevicevice

TTTTTruck & Truck & Truck & Truck & Truck & Trailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenancerailer Maintenance
Cardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel ManagementCardlock Fuel Management 669-5377669-5377669-5377669-5377669-5377

25 Industrial Dr.,  Elmira,  ON N3B 3K3
Bus: (519) 669-2632 Fax: (519) 669-4282

ALLEN  MORRISON INSURANCE   INC.
Life, RRSPs,  Home, Auto,

Farm,  Business, Group, Travel

C O N S T I T U E N C Y  O F F I C E
1600 KING STREET N, UNIT A-4,  ST. JACOBS, ON N0B 2N0

PHONE: (519) 664-3195
FAX: (519) 664-2940

TOLL FREE:  1-888-501-8455
E-MAIL:  mp@lynnmyers.com

Monday -Friday  9:00a.m. - 4:30p.m.   (After Hours By Appointment)

WELLINGTONWATERLOO

Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?Can I Be of Assistance?

Lynn Myers, M.P.

SANYOSANYOSANYOSANYOSANYO
CANADIANCANADIANCANADIANCANADIANCANADIAN

MACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATEDMACHINE WORKS INCORPORATED

33 Industrial Drive, Elmira   669-1591

MILLMILLMILLMILLMILLWRIGHTSWRIGHTSWRIGHTSWRIGHTSWRIGHTS
                                   LLLLLTD.TD.TD.TD.TD.

MATERIAL HANDLING
& PROCESSING SYSTEMS

• Design
• Custom
   Fabrication
• Installation
669-5105
P.O. Box 247
Route 1, Elmira

DUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-E
•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED•LICENSED
MECHANICMECHANICMECHANICMECHANICMECHANIC
•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS•TUNE-UPS
A "FULL SERVICE" STATION

•PROPANE •DIESEL
390 ARTHUR ST. S., ELMIRA (Hwy 86 & Road 21)

669-2015669-2015669-2015669-2015669-2015

DUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-EDUB-L-E
•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES•LUBES

•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &•BRAKES &
EXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUSTEXHAUST

DENTUREDENTUREDENTUREDENTUREDENTURE
15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial A15 Memorial Ave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmirave., Elmira (behind Bank of Montreal)

Vinolea Jahandari D.D.
• Total Denture Care
• Same day service on repairs and relines
• Guaranteed work on new sets of dentures
• No charge for consultation

669-1535669-1535669-1535669-1535669-1535
744-9770744-9770744-9770744-9770744-9770

KITCHENER

C o n s t r u c t i v e
I d e a s .

3435 Broadway St. Hawkesville   699-4641
www.freybuildingcontractors.com

It’s time to call your
Welcome Wagon Hostess.

She will bring
congratulations and  gifts

for the family and the
NEW BABY!

Michelle Reay                                        669-0495

Elmira & Surrounding area. If you are not long
distance to Elmira , you are welcome to a visit.

Serving Your Community for 20 years

Kleensweep Carpet Care
Cell 577-1518
Res 669-2033

Al Earl

• Wet or Dry Method
• Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
• Flood Restoration, Certified
• New Super Extraction Equipment
• Fast Drying Time

669-5006
“A good job done everytime”

Shaklee...
A name you can trust!

Herbs & Vitamins
Household cleaning products

Anti-aging skin care
Air purification

To order products or a free catalog,
call 519-669-1167 or
visit our website at

www.shaklee.net/bjhunking
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MAKE SUMMER WORK EASY.

21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr21 Industrial Dr.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira.  Elmira
     669-2884669-2884669-2884669-2884669-2884

LTD.

April 27
Theatre & Company presents

Transit Of Venus
7:30 pm - King Street Theatre

571.0928

April 27
I’ll Be Back Before Midnight

8:00 pm - Waterloo Stage Theatre
888.0000

Q. - “Communications
intelligence” has come a
long way since the Code
Talkers of World Wars I and
II, when Native American
languages were encoded to
befuddle the enemy.  How do
computers today encrypt
secret messages on hard
drives, radio, even e-mail,
and how likely are these to
be broken?

A.  Three standard tricks
are substitutions,
permutations and secret
keys, often used in combo,
says University of
Pittsburgh professor of
information science and
t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Michael B. Spring.

Substitution:  Take
“hello how are you” and
“rotate” the letters by
adding 2 so an “a” becomes
a “c,” “c” an “e,” etc.  The
message becomes

“jgnnqbjqybctgb qw”—
note the y rotated to the
end space between z and a
of  the next abc... To decode
you need to figure the
rotation and reverse it.

Permutation:  You write
the message in, say, a 4x5
matrix, then code by
reading it out vertically:
hell  (4 slots across, 5 down)

The three spaces after
the “u” round out the 4x5
box. To create the cipher
(coded message), you read
down the box, getting
“howeue    lhay loro “.  To
decode, you write the
cipher in a box vertically
and read it out
horizontally, but you need
to know the dimensions of
the box that was used.

Now combine these in
complex ways, explains
Spring, throwing in a
“secret key” that

randomly reassigns
letters, and the code
becomes difficult to break.
“If  it’s an encrypted
message between you and
your buddy about the
school dance, who would
spend time and money to
decode?  But if  you’re
selling national secrets, it
is probable that with time,
the code could be broken.”
Q. -  How much water can be
stored in a camel’s hump?

A.  It’s not for water but
is a mound of  fatty tissue
for sustenance when food
is scarce, says
www.Arab.net. Overtaxed,
the 80-pound hump can go
flaccid and hang at the
camel’s side.  “Food and a
few days’ rest will return
the hump to its normal
firm condition.”

The “ships of  the
desert,” Dromedary (one-

humped) camels can go for
long distances without
food or water, averaging 10
mph for 18-hour treks,
downing large amounts of
water when available, says
“Information about
Camels” site. Reducing
water loss, their kidneys
can concentrate urine to
be thick as syrup, with
twice the salt content of
sea water.  Master
recyclers, camels can

actually extract water from
their own fecal pellets,
wasting nary a drop.
Q.  The old song talks of
“Fifty Ways To Leave Your
Lover,” such as “Slip out the
back, Jack,” or “Hop on the
bus, Gus.”  Has psychology
tackled this heartfelt issue?

A.  When Paul Simon
wrote this, he was
undoubtedly inspired by
another song that correctly
claimed “Breaking up is
hard to do,” says DePaul
University psychologist
Ralph Erber.  On the
surface, to slip out the back
or hop on the bus seems
like a cruel way to end a
relationship.

But it has some distinct
advantages over the
seemingly more
compassionate approach
of  ending the relationship
after a frank conversation.

Those who are being
dumped feel depressed and
rejected no matter what
the dumper might cite as
reasons.  Simply being
abandoned victimizes the
unreciprocated lover and
thus ensures him or her
the sympathy and social
support of  many.

Abandonment a la Paul
Simon’s strategies also
helps the leaver avoid
those strong feelings of
guilt over telling little
white lies to protect the
other’s feelings (“It’s not
you—it’s ME”).  “So
whether getting out of
town is a compassionate
way to break up is
probably a judgment call.
There are some clear
benefits for both, but it is
also clear that the balance
of  the benefits are enjoyed
by the dumper.”

April 27
Woolwich Clean Waterways – welcomes

volunteers to help plant trees along the riverbanks
at the farm of Josiah Bauman, at 9 a.m. For further
information call Chris Chhatwal at 669-2938 or Barb
Taylor at 669-3961.

Ham Roll – The Maryhill Knights of Columbus on
Saturday at 8:00pm.$1/person which includes lunch
and door prizes (cash prizes too)! Info 519-836-
8271 or 519-648-2079.

Holistic Health Fair – at the Fergus Arena from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Over 60 alternative practitioners,
prodicts, demos and speakers all day. Call 519-787-
5123. Entrance to fair is donation to food bank.

April 29
Elmira & District Hotricultural Society – Trinity

United Church, 7:30 p.m. “Care of Different Kinds
of Roses” with Jim Scherrer – all welcome.

April 30
Pesticide Alert: Exploring links between pesticide

use and human health. 7:30 – 9:30 p.m. To register
call 664-3794.

May 1
Woolwich Community Health Centre- Info

session from 7:00pm to 9:00pm.Safety for bikes,
scooters, rollers & internet. Presenter Colleen
Cooper.Call Heidi 664-3794 ext. 237.

May 1 & 2
14th Annual Home and Garden Show – Wellesley

Arena, 5 – 9:30 p.m.  Admission free, great door
prizes. Cash/Non perishable Food Donations.

May 3
Ladies Spring Tea – Wallenstein Bible Chapel.

Speaker Yvone McCallum and Gardening feature by
Lois Weber.

May 4
Kids Making Cancer History – Hosted by the St.

Clements Elementary School Grade 6 Class; $3.50
for 3 pancakes and juice or coffee at Swiss Chalet,
Weber St. Waterloo. For more information contact
Rachel Haston at St. Clements School 699-5271.

Giant Optimist Garage Sale – Conestoga Public
School, 8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Thousands of items
donated by the community.

5th Annual Habitat For Humanity Garage & Yard
Sale will take place from 7:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. at
Queensmount Arena at the corner of Queen Street
S. and Westomount Rd. Kitchener.  Free pick up
available, call 743-7462. With a BBQ lunch.

Children’s Homes International 9th Walk For Kids
– Kissing Bridge Trail, Elmira. Call 669-8130.

Childrens’ Homes International  Yard Sale,
barbecue, and Bake Sale. Arthur & First Sts., Elmira.
Donations accepted, 669-8130.

April 27
KW Philharmonic Chamber Singers

Let the Organ Thunder
8:00 pm - St. Peter’s Church
578.1570 or 1.800.265.8977

May 1
Kaeja d’Dance - Resistance
8:00 pm - River Run Centre

763.3000 or 1.877.520.2408
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decortile
ltd.

www.decortile.com
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

FLOOR COVERINGS
free estimates - professional installation

ceramic - hardwood - laminate
shutters & blinds - carpet & vinyl

1600 King St. N. St. Jacobs

664-3728

Shirley’Shirley’Shirley’Shirley’Shirley’sssss
WWWWWindow Crindow Crindow Crindow Crindow Creationseationseationseationseations

Curtain Hardware
Wooden Poles

Custom Draperies
Sheers Blinds

26 Arthur Street South,
Elmira   669-8309

ScottLLOYD

ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CABINET DIVISION

“Reface Existing
or

Custom Design New.
Kitchen Cabinets

“FAMILY BUSINESS SINCE 1969”

1-519-846-5871

Additions
Bathrooms
Shower doors
Doors

(519) 669-2135

Florida Rooms
Rec Rooms
Maintenance
Windows

Problem Solving

BUILD ON
YOUR DREAMS

West Montrose

CRONIN-EMERY
MECHANICAL LMECHANICAL LMECHANICAL LMECHANICAL LMECHANICAL LTDTDTDTDTD.....

CALL FOR FREE
ESTIMATES ON

YOUR HEATING &
COOLING NEEDS!

(519) 664-3741(519) 664-3741(519) 664-3741(519) 664-3741(519) 664-3741
WE SELL • WE INSTALL

 WE SERVICE

your business.

Advertise in the
Woolwich Observer’s

Home of the Week
669-5790

BUILD

Plans may be obtained for $580.00 (set of 5), $676 (set of 8), and $737 for a super set of 10. Allow $25 for Priority courier
charges. Please add 7% GST where applicable to both the price plan and postage charges.  The Home Plan Catalogue
containing over 300 plans is available for $11.50 (including taxes, postage, and handling).  Make all cheques payable to
Woolwich Observer Plan of the Week, 336 Columbia St., New Westminster, B.C. V3T 1A6.

HOME OFTHE WEEK

Multiple mullioned windows, a wraparound porch and stone accents give this 3-bedroom house
an strong exterior appeal. Inside the foyer, a half-wall immediately opens up the view of the expansive
great room, with its large, bayed windows. Optional gas fireplace and entertainment centre available.

The great room extends to the dining area and the kitchen which offers plenty of space to
move around, a central island with a useful eating bar, dual sinks, a walk-in pantry. A door leads out
to the terrace, which has steps down to the back garden.

The master suite at the rear corner of the house has an attractive windowsill, a three-piece en
suite bathroom and a walk-in closet. Bedroom No. 2 also has a windowsill, and shares the main
bathroom with bedroom No. 3.

The double garage has a side door and access to the house through the laundry room, which
therefore serves also as a mud room. Cupboards and storage also located here.

The house is 49 feet wide and 49 feet, 10 inches deep with 1,299 square feet of living space,
although an optional basement can be added to the plan.

SHARON
FARR

Sales Rep.

Elmira Real Estate Services Broker
Independently Owned and Operated

30 Church St. W., Elmira   (519) 669-3192
BONNIE

BRUBACHER
Broker

SHANNA
BRUBACHER

Sales Rep.

JASON
SHANTZ

Sales Rep.

BEAUTIFUL TWO STOREY
Welcoming front foyer, family room with gas
fireplace, French doors, oak kitchen, garden
doors off the dinette to 16’x12’ deck plus
10’x10’ board and baton shed. Master bed-
room offers a lavish ensuite with seperate
shower. MLS $234,900.

Drayto
n

LOVELY FOUR LEVEL BACKSPLIT
Exceptional .49-acre property. Four bedroom
family home, huge front foyer, French doors
to living room and dining room. Open con-
cept from kitchen overlooking the family
room. Wrap deck off the family room and
sunroom. MLS $249,900.

Crossh
ill

Elmira

IMMACULATE 18.71-ACRE
HOBBY/HORSE FARM

Located only minutes from Elmira and Water-
loo. 28’x36’ barn offering a tack rm., loft, 4
box stalls, water and hydro plus 40’x60’ shop,
both in excellent condition. Ranch style 2800
sq. ft bungalow with open concept layout.
Large kitchen with built-in appliances, island,
large dining area with vaulted ceiling and sky-
lights. Spacious living room with floor to ceil-
ing fireplace, 2 walkouts to huge deck. A MUST
SEE. NEW MLS $479,500.

HANEY Realty Inc.
116 Erb Street W., Waterloo  Tel: (519) 884-7888   Fax: (519) 883-0360

Quiet Court Location in Elmira!  This brick
and aluminum raised bungalow features a
large yard with mature trees, deck and shed.
The interior boasts a gas fireplace in rec
room, central air and vacuum, eat-in
kitchen, 4 bedrooms plus den, 2 baths and
high efficiency gas furnace. A must see!

MLS 221684    $219,900       Mike Milovick, Sales Rep.

$219,900
5 Blue Heron Ct, ELMIRA

Ontario said Apr. 24 the
group was hoping to can
20,000 to 25,000 tins of beef
in the five days the mobile
unit was at the university.

“To put it in perspective
that’s about 50,000 pounds
and about 80 head of
cattle.”

After the meat is canned
it is stored until it is
requested by MCC mission
workers from all across
the world.

“There’s no guessing
involved,” said Adams.
“Because we are there on
the ground we know that
there is a need. So we feel
we’re shipping where it’s
needed.”

A recent shipment of  the
MCC canned beef was sent
to North Korea, which has
been experiencing a severe
drought for the past several

years. Adams said because
the MCC was able to ship
several hundred thousands
of cans of beef to the Asian
nation, it has a huge over-
all impact.

“We’re hoping to save the
lives of  280,000 children.
That’s what keeps us
working so hard.”

Hard indeed, as three
shifts of  volunteers keep
the mobile canning unit
operating from 6 a.m. until
about 10 p.m. at night.

Adams noted, however,
that it is no problem for the
MCC to drum up the 600
volunteers needed for the
weeklong enterprise.

“It’s very easy. We get the
600 people we need and we
still get more calls offering
help. Unfortunately we’ve
run out of  places to put
these people so they can
help, but it’s nice to know

MCC feeds the world
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22)

ONTARIOLIVESTOCKREPORT

they are available.”
The organization is

always in need of  donated
cattle and the money to
buy them though. Adams
noted in the past
donations of  heads of
cattle have come from
individuals and
neighbours who have
gotten together to
purchase one.

The beef  that is
purchased and donated is
prime beef, which means
all that goes into the cans
is of  good quality as well -
no broth, bone or gristle is
packed into the 795-gram
tin.

“It stretches and it goes
a long way. It’s not
surplus that wasn’t
wanted here in Canada.
It’s a good quality source
of  protein for those that
need it the most.”

Thursday, April 25, 2002
Fed steers and heifers sold

selectively at steady prices. Holstein
steers sold easier. Fed cows sold
actively at $1 higher. Veal continued
to trade under pressure. Feeder
cattle sold under pressure. Open
dairy heifers sold on strong demand.
Milk cows and springers sold under
pressure. Feeder pigs sold easier.

Receipts in cattle were 2134 head.
Fed steers, large frame 98 to 106
with sales to 125; medium frame 92

to 98. Holstein steers 86 to 90 with
sales to 93.50. Fed heifers, large
frame 94 to 106 to 122; medium
frame 90 to 94. Fed cows 59 to 68
with sales to 87.50.

Replacement cattle, steers over
800lbs 92 to 106 with sales to 122;
600 to 800lbs 99 to 120 with sales
to 132; 400 to 600lbs 105 to 130 with
sales to 148. Heifers over 700lbs 90
to 98 with sales to 110; 500 to 700lbs
105 to 115 with sales to128; 300 to
500lbs 110 to 125 with sales to 147.

Veal calves, over 600lbs 73 to 82
with sales to 97; under 600lbs 60 to
82 with sales to 93. Bob calves 100
to 350. Dairy cattle, milk cows 950
to 3225. Springer cows and heifers
1000 to 3100. Open dairy heifers
1050 to 2300.

Receipts in pigs were 445 head.
Replacement pigs, under 40lbs 22
to 110; 41 to 50lbs 20 to 55; 51 to
60lbs 57 to 71; 61 to 70lbs 55 to
69; over 70lbs 25 to 59. Sows 32.50
to 39.50.

“AS USUAL we’ve had tre-
mendous attendance and
enthusiasm from dealers
and vendors, “ said Robert
Wallace Home Hardware
promotional events manager.
This year’s spring show, the
largest ever, attracted ap-
proximately 12,000 partici-
pants and more than 850
vendors.  Unlike previous
spring markets, this season’s
show was held in the newly
renovated Henry Sittler
Building. The expansion
adding, more floor space,
upgraded lighting and air
quality, didn’t, however, pro-
vide adequate defence
against the heat wave April
16th - the room was stifling.
The biannual market, which
ran from Apr. 14-16, offered
training seminars for dealers
and employees, as well as
providing an opportunity for
storeowners to shop for fall
and Christmas products.

THOUSANDS AT SPRING MARKET

JOANNE PEACH
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2002 Dodge
Dakota Club Cab

SXT 4x2

2002 Dodge
Durango SXT 4x4

Dodge customers read the fine print: *, **,  †, ††, ◊, ◊◊ These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offer except Graduate Rebate and apply to retail deliveries for personal use only on all new in-stock 2002 vehicles. Retailer may sell/lease for less. Purchase price/leases/financing exclude freight,
license, registration, insurance and taxes. Leases/financing subject to approval by DaimlerChrysler Financial Services. Offer subject to change without notice. See retailer for complete details and conditions. Retailer order/trade may be necessary.  * Price includes factory to retailer incentives (Ram 1500 excluded) and is applicable
to cash purchases only. If consumer chooses 0% purchase financing then the negotiated price may be higher. ◊ 0% purchase financing on all 2002 Dodge Ram 1500 models up to 36-months. Example: $20,000/$25,000 @ 0% APR/36-month term; monthly payment is $555.56/$694.44. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is

$20,000/$25,000. This is a sample calculation only. **, † Based on a 24-month lease for Dodge Ram Quad Cab ST 4x2 24A+ DSA+CKE+AJK+ WF2 (4x4 model shown) and Dodge Ram Quad Cab ST 4x4 24A+ DSA+CKE+AJK+ WF2 (vehicle shown with optional rims, fog lamps). Total lease obligation is $12,734
for 4x2; $13,480 for 4x4. Lease finance interest rate is 2.8%. Kilometers limited to 40,800; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. These are closed end leases with no buy-back requirements. † Monthly lease payment for Ram 1500 4x4 is $327. †† Based on a 48-month lease for 2002 Dodge vehicles
equipped as described: Dakota Club Cab 4x2 SXT 24X+DSA; Durango SXT 4x4 26F+MRR+LNJ.  Total lease obligation is: $17,039 Dakota; $24,163 Durango. Lease finance interest rate is: 4.3% Dakota; 2.3% Durango.  Kilometers limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometers. These are closed
end leases with no buy-back requirements. ◊◊ 0% purchase financing on all 2002 Dodge Dakota and Durango models up to 48-months. Example: $25,000/$35,000/$45,000 @ 0% APR/48-month term; monthly payment is $520.83/$729.17/$937.50. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is
$25,000/$35,000/$45,000. This is a sample calculation only. ∆ Graduate Rebate applies as follows: $500 cash allowance on leased vehicles; $750 cash allowance on Neon purchase; $1,000 cash allowance on purchase of vehicles excluding Neon; offer applies to all vehicles excluding Dodge Viper and
Chrysler Prowler. Some conditions apply. See retailer for details. ‡ Warranty valid for 5 years or 100,000km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply. See retailer for details. ® Jeep is a registered trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Canada Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.∆

VI S IT YOU R N E IG H BOU R HOOD CH RYS LE R, DODG E, J E E P ® R ETAI LE R OR DODG E.CA

For your peace of mind, all 2002
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep models offer
a 5 year/100,000km powertrain 
warranty and roadside assistance.‡

0%◊◊

purchase 
financing
up to 
48 months
on all 2002
Dakota and
Durango models

OR

$23,698*
CASH PURCHASE FOR

a month for 48 months. 
With $3,487 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $300 security deposit 
and $820 freight.

$259††
OR LEASE FOR

$34,288*
OR CASH PURCHASE FOR

a month for 48 months. 
With $4,254 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $450 security deposit 
and $835 freight.

$388††
LEASE FOR

Introducing the baddest lineup of trucks on the road: the new 2002 
Dodge trucks. With all the power, performance and attitude you can handle.

DODGE.
Rattle some cages.

The all new Dodge Ram Quad Cab ST 4x2
$28,788*

CASH PURCHASE FOR 0%◊

purchase 
financing
up to 
36 months
on all Dodge 
Ram 1500 
models

OR

a month for 24 months. 
With $4,237 downpayment 
or equivalent trade.
Plus $350 security deposit 
and $995 freight.

$298**

$29†
STEP UP TO A 4X4 FOR

OR LEASE FOR

“4x4 Capabilities with all new big rig styling”
This package includes: • 4.7L 240 hp Magnum • Multispeed automatic transmission 

• Air conditioning • 40/20/40 Split bench • Rack and pinion steering 
• Four full-size doors that open up to 85 degrees • 4-wheel disc, rear anti-lock brakes

“The right size sport
utility with bold styling
and V8 Magnum power”

This package includes: 
• 4.7L 240 hp Magnum V8 • Speed control 

• 16X8-inch cast aluminum wheels
• Sentry-Key® theft deterrent system 

• Dual-zone temperature control 
• Remote keyless entry • Security group 
• Power disc/drum rear anti-lock brakes

• Unique graphite metallic appearance group including wheelflares

MORE
PER
MONTH

“The #1 selling pickup 
in its class.”

This package includes: • 3.9L 175hp Magnum V6 engine 
• Air conditioning • Fog lamps • 16-inch cast aluminum wheels 

• Power disc/drum rear anti-lock brakes • Floor console • Bucket seating
• Unique graphite metallic appearance group including wheelflares


